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Abstract
This thesis describes a probabilistic model for optimum information retrieval in a dis-
tributed heterogeneous environment.
The model assumes the collection of documents oered by the environment to be
hierarchically partitioned into subcollections. Documents as well as subcollections have
to be indexed. At this, indexing methods using dierent indexing vocabularies can be
employed. A query provided by a user is answered in terms of a ranked list of documents.
The model determines a procedure for ranking the documents that stems from the
Probability Ranking Principle: For each subcollection, the subcollection's elements are
ranked; the resulting ranked lists are combined into a nal ranked list of documents,
where the ordering is determined by the documents' probabilities of being relevant with
respect to the user's query. Various probabilistic ranking methods may be involved in
the distributed ranking process. The underlying data volume is arbitrarily scalable. A
criterion for eectively limiting the ranking process to a subset of subcollections extends
the model.
The model's applicability is experimentally conrmed. When exploiting the degrees
of freedom provided by the model, experiments showed evidence that the model even
outperforms comparable models for the non-distributed case with respect to retrieval
eectiveness.
An architecture for a distributed information retrieval system is presented that re-
alizes the probabilistic model. The system provides access to an arbitrary number of
dynamic multimedia databases.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet provides access to a rapidly growing number of web servers, online
databases and le systems that are spread all over the world and oer an exploding
amount of data. This data organizes into all kinds of documents containing information
of an incredible variety. Most of the documents available via Internet used to be pure
text documents, for example abstracts of scientic papers or news group articles. In the
meantime, the share of documents containing media objects such as image, audio and
video has increased enormously. Considering the World Wide Web as a \part" of the
Internet, those HTML1 documents that contain { beside semi-structured text { at least
simple graphical elements form the majority today.
In other words, the environment, which becomes accessible through the Internet, is a
prime example of a distributed heterogenous environment 2. We consider an environment
to be distributed, if
 the data oered by the environment is partitioned into separately maintained units
that are stored at (physically) distributed, networked sites,
and to be heterogeneous, if at least one of the following conditions holds:
 The content, and thus the information provided by the various documents in the
environment covers a broad range of topics. The extend of the documents may
vary extremely; documents providing detailed information on a particular subject
occur as well as documents tackling a bunch of topics at the same time in less
detail.
 Each document is of a certain data structure. A number of dierent data structures
occur in the environment.
Further properties could have been considered that also classify an environment to be
heterogeneous, as for example the access to the documents in the environment being
implemented through a variety of access protocols and interfaces.
1Hypertext Markup Language; based on SGML, the Standard Generalized Markup Language, ISO
8879.
2All important concepts being introduced in this work (as for example the distributed heterogenous
environment) are summarized in the glossary, see appendix D.
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As a matter of course, such an environment usually behaves in a highly dynamic way,
documents are frequently added, modied and removed, new document sources become
available, possibly oering documents of new data structure, and so on.
The data structure of a document identies passages in the document and denes
their semantics. The more detailed the partitioning of a document into passages, the
more structure the document is considered to have. Some examples: Consider tuples
provided by a digital library containing bibliographic information. These tuples are
highly-structured documents; their data structure determines passages containing ti-
tles, author names, publishing dates, and so on. HTML documents are semi-structured;
the data structure given by the HTML standard determines those passages in an HTML
document that contain headlines, paragraphs, images and so on. Semi-structured docu-
ments { even if provided by the same source { are not correlated to an apriorily dened
schema. And nally, an unstructured text document can be interpreted to consist of a
single passage. The semantic assigned to the passage by the document's data structure
is simply that the passage contains text data. Dierent data structures for unstructured
text documents can be introduced if the documents are written in dierent languages,
see [Fuh96a].
The usefulness of a distributed heterogenous environment from the user's point of
view strongly depends on the tools provided for localizing relevant documents, i.e. doc-
uments that contain information satisfying the user's current information need.
Given that the documents in the environment contain links to other content-related
documents (an example are HTML documents), browsing tools for following the docu-
ment links assist a user in nding information related to the information provided by the
document currently considered. However, at least one document containing suciently
relevant information has to be available as a starting point. Moreover, the relevant
documents that can be found from the selected start points are often just a very small
portion of the relevant documents actually available in the distributed heterogenous
environment.
Often, certain areas in the distributed environment can be searched using specic
search facilities. An example are the online databases accessible via Internet. For a user
with a specic information need, these facilities can be useful. However, the potential
of relevant documents provided by the distributed heterogenous environment in total is
not exploited.
As a consequence, tools for searching relevant documents in a distributed heteroge-
nous environment are required that cover the entire environment while hiding the envi-
ronment's distributive nature from the user.
1.1 Why does the exact-match paradigm fail?
To build a tool for searching relevant documents in a distributed heterogeneous envi-
ronment, falling back on established database technology would probably be the most
straightforward approach { at rst glance. Standard database systems as for exam-
ple relational databases usually provide search mechanisms that follow the exact match
paradigm: Given a set of documents and a query, for each document, it is decided
whether the document exactly matches the query, or not. The corresponding matching
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algorithm does not directly operate on documents and queries, but on suitable document
and query representations. A document exactly matching the query is classied to be
relevant with respect to the query; a document not matching the query is classied to
be non-relevant. Classifying a document to be \rather relevant" or \rather irrelevant"
is not possible. This however would be extremely useful to overcome the uncertainty
caused by the loss in semantic, which arises as a side eect of the inevitable mapping of
information and information needs into document and query representations:
 A document representation arises in two steps: First, an author has to bring certain
information into a syntactical form, which yields a document. This document is
transformed into a document representation that is used for matching.
This process of course strongly depends on the author's subjectivity and on the
used transformation mechanism; the resulting document representation often re-
ects the author's intention only in parts.
 A query representation arises in two steps: First, a user has to bring his or her
information need into a syntactical form, which yields a query. The query is
transformed into a query representation that is used for matching.
The degree to which the resulting query representation reects the user's actual
information need strongly depends on the user's ability to precisely formulate the
information need. Users often just have a vague idea of what they are looking
for { their knowledge related to the needed information may be assumed to be
limited, and it is usually unknown in advance, in what form the desired (and the
non-desired) information can be expected from the considered environment.
The user of an exact-match search tool has to bridge the arising uncertainty on his
or her own { sometimes an unsolvable task: The generated answer sets often contain
either too many documents that are actually non-relevant, or too few documents that
are actually relevant.
To avoid this problem, search tools should follow a dierent paradigm, the best-
match paradigm: The result to a query is an ordering of the documents according to
their degrees of matching the query, i.e. their estimated degrees of being relevant with
respect to the query. This way, the mentioned uncertainty is taken into account such
that the nding of as much relevant and as little non-relevant documents as possible is
supported.
As a consequence of this discussion, we will concentrate on approaches for searching
a distributed heterogeneous environment that are based on the concept of best-match
information retrieval (or just information retrieval in the following).
1.2 Distributed information retrieval
Following a brief introduction into the eld of information retrieval, we present three
basic strategies for retrieving information in a distributed heterogeneous environment.
In particular, we discuss their weaknesses in order to motivate our concern, namely
the development of a probabilistic model for distributed information retrieval that over-
comes most of the problems with other approaches. Various properties of the model are
discussed.
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1.2.1 Information retrieval { some terminology
An information retrieval (IR) system is a tool for searching information in a collection
of documents that satises a user's information need. In order to use an IR system,
the user has to formulate his or her information need; the resulting query is then taken
by the system to rank the documents according to an estimate of their probabilities
of being relevant to the user's information need. For this purpose, a corresponding
ranking method is called with the query. It assigns retrieval status values (RSVs) to the
documents. A document's RSV determines the position of the document in the ranked
list of documents that represents the answer to the query.
In this work, we concentrate on ranking methods that operate on statistical in-
formation quantifying certain query and document features. A feature represents an
equivalence class of patterns that may occur in the query and documents, and that
carry semantics associated with the feature. Considering for example text queries and
documents, words (patterns) with the same word stem could correspond to the same
feature.
In order to enable the gathering of statistical information, features have to be derived
from the query as well as the documents. A feature being derived from a query or
document is said to index the query or document, respectively. The set of features
indexing a query or document forms the query's or document's description. It is possible
to multiply derive certain features from a query or document. In order to allow the
gathering of corresponding statistical information, features inserted into the description
of the query or document have to be labelled accordingly. The generation of descriptions
is performed by appropriate indexing methods. The indexing vocabulary correlated to an
indexing method provides all the features that may be used by the method for indexing.
Feature and document frequencies are examples for statistical information: The fea-
ture frequency () counts how often a certain feature can be derived from a specic query
or document (here, the mentioned labelling of the features in the query and document
descriptions is exploited). The document frequency (df) gives the number of document
descriptions containing a certain feature.
Relevance feedback given by the user implies additional statistical information: The
user investigates some documents and decides on their relevance with respect to the
actual query. A ranking method also considering the statistical information related to
the two sets of documents that have been judged to be relevant or non-relevant, usually
shows an improved retrieval eectiveness. An example for statistical information being
implied by relevance feedback are the document frequencies related to the set of relevant
documents.
The retrieval eectiveness of an IR system reects the degree to which a user's
information need is satised by the system's output. Two common measures of retrieval
eectiveness are recall and precision [SM83]. Considering a ranked list generated by the
system down to a certain depth, the recall gives the percentage of the relevant documents
found, while the precision measures the percentage of relevant documents among the
considered documents.
Descriptions and statistical information provide information about queries and doc-
uments and hence, can be interpreted to be metadata. Metadata in general describe
certain data or provide information that is indispensable or useful for interpreting the
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data [Sch98].
A ranking method always operates on statistical information correlated to the input
query and the documents to be ranked by the method. This implies that if more than
one method is employed for indexing the query and documents, these methods have to
use the same indexing vocabulary:
 Features or feature sets taken from two dierent indexing vocabularies but rep-
resenting the same semantic cannot be assumed to be comparable. Consider for
example an indexing vocabulary containing word stems [Por80] and a vocabulary
providing N -grams (overlapping word fragments of length N [Teu89]). A method
for indexing a text document might select the feature \rain" for indexing the word
\rainy", when being correlated to the rst vocabulary. Another method associated
with the second vocabulary with N = 4 could transform the word \rainy" into
the feature set \rain" and \ainy". The feature \rain" from the rst vocabulary
cannot be compared to the N -gram \rain", as the latter is also indexing words
such as \brain".
Furthermore,
 two syntactically equivalent features taken from two dierent indexing vocabu-
laries may represent dierent semantics. Consider for example two vocabularies
containing German and English word stems, respectively, that both oer the fea-
ture \gift". While in the rst case, this feature represents the words \poison",
\toxic" and so on, it stands for \present" in the second case.
For a detailed introduction into information retrieval see for example [Fuh93], [SM83],
[Sch97a] or [SJW97] 3.
1.2.2 Strategies for distributed information retrieval
Having briey introduced the eld of IR, we now focus on possible strategies for re-
trieving information in a distributed heterogeneous environment. For that, we assume
the document collection oered by the environment to be partitioned into subcollections
that are allocated to various provider sites. Subcollections are autonomously managed
in the sense that no superior unit inuences the assignment of the documents to the
subcollections.
Searching the subcollections by means of IR methodologies requires an indexing of
the documents in the subcollections such that statistical information can be gathered
from the resulting document descriptions. The indexing of documents can be either
managed by one central method operating at a distinguished site, namely the broker site,
3Note that our understanding of ranking and indexing slightly diers from the point of view taken
in most of the literature on IR: There, the indexing task not only comprises the derivation of indexing
features (as in our case) but also the gathering of statistical information and the combination of the
statistical information into feature weights. The features indexing a query or document and the cor-
responding weights form the query's or document's description. As a consequence, a ranking method
operates on feature weights, and not on statistical information (as in our case). Statistical informa-
tion may depend on the query; hence logically, the indexing of a document has to take place at query
evaluation time, and not at document insertion time (as in our case).
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or by subcollection-specic methods operating at the subcollection-managing provider
sites. While the rst case implies one central ranking method operating at the broker
site, the second case allows both, centralized ranking at the broker site as well as the
distribution of the ranking process to the provider sites4:
cc Centralized indexing and ranking (the cc strategy): Documents are indexed by
(temporarily) copying them from the provider sites to the broker site and applying
the broker's indexing method; the result are document descriptions.
The ranking method of the broker site operates on statistical information gathered
from these document descriptions and a query description.
The statistical information gathered from the document descriptions is deemed
to be global, because its range of validity covers the entire distributed document
collection (or an arbitrary part of it, if the considered statistical information is
implied by relevance feedback). The document frequency of a certain feature
counting all documents in the distributed collection that are indexed by the feature
is an example for a global statistical information.
dc Distributed indexing; centralized ranking (the dc strategy): Documents are indexed
at the provider sites using the respective subcollection-specic indexing methods;
the results are document descriptions.
The document descriptions are transferred from the provider sites to the broker
site. Ranking is performed at the broker site; the corresponding ranking method
operates on statistical information gathered from these document descriptions and
a query description. The statistical information gathered from the document de-
scriptions is global.
The transfer of document descriptions either
dc.1 takes place while ranking (the descriptions to be transfered are selected with
respect to the current query), or
dc.2 is decoupled from the ranking process and takes place before ranking.
dd Distributed indexing and ranking (the dd strategy): Documents are indexed at the
provider sites using the respective subcollection-specic indexing methods; the
results are document descriptions.
Ranking the documents is performed in two steps:
1. First, a local ranking is performed in each subcollection at the provider sites.
A subcollection-specic ranking method operates on statistical information
gathered from a query description and the descriptions of the documents in
the considered subcollection.
2. In a second step, the local ranked (document) lists resulting from the rst
step are combined at the broker site into a nal ranked (document) list.
4Compare the homepage of the Digital Libary Collaboratory Working Group 'Resource Indexing
and Discovery in a Globally Distributed Digital Libary' at http://www2.cs.cornell.edu/lagoze/NSF-
EU/public.htm (November 1st, 1998).
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The statistical information gathered from the descriptions of the documents in
a certain subcollection is deemed to be local, because its range of validity only
covers the subcollection (or an arbitrary part of it, if the considered statistical
information is implied by relevance feedback given on some documents in the sub-
collection). The document frequency of a certain feature counting all documents
in the subcollection that are indexed by the feature is an example for a local
statistical information.
The broker is responsible for controlling the distributed ranking process. Beside
the mentioned combination of local ranked lists, the control task might comprise
further subtasks such as limiting the process to a subset of the available subcollec-
tions, and inuencing the ranking process at the provider site. All the subtasks are
performed at the broker site through appropriate methods, which operate either
on
dd.1 relevance feedback information related to training queries, or on
dd.2 statistical information;
further metadata might be involved in addition.
If statistical information is involved in the controlling of the distributed ranking
process that does not stem from a query description, it is either
dd.2.1 gathered from subcollection descriptions that were generated by a
subcollection-indexing method operating at the broker site, or
dd.2.2 derived from local statistical information disseminated by the providers to
the broker site (that is, copied from the provider sites to the broker site).
A subcollection-indexing method treats subcollections in the same manner as a
document-indexing method is treating documents: it assigns descriptions (feature
sets) to the subcollections that are taken from the indexing vocabulary associated
with the method and that reect the subcollections' contents. Hereby, we may
assume the subcollection-indexing task to be supported by the provider sites in
the sense that the sites oer metadata about their subcollections, namely content
representations of their subcollections that can be accessed by the broker.
In case dd.2.1, the statistical information gathered from the subcollection descrip-
tions is always global. Case dd.2.2 on the other hand could be further distinguished
at this point: The disseminated local statistical information is either combined at
the broker site into global statistical information, or it is kept at the broker site
without combining it and thus, remains local.
No matter which of the just listed IR strategies for a distributed heterogeneous envi-
ronment we are going to pursue, we face a host of problems. Subsequently, we enumerate
possible problems with distributed IR and investigate, which of these problems are caused
by which strategy characteristics. This discussion motivates our concern, namely the
development of a probabilistic model for distributed IR that overcomes almost all the
problems mentioned below. Table 1.1 summarizes the discussion.
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 The heterogeneity problem: Documents oered by our heterogeneous environment
cover all kinds of topics and data structures. This leads to numerous potential
problems:
{ The ranking problem: A document-ranking method could misrank documents
with certain properties, such that the retrieval eectiveness is impacted in a
negative way.
This problem occurs whenever the pursued strategy comprises a centralized
ranking, i.e. the use of one central ranking method (*c strategies5). An
optimization of the method that could have helped avoiding the problem is
not possible due to the variety in document contents and data structures:
Improving the ranking for documents with certain characteristics will almost
always worsen the eectiveness for other documents.
If we instead pursue strategy dd that comprises a distributed ranking, the
involved ranking methods can be selected and tuned with respect to their
associated subcollections, such that subcollection-specic document proper-
ties can be taken into consideration. This however does not mean, that the
ranking problem can be fully avoided as soon as we pursue strategy dd. It
can still arise, if the coordination problem discussed below is present.
{ The indexing problem: A document-indexing method might reect the con-
tent of some documents taken from a certain subcollection in an incomplete
or incorrect manner, such that the retrieval eectiveness is impacted in a
negative way.
This problem occurs with the cc strategy, which comprises a centralized
indexing, meaning the use of one central indexing method. Avoiding the
problem through optimization is impossible due to the variety in document
contents and data structures; see the ranking problem.
Turning towards the d* strategies with distributed indexing, the various in-
dexing methods can be chosen and tuned with respect to their associated
subcollections, such that subcollection-specic document properties are taken
into consideration. To give an example, image documents stored in a certain
subcollection may be related to one specic topic { a fact that could be ex-
ploited in order to perform a content-based indexing of the images instead
of a simple derivation of geometrical features. However, even if we pursue a
d* strategy, the indexing problem can still arise, if the coordination problem
discussed below is present.
{ The indexer complexity problem: The more data structures to be simultane-
ously handled by a document-indexing method, the more complex the method
becomes.
Obviously, this problem is only present with the cc strategy. As soon as the
indexing process is distributed, the number of data structures correlated to
a subcollection may be assumed to be relatively small. This in turn leads to
subcollection-specic indexing methods of reasonable complexity.
5*c: the cc or dc strategy.
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{ The subcollection handling problem: If the ranking process is distributed (the
dd strategy), various methods at the broker site are responsible for controlling
this process. Often, these methods comprise a ranking of subcollections.
In this case, a problem that is comparable to the ranking problem arises:
Subcollections can be misranked due to the variety in contents and data
structures.
If an indexing of subcollections is also required, problems comparable to the
indexing and indexer complexity problem arise: Subcollection descriptions
generated by a subcollection-indexing method are derived from the content
representations of the respective subcollections. Thus, the subcollection-
indexing task can become the more problematic, the more the content repre-
sentations of the subcollections dier { also with respect to their data struc-
tures.
Fortunately, a subcollection description generated by a subcollection-indexing
method does not necessarily have to reect the content of each document
in the subcollection as precisely as the corresponding document description.
Instead, it is important that the overall content provided by the subcollection
is properly reected. Thus, when indexing subcollections, heterogeneity often
may be handled less ambitiously, as illustrated by the following example:
Consider a subcollection containing images related to a common topic that
are annotated by captions. Most likely, a textual subcollection description
derived from the image captions only will reect the subcollection's content
in a sucient manner. On the other hand, the image content will play an
important role when considering single image-caption pairs: In order to better
distinguish from the various pairs, not only captions but also the images
themselves should be indexed.
{ The query indexing problem: As soon as dierent indexing vocabularies are
used in parallel, a query has to be indexed multiple times, such that for each
indexing vocabulary a corresponding query description exists.
Dierent indexing vocabularies can only arise with the dd strategy: Here, the
ranking process is distributed; dierent ranking methods using local statisti-
cal information are employed at the provider sites. Local statistical informa-
tion is always subcollection related. Hence, the descriptions of the documents
in a certain subcollection have to be taken from one indexing vocabulary,
whereas the vocabularies associated with dierent subcollections may vary;
see section 1.2.1.
 The coordination problem: The need for coordinating dierent methods might not
only raise adaption issues. It could also inhibit the nding of a solution to the
ranking and indexing problem, respectively.
{ The ranking-related coordination problem: An approach based on the dd strat-
egy might require the coordination of ranking methods in the sense that they
have to share certain properties (sometimes they even have to be equivalent).
As a consequence, degrees of freedom vanish that could have been exploited
in order to better tackle the ranking problem: The more the document con-
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tents and data structures occurring in the various subcollections dier, the
more important it is to have a completely free choice in assigning ranking
methods to the subcollections.
Often however, the limitations concerning the choice of ranking methods are
little, such that a large pool of \allowed" ranking methods is remaining. If
this is the case, the ranking-related coordination problem will not cause a
signicant ranking problem.
If present, the ranking-related coordination problem is caused by the ap-
proach taken to overcome the subcollection fusion problem. This problem
arises with the dd strategy and is described below.
{ The indexing-related coordination problem: An approach based on a d* strat-
egy might require the coordination of indexing methods in the sense that
they have to share a common indexing vocabulary. As a consequence, de-
grees of freedom vanish that could have been exploited in order to better
tackle the indexing problem: The more the document contents and data
structures occurring in the various subcollections dier, the more important
it is to have a completely free choice in assigning indexing vocabularies to
subcollections. Just consider a subcollection consisting of text documents
that contain many spelling mistakes. Using N -grams as the vocabulary for
indexing the faulty documents can lessen the problems that occur because of
the spelling mistakes; see [Teu89]. For indexing non-faulty text documents
from other subcollections, other vocabularies are more appropriate.
All approaches that pursue the dc strategy and others that pursue the dd.2.2
strategy encounter this coordination problem:
The dc strategy proposes a centralized ranking, i.e. the use of one particular
ranking method. We have learned in section 1.2.1 that a ranking method
relies on statistical information gathered from the descriptions of the docu-
ments to be ranked by the method. This in turn requires the descriptions to
be taken from one indexing vocabulary. Thus, a centralized ranking always
inherits the restriction to a commonly employed indexing vocabulary.
Turning towards the dd.2.2 strategy, the indexing-related coordination prob-
lem appears if the disseminated local statistical information has to be com-
bined into global statistical information.
 The intellectual property problem: Document source providers might be unwilling
to release plain documents for being indexed, as is required by the cc strategy.
They might even be unwilling to release the description of a certain document;
see the dc strategy. Only when pursuing the dd strategy, the intellectual property
problem vanishes: The various subtasks performed at the broker site refer to sub-
collections, and not to single documents. Hence, neither content representations
(dd.2.1) nor disseminated statistical information (dd.2.2) have to be linked to par-
ticular documents. As a consequence, the information is useless at the broker site
in the sense that the content of a certain document remains hidden.
 The capacity problem: As our environment is highly dynamic, the processing,
communication and storage requirements for a site may vary enormously. As a
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consequence, capacity problems occur6.
If the underlying data volume is growing consistently, sooner or later the capacity
problem will arise at the broker site with each of the considered strategies, in
particular with respect to the storage requirements. Of course, a distribution of the
indexing process (the d* strategies) leads to a discharge of the broker's processing
and communication capacities since the amount of data to be transfered to and
processed by the broker can be reduced. If the ranking process is distributed as well
(the dd strategy), processing and communication capacities are further discharged.
This is true because the subcollection-related metadata to be transferred to the
broker site is usually of much smaller extent than comparable document-related
metadata. In turn, this fact has a positive impact on the storage requirements
at broker site. On the other hand, the distribution of the ranking process raises
new processing and communication requirements. Queries, for example, have to
be forwarded to the provider sites.
Distributing the indexing and ranking process leads to an increased load at the
provider sites. A signicant decrease in communication requirements in general
and processing requirements at the provider sites can be achieved once the sub-
collection selection problem has been solved; see below.
Strategy dc.1 has to be considered separately in the context of the capacity prob-
lem: If we pursue this strategy, no document descriptions have to be maintained
at broker site. On the other hand, for each query all provider sites have to be con-
tacted in order to download the document descriptions corresponding to the query
(at least if no relevance feedback is available), because global statistical informa-
tion is required at broker site. This signicantly increases the communication
needs and requires additional processing capacities at the provider sites.
 The up-to-dateness problem: The up-to-dateness of the persistent metadata kept
at the broker site plays a key role when claiming that the ranking process is reli-
able. As our environment is highly dynamic, it may be problematic to maintain a
satisfying up-to-dateness of the metadata by updating it frequently enough with-
out running into capacity problems.
If the ranking process is distributed (the dd strategy), the up-to-dateness problem
loses some of its weight since the metadata kept at the broker site is subcollection
related and not document related. Hence, signicant losses in retrieval eective-
ness do not necessarily occur when updating of the metadata is delayed. Only if
the changes within the subcollection have been of a fundamental nature such that
the aected metadata at broker site is clearly incorrect, a further delay in updat-
ing could negatively inuence the retrieval eectiveness. Thus, unless the rate of
change in the various subcollections does not exceed a certain limit, retrieval eec-
tiveness can be preserved without signicantly increasing capacity requirements.
This is achieved by rst delaying necessary updates and then eciently performing
them in one pass. In this manner, a week consistency between broker and provider
is established.
6In the following, capacity problems which arise due to a multi user mode are ignored. They are
usually tackled via broker replication.
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Considering the dc.1 strategy, the up-to-dateness problem does not occur: The
document descriptions may be assumed to be more or less up to date when being
transfered to the broker at query processing time.
 The subcollection fusion problem7: If subcollection-specic intermediate results
derived on the basis of local statistical information are obtained during the rank-
ing process, they have to be merged in such way that no decrease in retrieval
eectiveness is caused with respect to a comparable non-distributed setting.
This problem is obviously linked to the dd strategy. In general, it can be tackled
by appropriately biasing the various subcollection-specic ranking methods, or the
local ranked lists generated by them, before merging the local ranked lists into a
nal ranked list at the broker site. Non-heuristic solutions to the subcollection
fusion problem are possible only if the subcollection-specic ranking methods are
coordinated to a certain degree (see the ranking-related coordination problem)
and global statistical information is used by the biasing method.
 The subcollection selection problem: The ranking process should be limited to those
subcollections, which can be expected to contribute documents to the ranking
result that show considerable probabilities of being relevant with respect to the
current query. Otherwise, processing and communication capacities are wasted.
The decrease in retrieval eectiveness caused by the limitation process must be
kept as small as possible. The decision on the exclusion of subcollections is made
at broker site on the basis of certain metadata; the extent of the metadata required
by the decision process should be reasonable.
Those *c strategies that propose a centralized ranking do not raise the subcollec-
tion selection problem because the ranking process is limited to the broker site.
An exception is the dc.1 strategy, where the downloading of document descriptions
from the provider sites at query processing time can be seen as part of the ranking
process. Since the central ranking method requires global statistical information,
all providers have to be accessed (at least if no relevance feedback is available).
Hence in general, a limitation of the number of provider sites to be contacted is
not possible with the dc.1 strategy.
Considering the dd strategy, solutions to the subcollection selection problem are
possible and often linked to the proposed solutions to the subcollection fusion
problem.
In the following, we will turn towards concrete approaches that can be assigned to the
presented IR strategies for a distributed heterogeneous environment.
1.3 Related work
In this section, we give an overview of the related work. More precisely, we describe
some concrete IR approaches and assign them to the IR strategies described in section
7This problem has been identied by Voorhees et al. [VGJL94] as the \collection fusion problem".
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strategy cc dc.1 dc.2 dd.1 dd.2.1 dd.2.2
problem of . . .
heterogeneity
ranking    y y y
indexing    
index. complex. 
subc. handling  z
query indexing   
coordination
ranking y y y
indexing   
intell. property   
capacity    z z z
up-to-dateness   z z z
subc. fusion   
subc. selection    
Notes:
*: Either the indexing and indexing-related coordination or the query indexing problem can be present
with the dd.2.2 strategy. This depends on whether the disseminated statistical information is combined
into global statistical information.
y: The problem does not necessarily have to occur; solution-dependent.
z: The problem occurs but is less serious.
Table 1.1: Problems arising with various IR strategies for a distributed heterogeneous
environment.
1.2.2. We investigate the performance of these approaches in a distributed heterogeneous
environment by answering the question, whether a considered approach overcomes the
potential problems with its underlying strategy. This discussion is summarized in Table
1.2. It also includes the probabilistic model presented in the forthcoming section 1.4 for
comparison.
The most popular approaches for searching a distributed heterogeneous environment
are the numerous search engines developed for the World Wide Web [Bab97]. In gen-
eral, these engines follow the cc strategy; indexing and ranking documents is performed
by a centralized service. The ranking functionality is often combined with boolean l-
ter mechanisms. Examples are AltaVista, Excite, Infoseek, Lycos, Verity (focuses on
Intranets),Webcrawler and Yahoo 8. Most of these additionally provide manually main-
tained topic hierarchies that can be browsed.
None of the problems related to the cc strategy are avoided by these examples. The
indexer's complexity is downsized by restricting to the number of handled data struc-
8The corresponding URL's are: http://www.altavista.com, http://www.excite.com,
http://www.infoseek.com, http://www-english.lycos.com, http://www.verity.com,
http://www.webcrawler.com, http://yahoo.com (November 1st, 1998).
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tures and concentrating on the text parts of the documents (often not even the entire
text of a document is considered). Online databases are usually skipped; an exception
is the Verity search engine [Thi97]. Hence, the heterogeneity problem remains an open
issue with the Internet search engines in general. Furthermore, the intellectual property,
capacity and up-to-dateness problems remain unsolved: Proprietary documents cannot
be considered by the search engines; capacities and up-to-dateness are usually achieved
through an impressive accumulation of processing and communication power (see for ex-
ample [SRR97]). However, success continues to decrease since nowadays even the best
search engines are not able to cover more than about 70 percent of the permanently
increasing amount of available web documents9. In fact, it sometimes takes even more
than a month until new documents or modications in existing documents are detected
and acknowledged.
An approach that can be assigned to the dc.1 strategy is the following: In order to
process a query, the query description is posted to all subcollection-managing provider
sites. For each query feature, all documents containing that feature are considered, and
the corresponding 's are collected. Collected 's as well as the local df's of the query
features are transfered back to the broker site, where the local df's are accumulated into
global df's. (At this point, the approach optimizes the underlying strategy. Of course,
one could also transfer entire document descriptions instead of statistical information
gathered from the document descriptions; however, the data volume that has to be
transfered then is unnecessarily large). The RSV of a document is computed by com-
bining global df's with corresponding 's according to a chosen ranking method based on
a =df weighting formula [Sal71] (a more detailed discussion of this class of methods is
superuous in this context and therefore omitted). The achieved retrieval eectiveness
is the same as in a fully centralized setting with the same weighting formula.
Obviously, all problems identied with the dc.1 strategy remain unsolved: The fact
that all participating sites have to agree on the same indexing vocabulary, immediately
raises the indexing and indexing-related coordination problem. Other diculties are the
ranking and the intellectual property problem as well as the capacity problem at query-
processing time { the latter being particularly severe, since the subcollection selection
problem cannot be overcome.
Similar approaches to the just presented one were taken in the Very Large Collection
Track at the Text Retrieval Conference TREC-6, see [HT98]. Recently, Infoseek has
patented an approach for distributing their central broker site (see above) that is based
on the same ideas [Inf97].
Possible variants of the dc strategy are such, where document descriptions are trans-
ferred and indexed a second time by an indexing method which operates at the broker
site. This action occurs before the gathering of statistical information is performed. We
might then view the subcollection-specic indexing methods as summarizing methods
rather than indexing methods; the transfered document descriptions should be inter-
preted as document summaries.
In this sense, the distributed Harvest Information Discovery and Access System
9See 'Search Engine Sizes' at http://searchenginewatch.com/report/sizes.html (November 1st,
1998).
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[Bow94] is an example following the dc.2 strategy: Associated with the provider sites, so
called gatherers are responsible for summarizing the documents oered by the provider
sites. The employed summarizing method covers about 30 dierent standard data struc-
tures but can be extended to handle even more; the output is of the Summary Object
Interchange Format (SOIF [HS95]). This format denes required and optional attributes
and is related to the BibTeX format [Lam86].
Harvest allows to have more than one broker that may be organized in an arbitrary
manner. A Harvest broker maintains the document summaries received from those
gatherers or brokers that are assigned to the broker (gatherers and brokers may be
assigned to more than one superior broker); the query evaluation operates at the broker
site on statistical information gathered from the query description and the indexed
document summaries. Note that a Harvest broker usually does not cover the entire
distributed document collection but rather a part of it. The so called Harvest Server
Registry (HSR) broker provides a list of all Harvest Brokers that can be browsed in
order to locate those brokers that might full a user's information need.
Finally, Harvest includes a replication manager for providing a week consistency
between replicated brokers, as well as a hierarchical object caching subsystem in order
to accelerate the access to documents.
Working with multiple brokers covering just parts of the distributed document col-
lection helps overcoming the capacity and up-to-dateness problems that were identied
with the IR strategy followed by Harvest. It even raises a certain optimization potential
to solve the ranking problem which is present as well. However, the distributive nature
of our environment cannot be hidden any longer from the user; a one-pass search of
the entire document collection is not possible. Furthermore in Harvest, the indexing-
related coordination problem and consequently, the indexing problem remains since we
are bounded to the common summary format SOIF. In addition, the intellectual prop-
erty problem is unsolved.
Considering the dd strategy, we investigate an approach proposed by Voorhees et
al. in [VGJL94] that corresponds to the dd.1 strategy; see also [Voo97]: For evaluating
an incoming query, they suggest to exploit relevance feedback information from training
queries evaluated before run time, in order to compute (at the broker site) the number of
top-ranked documents to be taken from each subcollection. The nal ranking is obtained
by interleaving the selected documents while preserving the local ranking order of the
documents: The more documents are selected from a subcollection, the higher these
documents are ranked.
Evidently, the proposed solution to the subcollection selection and fusion problem
is heuristic. The up-to-dateness problem will occur when turning towards dynamically
behaving subcollections; the relevance feedback information might soon become obso-
lete. Capacity problems might arise at the broker site, if the number of subcollections
grows extremely large; as for each subcollection, relevance feedback information has
to be maintained. On the other hand, capacity problems at the provider sites can be
avoided, since the subcollection selection problem is overcome. Finally, the query index-
ing problem arises; multiple query descriptions have to be generated if more than one
indexing vocabulary is used at the provider sites.
Callan et al. [CZC95] present an approach that can be assigned to the dd.2.2 strategy.
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They suggest to employ a so called inference network to rank not only documents at the
provider sites, but also subcollections at the broker site, and to use the subcollection-
ranking to overcome the subcollection selection and fusion problem.
However, similar to the previously described approach, their proposed solution to
the subcollection selection and fusion problem is (at least in parts) heuristic. Moreover,
ranking subcollections raises the subcollection handling problem. This problem remains
an open issue with the approach; the same is true for the coordination, ranking and
indexing problems, which arise because one document-ranking method and indexing vo-
cabulary is used in the overall setting. Lastly, the capacity and up-to-dateness problems
are not considered.
Another example corresponding to the dd.2.2 strategy is the following proposed by
Schauble [Sch97b]; it is closely related to the approach given with the dc.1 strategy:
At the broker site, global df's are maintained; these were obtained from accumulating
local df's gathered at the provider sites. An incoming query is sent { together with the
corresponding global df's { to the provider sites, where local ranked lists are computed
by combining the global df's with corresponding document-specic 's according to a
commonly used ranking method which is based on a =df weighting formula. The nal
ranked list is generated by simply interleaving the local ranked lists on the basis of the
computed RSVs.
This way, the subcollection fusion problem does not arise. On the other hand, all
other problems identied with the dd.2.2 strategy remain unsolved: The fact that all
participating sites not only have to agree on a common indexing vocabulary, but also
on a common =df weighting formula, immediately raises the coordination as well as
the ranking and indexing problem. Other remaining diculties are the up-to-dateness
as well as the capacity problem; the latter being particularly severe, since a satisfying
solution to the subcollection selection problem is not known for this approach.
Similar approaches to the one above were taken in the Very Large Collection Track
at the Text Retrieval Conference TREC-6, see [HT98].
An approach that can also be related to the dd.2.2 strategy is the one developed
within the MeDoc project [BDG96a] [BDG+96b]. The goal of the project has been the
implementation of a distributed system for information retrieval over a critical number
of heterogeneous bibliographic and text databases. The system's architecture can be
partitioned into three layers, a user access layer to serve dierent user systems, a broker
layer that consists of networked broker sites (each of them covering dierent databases),
and a provider access layer to integrate various sorts of database systems.
Upon request from the user access layer, a broker determines how many documents
should be taken from each of the subordinate databases. The required criterion for
selecting subcollections [Fuh96b] [Fuh98] [Goe97] is based on certain cost factors; the
aim is to receive the maximum number of documents at minimum cost. Given either a
cost limit [Fuh96b] or the desired length of the ranked list [Fuh98], the other parameter
is optimized by determining the optimum number of documents to be taken from each
subcollection10.
10Besides, the desired number of relevant documents has been considered as an alternative to the
desired length of the ranked list. However, users had problems with this parameter.
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Besides various cost factors, this criterion requires the estimated number of relevant
documents within a subcollection as well as an approximation of the recall-precision
graph correlated to a subcollection, both with respect to the current query. The number
of relevant documents within a subcollection can be estimated making use of statistical
information maintained at the broker site. This statistical information is local { at least,
if we consider the estimation procedure given in [Goe97]. The decision not to use global
statistical information could be one reason for the insucient eectiveness reported for
this procedure.
At present, the approach suggested for estimating the recall-precision graphs can be
characterized as heuristic; future work is planned. A heuristic extension of the criterion
allows the consideration of subcollections associated with neighbouring brokers.
After having determined the list of \relevant" databases, this list is sent from the bro-
ker to the user access layer. The user manually selects some of the suggested databases
for retrieval; ranked lists containing the number of documents suggested by the broker
are fed back by the databases and merged appropriately.
To overcome the subcollection fusion problem in this context, MeDoc proposes the
following approach: It is assumed that whenever the ranking method assigned to a sub-
collection is a probabilistic one, it yields an estimate of the probability of a document
being relevant as the document's RSV [Goe97]. Then local ranking results containing
estimated probabilities of relevance can be fused into a nal ranked list simply by in-
terleaving according to the estimated probabilities. Unless extensive relevance feedback
information is involved in the estimation of the probabilities of relevance, this approach
cannot be considered to be a proper solution to the subcollection fusion problem since
the statistical information employed by the estimation is always local. A document's
probability of relevance however is independent of the context (here the subcollection)
of the document. Beside, this approach raises the ranking-related coordination problem.
In case that non-probabilistic subcollection-specic ranking methods are involved, the
use of a heuristic fusion mechanism is suggested.
As the use of multiple brokers that cover just parts of the entire distributed docu-
ment collections is possible, problems concerning capacities and up-to-dateness can be
avoided. Finally, MeDoc suggests a query transformation mechanism to overcome the
query indexing problem.
A nal example for an approach following the dd.2.2 strategy is gGlOSS [GGM95], a
broker that keeps statistical information on dierent subcollections to estimate, which
subcollections are potentially most useful for a given query. Although heuristic in na-
ture, their approach show some similarities to MeDoc's selection criterion; compare the
discussion on related work in [Fuh98]. The collection fusion problem is acknowledged
but not tackled by the approach. Capacity and up-to-dateness problems can be avoided
by building a hierarchy of gGlOSS brokers. An underlying assumption of the approach
is the use of a single indexing vocabulary which raises the indexing and indexing-related
coordination problem.
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approach Altavista Infoseek Harvest1 Voorhees Callan Schauble MeDoc1 gGlOSS2 prob.
etc. [Inf97] [VGJL94] [CZC95] [Sch97b] model2
strategy cc dc.1 dc.2 dd.1 dd.2.2 dd.2.2 dd.2.2 dd.2.2 dd.2.1
problem
of . . .
heterogeneity
ranking     +    
indexing            
complexity  
subc. handl.   +
query index.   +  3
coordination
ranking        
indexing        
intell. property      
capacity     +       + + +
up-to-dateness   +       + + +
subc. fusion   +    +
subc. selection       +/  +
Symbols:
 : Problem arises and remains unsolved.
 : Problem arises and is solved heuristically.
+: A satisfying non-heuristic solution to the arising problem can be provided.
Notes:
1: Multiple brokers; a broker usually does not cover the entire distributed document collection.
2: Multiple brokers; hierarchically ordered; root broker covers the entire distributed document collec-
tion.
3: A framework for a solution to the query indexing problem is outlined with the architecture proposal
in chapter 4.
Table 1.2: Existing approaches to distributed IR in comparison to the probabilistic
model for distributed IR presented in this work. The latter overcomes almost all prob-
lems associated with its underlying strategy in a non-heuristically manner and thus,
outperforms each of the existing approaches. The approach that comes closest to the
probabilistic model is the MeDoc approach.
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1.4 A new approach to information retrieval in a
distributed heterogeneous environment
In the previous section on related work, existing approaches for implementing distributed
IR were presented that each follow one of the IR strategies for a distributed heteroge-
neous environment discussed in 1.2.2. One can see that almost all these approaches
solve and tackle only a subset of the problems identied with their associated strategies.
To our knowledge, no theoretically well founded framework for distributed retrieval is
known so far that integrates acceptable non-heuristic solutions to all the above men-
tioned problems. The probabilistic model for distributed IR proposed in chapter 2 may
be considered as a step towards such a framework; see Table 1.2. This model is based
on the dd.2.1 strategy:
Documents are indexed at the provider sites by making use of the subcollection-
specic indexing methods. These methods are allowed to map into dierent indexing
vocabularies, such that the integration of subcollections containing documents of arbi-
trary content and data structure is supported. Furthermore, a class of probabilistic IR
models for non-distributed IR can be identied providing a pool of ranking methods
that may be assigned to the dierent subcollections. This on the one hand raises the
ranking-related coordination problem; on the other hand, it provides the key for solving
the subcollection fusion problem in a non-heuristic manner:
Subcollections are indexed at the broker site by making use of an indexing method
that takes the content representations oered by the provider sites as input. The sta-
tistical information that can be gathered from the resulting subcollection descriptions
provides the basis for ranking the subcollections by applying an appropriate method.
This method has to be taken from the mentioned pool of ranking methods. Because
the ranking methods operating at the provider sites are also taken from this pool, their
output can be biased by making use of the result from ranking the subcollections such
that they can be interleaved into a nal ranked list which provides optimal retrieval
eectiveness in the sense of the probability ranking principle (PRP). This is explained
in detail in section 2.1.
If provided by the user, the described distributed ranking process takes relevance
feedback into consideration, not only on documents, but also on subcollections. This
provides more degrees of freedom in comparison to non-distributed IR models where
only document-related feedback is considered.
As explained in the previous section, a model for distributed IR should overcome
the subcollection selection problem. That is, it should provide the means for limiting
the distributed ranking process to a subset of subcollections. A corresponding method
should work automatically, since in general, the manual choice of subcollections will
overburden a user. It can be shown that the result from ranking subcollections can
be used { together with other metadata { to derive an estimate of the distribution
of the RSVs in a subcollection with respect to the current query (section 2.2.2). The
estimated distributions { correlated to the dierent subcollections { are then used in
order to decide on the number of documents to be taken from each subcollection. If
the number is zero for a certain subcollection, the subcollection is not searched. This
selection criterion is derived from the above mentioned PRP. We may therefore say that
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the inevitable losses in retrieval eectiveness caused by the application of the criterion
are minimized. Section 2.2 discusses the selection criterion in detail; in section 2.2.3, an
extension of the criterion is presented that also takes certain cost factors as for example
the subcollection dependent cost per document into account: The ranking process is
limited to certain subcollections such that a user-specied cost limit is not exceeded.
When comparing our selection criterion to the one developed in the MeDoc project
(see section 1.3), some dierences become obvious: Our criterion focuses on the re-
tention of the most possible retrieval eectiveness and does not { at least in its basic
version { take cost factors into account. The MeDoc approach on the other hand ei-
ther tries to maximize the number of retrieved documents for a given cost limit, or it
aims to minimize the cost for retrieving a given number of documents; retrieval eec-
tiveness in general is not optimal with respect to the PRP. Furthermore, our criterion
proceeds without estimating the number of relevant documents within a subcollection.
Instead of approximated subcollection specic recall-precision graphs, it uses estimated
distributions of the RSVs within the subcollections.
To sum up so far, we can say that our model provides non-heuristic solutions to
the subcollection fusion and selection problem, which are present when following the
dd strategy for a distributed heterogeneous environment. In order to overcome the
also present subcollection handling problem as well as the capacity and up-to-dateness
problem, the model generalizes the concept of subcollections by allowing subcollections
to be combined into superior subcollections such that a hierarchy of subcollections arises.
In other words, subcollections either contain documents, as it has been the case so
far, or subordinate subcollections. In the following, we consider documents as well as
subcollections to be retrievable items, i.e. a subcollection always contains retrievable
items.
How does this generalization comply with the dd.2.1 strategy corresponding to the
model? As before, subcollections are maintained at provider sites. The indexing and
ranking functionality oered by a provider site referred to documents so far, but can
be readily extended to retrievable items. In addition, each provider site holds a rep-
resentation of the content of its subcollection. On the other hand, a site maintaining
a subcollection being superior to a set of subcollections provides the functionality of a
broker site: It controls the local distributed ranking process. This process comprises
the application of the selection criterion introduced above to exclude some of the sub-
ordinate subcollections from the process, as well as the combination of ranking results
related to the subordinate subcollections as explained above. The control task relies on
the ranking of the subordinate subcollections. This ranking makes use of the available
metadata, in particular of the local statistical information, which again requires the
prior indexing of the subordinate subcollections. The corresponding indexing method
takes the subcollections' content representations as input. Now, given that the broker
site does not correspond to the top layer of the subcollection hierarchy, it also plays the
role of a provider site for another broker site related to the next upper hierarchy layer.
In other words, the just mentioned broker-related indexing and ranking functionality is
exactly the same as implied by the site's role of a provider site.
As a consequence, we may consider section 1.2.2 and adopt the given reasoning why
at the provider sites, the ranking, indexing and indexer complexity problems more or
less do not arise with the dd strategy, in order to show that the subcollection handling
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problem can be avoided at the broker site: The number of dierent data structures
corresponding to the content representations of those subcollections that are element
of a superior subcollection may be assumed to be relatively small since the number of
subcollections to be covered by a broker can now be limited. This leads to less complex
indexing methods at the broker site and allows a broker's indexing or ranking method
to consider content-related properties of the subordinate subcollections in a sucient
manner. This way, a sucient retrieval eectiveness can be achieved.
The subcollection handling problem arising at a broker site corresponding to the top
hierarchy layer can be avoided simply by further distributing the site and introducing
a new broker (which of course extends the hierarchy by another layer). Note that we
assume exactly one broker to be given at the top of the hierarchy, namely the root broker
corresponding to the root subcollection. If a user submits a query to this broker, the
environment's distributive nature remains completely hidden from the user.
The fact that the number of subcollections to be covered by a broker can now be
limited also provides the key to overcome the capacity and up-to-dateness problem:
Broker-related capacity problems disappear once the number of subcollections as-
signed to the considered broker has been chosen small enough (provided that the extent
of the subcollection-related metadata remains signicantly smaller than data volume
corresponding to the subcollections). Since the subcollection selection problem has
been solved, communication- and provider-related capacity problems can be avoided.
As argued in section 1.2.2, the up-to-dateness problem does not necessarily arise
with the dd strategy if the required updating of metadata at the broker site is delayed.
This holds in particular for our model, where the metadata is used for ranking and
preselecting subcollections { tasks that are solved probabilistically and thus, insensitive
to a certain degree against inconsistencies due to the delay in updating the metadata.
Delaying update actions allows us to cluster them, such that they can be performed
more eciently, which in turn helps saving capacities. Since we have moved into a
hierarchy of subcollections and thus, a hierarchy of broker and provider sites, delays in
updating can be established between each pair of hierarchy layers. This way, we can
further increase the overall delay, while keeping the metadata's freshness on a sucient
level. In other words, the potential in clustering update actions is growing, which further
lowers the capacity requirements. If we additionally assume that it is possible to update a
subcollection's content representation incrementally, we may consider the up-to-dateness
problem to be solved with our model without raising new capacity problems.
An extension of the model is described in section 2.3 that helps simplifying the han-
dling of structured documents, as for example multimedia documents: The concept of a
subcollection is further generalized, such that passages of documents may be distributed
to dierent subcollections. This way, the various passages of a document can be indexed
using dierent indexing methods and vocabularies.
To conclude, the probabilistic model for distributed IR provides a variety of desirable
properties:
 Optimal ranking of the documents in the distributed document collection can be
guaranteed with respect to the PRP.
 The use of dierent subcollection-specic indexing methods and vocabularies as
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well as ranking methods is allowed, whereby the latter have to be taken from a
certain pool of methods.
 Relevance feedback can be given on documents and subcollections.
 An eective criterion for limiting the distributed ranking process to a subset of
available subcollections is part of the model. This selection criterion is derived
from the PRP; an extension takes given cost factors into account.
 The model is hierarchical and thus, scalable with respect to the underlying data
volume.
 An extension of the model supports the handling of structured documents.
The model's properties enable us to overcome most of the problems identied with the
associated dd.2.1 strategy; the only problems that are remaining are the query indexing
problem { queries have to be indexed multiple times, if more than one indexing vocab-
ulary is involved { as well as the ranking-related coordination problem, since ranking
methods have to be taken from a pool of methods based on certain probabilistic IR
models.
An experimental evaluation of the probabilistic model for distributed IR is presented
in chapter 3. We used the TREC collection as test environment. Subject of experimental
investigation are the model's predictions with respect to the retrieval eectiveness:
As the model stems from the PRP, the model's retrieval eectiveness should be the
same as can be achieved with a comparable non-distributed probabilistic model (if the
selection criterion is not used) { indeed, our experiments conrm this prediction.
Another issue are the losses in retrieval eectiveness that arise when using the se-
lection criterion within the framework of the model. These losses should be small, as
the criterion has been derived from the PRP. In fact, the experiments show a decrease
in retrieval eectiveness that ranges between negligible and acceptable, for most of the
investigated settings.
Finally, experiments are performed that illustrate the optimization possibilities pro-
vided by our model: When exploiting the numerous additional degrees of freedom avail-
able with the distributed model, the model is able to outperform a corresponding non-
distributed model in terms of retrieval eectiveness. Note that beside the already men-
tioned relevance feedback that can be given on subcollections, further degrees of freedom
arise due to the possibility of selecting various subcollection-specic methods and in-
dexing vocabularies { degrees of freedom that are not available with a non-distributed
IR model. For sake of simplicity, we only use the possibility of selecting and tuning the
ranking methods with respect to their associated subcollections.
In chapter 4 we answer a remaining question: How could a system be architected that
realizes the probabilistic model for distributed IR in such a way that the model's poten-
tial is fully exploited? The proposed scalable system architecture enables the searching
of a distributed heterogeneous environment in parallel, which is composed of existing
highly dynamic multimedia databases. Here, the environment's distributive nature and
heterogeneity is hidden completely from the user. The system consists of hierarchically
organized networked nodes, that means units of components that are administrated
autonomously.
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Chapter 2
A probabilistic model for
distributed information retrieval
In this chapter, a probabilistic model for retrieving information in a distributed doc-
ument collection is presented. Following the explanation how documents provided by
various subcollections can be ranked with respect to a given query (section 2.1), we
derive a selection criterion for eectively limiting the ranking process to a subset of the
available subcollections (section 2.2). This criterion is extended such that various cost
factors are taken into consideration. Finally, we show how to simplify the handling of
structured documents within the framework of this model (section 2.3). The basics of
the probabilistic model have also been outlined in [Bau97a], [Bau97b], and [Bau97c].
Note that appendix A contains an overview on various concepts, equations and
theorems from the eld of probability theory that are employed in the following. The
used notation is listed in appendix B. To improve readability, subscripts are omitted in
our notation, if they can be derived from the context.
2.1 Ranking documents in a distributed environ-
ment
Probabilistic IR models, for example the binary independence retrieval model (BIR)
[RSJ76] [Sch97a] for non-distributed IR, are based on the probability ranking principle
(PRP): Presenting the documents to the user in decreasing order of their probabilities
of being relevant with respect to the user's information need is optimal [Rob77]. And
indeed, one can show for a ranking of documents according to the PRP that the resulting
ranked list is optimal from various points of view [Sch97a]. For example, taken the cost
point of view, an investigation of those l documents being top ranked with respect to
the PRP will always be equally or less expensive than the investigation of l arbitrarily
selected documents (think of cost here as the time wasted by the user for investigating
non-relevant documents and the disadvantage of not having seen relevant documents).
To obtain the optimal order of the documents, an order-preserving transformation
of the probabilities of relevance has to be estimated. The estimation of the probabil-
ities themselves is not required, as we are interested in the ordering of the documents
and not in actual probability values. This order-preserving transformation should be
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selected in such way that it can be reduced to probabilities, which may be estimated
using statistical information in an eective manner, i.e. without being forced to make
unrealistic assumptions, as for example on certain stochastical dependencies.
In the following, documents and queries are interpreted as events, which occur with
a certain probability. Two dierent document events are always disjunctive; the same
holds for dierent query events. The probability of relevance of a document d with
respect to a query q can now be denoted as the conditional probability P (Rjd; q), compare
(A.1). At that, we use the following abbreviations [Sch97a] in accordance with the
literature on probabilistic IR:
E(M;N) := E(M) \ E(N)
P (M) := P (E(M))
P (M jN) := P (E(M)jE(N)) ;
where E() denotes an event and M and N event identiers. Thus, P (Rjd; q) may
be read as the probability of the event E(R) of being relevant given that both events
E(d) and E(q) occur together. Figure 2.1 illustrates the event space underlying our
probabilistic model.
The document events as well as the query events consist of subordinate events that
represent individual uses (also called interpretations) of the documents and queries,
respectively. They are exemplarily shown as dashed lines in the Figures of chapter 2.
This way, the fact that documents and queries can be interpreted dierently by dierent
users is modelled.
Now, given that the user interprets his or her current query and a particular doc-
ument such that he or she comes to the decision that the document is relevant with
respect to his or her information need, the intersection of the events representing the
corresponding individual uses (as a so called elementary event in the event space, com-
pare appendix A) is contained in the event E(R) of relevance. This is how the event
E(R) arises. Hence, E(R) in the event space will most likely correspond to a point
cloud, and not to a circle as illustrated in our Figures for sake of simplicity.
We dene
f(x) := ln

x
1   x

and g(q) := ln
 
P (Rjq)
P (Rjq)
!
and obtain with
RSV (d; q) := f(P (Rjd; q)) + g(q)
an order-preserving query-dependent transformation of P (Rjd; q), where ln denotes the
natural logarithm [BS85]. The term g(q) is chosen in such way that the transformed
P (Rjd; q) can be simplied into
RSV (d; q) = ln
 
P (Rjd; q)
P (Rjd; q)
P (Rjq)
P (Rjq)
!
= ln
 
P (djR; q)
P (djR; q)
P (Rjq)
P (Rjq)
P (Rjq)
P (Rjq)
!
= ln
 
P (djR; q)
P (djR; q)
!
(2.1)
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Figure 2.1: The event space underlying the probabilistic model. Q denotes the set of all
possible queries with E(Q) :=
S
q2QE(q). Exemplarily shown as dashed lines are the
events representing the individual uses of a document and a query.
making use of (A.2).
In order to model a distributed document collection, we consider the given collection
D of documents to be partitioned hierarchically into disjunctive subcollections. That
means, a subcollection Di at layer i of our hierarchy either contains subordinate sub-
collections Di 1 or, if i = 1, documents d =: Di 1 = D0. In analogy to the document
case, a subcollection Di is interpreted as an event:
E(Di) :=
[
Di 12Di
E(Di 1) :
A user's individual use of a subcollection results from joining the user's individual uses
of the retrievable items in the subcollection. As mentioned in section 1.4, we refer to
both, documents and subcollections, as retrievable items.
Let n+1 be the number of layers in the hierarchy. Then (2.1) can be expanded into
RSV (d; q) = ln
 
P (djD1; R; q)
P (djD1; R; q)
P (D1jR; q)
P (D1jR; q)
!
; d 2 D1 ;
since
P (djR; q) = P (d;D1jR; q) = P (djD1; R; q)P (D1jR; q)
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according to (A.1). We repeat this process
RSV (d; q) = ln
 
P (djD1; R; q)
P (djD1; R; q)
P (D1jR; q)
P (D1jR; q)
!
= ln
 
P (djD1; R; q)
P (djD1; R; q)
P (D1jD2; R; q)
P (D1jD2; R; q)
P (D2jR; q)
P (D2jR; q)
!
...
= ln
  Y
i=1:::n
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
!
P (DnjR; q)
P (DnjR; q)
!
; Di 1 2 Di ;
and nally obtain
RSV (d; q) =
X
i=1:::n
ln
 
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
!
; (2.2)
if exactly one root (sub)collection Dn is given at the top hierarchy layer n.
The addends ln

P (Di 1jDi;R;q)
P (Di 1jDi;R;q)

in equation (2.2) can be estimated with the help of
probabilistic IR models that have been designed for the non-distributed case, i.e. that
give a framework for estimating expression (2.1). The occurrence ofDi in the conditional
probabilities of the ith addend poses no problem. In fact, its presence has the positive
eect that local (i.e., Di-wide) statistical information has to be employed to estimate
the addend. In other words, we are allowed to assign individual indexing vocabularies
(and thus, individual indexing methods) to the dierent subcollections { an important
property when being forced to perform a ranking over subcollections of heterogeneous
content.
A query evaluation on the basis of equation (2.2) proceeds as follows: A query
q is sent to the broker site correlated to the root collection Dn at layer n. Having
generated the query description corresponding to Dn, the nth addend in equation (2.2)
is estimated for each Dn 1 in Dn by taking statistical information gathered from the
query description and the descriptions of the Dn 1 into account. The query is then
forwarded { together with the respective nth addend { to the provider sites at layer
n   1 maintaining the Dn 1 in Dn. As long as not being related to hierarchy layer 1,
these provider sites also play the roles of broker sites: For each Dn 1, the corresponding
query description is generated, and for each Dn 2 in the respective Dn 1, the n   1st
addend in equation (2.2) is estimated by taking statistical information gathered from
the query description and the descriptions of the Dn 2 in Dn 1 into account. Together
with the accumulated respective nth and n   1st addends, the query is forwarded to
the provider sites at layer n  2. The described process is recursively repeated until the
provider sites at layer 1 are reached, where the respective rst addends are computed.
They are combined with the available intermediate results into RSVs determining the
nal ranked list of documents.
Intermediate results of this RSV computation (namely the accumulated addends
forwarded with the query to subordinate sites) have a meaning. They may also be
considered to be RSVs, not of documents but of subcollections. These subcollection
RSVs play a key role in the selection criterion derived in section 2.2.
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As mentioned, the events corresponding to the retrievable items of a certain layer
in the hierarchy are required to be disjunctive, i.e. a retrievable item arising in two
dierent subcollections may not be modelled through one and the same event. Instead,
two disjunctive events have to be introduced for the retrievable item. As a consequence,
duplicated documents will arise in the nal ranked list. To detect them, the fact that {
at least from the theoretic point of view { duplicates always get the same RSVs could
be exploited.
In the following, we will describe the procedure for estimating the ith addend in
equation (2.2) exemplarily for the BIR as well as the retrieval-with-probabilistic-indexing
(RPI) model. Other models as for example extensions of the BIR model presented in
[Cro81] or [RW94] could have also been applied instead.
2.1.1 Using the BIR model
In order to be able to estimate the ith addend in (2.2) with the help of the binary
independence retrieval (BIR) model 11 [RSJ76] [Sch97a], retrievable items Di 1 2 Di,
i.e. documents as well as subcollections, have to be indexed by features. The feature sets
or descriptions i(Di 1) of the Di 1 are taken from an indexing vocabulary i, which is
assigned to Di. A feature ' 2 i is considered to be the event
E(') :=
[
Di 1j'2i(Di 1)
E(Di 1)
that results from joining all events corresponding to the retrievable items Di 1 that are
indexed by feature '.
In order to enable the comparison of a query q to retrievable items, corresponding
query descriptions i(q)  i are assumed to be given as well. Features in i(q)
are called query features. Figure 2.2 illustrates the feature events in the event space
underlying our probabilistic model for distributed IR.
We assume the dependency of the events corresponding to features indexing relevant
and non-relevant retrievable items in Di to be linked such that for each retrievable item
Di 1 in Di,
P (Di 1jDi; R; q) = bi Y
'2i(Di 1)
P ('jDi; R; q) Y
'2i i(Di 1)
P ('jDi; R; q)
as well as
P (Di 1jDi; R; q) = bi Y
'2i(Di 1)
P ('jDi; R; q) Y
'2i i(Di 1)
P ('jDi; R; q) ;
where bi 2 IR+ denotes a Di 1-dependent constant (compare (A.3) in this context).
This linked dependence assumption [Coo91] has been proved to be suciently realistic,
although there are examples where it does not hold [Sch97a]. Combining both equations
11A renaming of the BIR model into \linked dependence retrieval model" [Coo91] would have been
more appropriate, which will become clear in the following.
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Figure 2.2: The event space underlying the probabilistic model in combination with the
BIR model.
while assuming P ('jDi; R; q) = P ('jDi; R; q) for all ' 2 i   i(q), we obtain the ith
addend in (2.2):
ln
 
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
!
=
X
'2i(q)\i(Di 1)
ln
 
P ('jDi; R; q)
P ('jDi; R; q)
!
+
X
'2i(q) i(Di 1)
ln
 
P ('jDi; R; q)
P ('jDi; R; q)
!
: (2.3)
In contrast to the \classical" BIR model for the non-distributed case, equation (2.3)
can not be simplied by another order-preserving transformation. This implies, how a
retrieval system based on the \classical" BIR model has to be modied such that it can
be included into a distributed system based on our model.
We now assume a subset Di  Di of retrievable items as given, for which the user
has decided whether they are relevant or not with respect to his or her query (relevance
feedback). In other words, Di is the union of a set Direl of retrievable items being relevant
to the user and a set Dinon of non-relevant retrievable items.
Then the addend ln

P ('jDi;R;q)
P ('jDi;R;q)

in (2.3) for a certain feature ' 2 i(q) \ i(Di 1)
can be determined applying the method of Bayesian estimates (see e.g. [Fuh93]):
P ('jDi; R; q)
P ('jDi; R; q) 
if( Direl; ') + v
i
j Direlj+ vi + wi
 j
Dinonj+ vi + wi
if( Dinon; ') + v
i
; vi; wi > 0 ; (2.4)
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where the item frequency if(; ') applied to a certain set of retrievable items counts the
descriptions of retrievable items in the set that contain '. The parameters vi and wi
have to be chosen heuristically. If no relevance feedback from the user is available, then
we set Direl = ;, Dinon = Di and obtain
P ('jDi; R; q)
P ('jDi; R; q) 
jDij+ 1
2 if(Di; ') + 1
; (2.5)
following the proposal on the parameter selection in [RSJ76] and setting vi = wi = 1
2
.
The addend ln

P ('jDi;R;q)
P ('jDi;R;q)

in (2.3) can be estimated analogously replacing the if(; ')
by j  j   if(; ') in (2.4) and (2.5).
Usually, the various sets D result from the rst l top-ranked documents of a nal
ranked list, which was computed in a previous pass. Giving relevance judgements on
some subcollections Di 1 for i > 1 on the other hand is more fussy: Having investigated
the l top-ranked documents in the nal ranked list, a user usually has not seen the
entire content of a subcollection Di 1. Thus in general, the user has to judge a subcol-
lection on the basis of an incomplete knowledge about the content of the subcollection.
Moreover, as mentioned before, the individual use of a subcollection results from joining
the individual uses of the retrievable items in the subcollection. As a consequence, the
intersection of the events representing the subcollection's individual use and the indi-
vidual use of the query is usually not fully in- or excluded by the event E(R) of being
relevant. Hence in general, judging a subcollection to be relevant or non-relevant will
always represent a simplication of the subcollection's actual degree of being relevant.
To give a short example illustrating the probabilistic model for distributed IR in
combination with the BIR model, let n = 2 and D2 contains 100 subcollections. We
consider two of them, namely D11 and D
1
2. Let q be a query that is indexed by a single
query feature ', i.e. 2(q) = f'g. D11 is one of 15 subcollections that are indexed by
this feature (if(D2; ') = 15). D12 on the other hand is not indexed by '. Applying (2.5),
we obtain
ln
 
P (D11jD2; R; q)
P (D11jD2; R; q)
!
= ln
 
P ('jD2; R; q)
P ('jD2; R; q)
!
 1:18
or
ln
 
P (D12jD2; R; q)
P (D12jD2; R; q)
!
= ln
 
P ('jD2; R; q)
P ('jD2; R; q)
!
  0:53 ;
respectively, for the second addend in equation (2.2). Let the documents d and d0 be
part of D11 and D
1
2, respectively. Even if both documents have exactly the same rst
addend, e.g.
ln
 
P (djD11; R; q)
P (djD11; R; q)
!
= ln
 
P (d0jD12; R; q)
P (d0jD12; R; q)
!
  0:75 ;
we obtain dierent RSVs for them due to the weighting of the subcollections:
RSV (d; q)   0:75 + 1:18 = 0:43
RSV (d0; q)   0:75   0:53 =  1:28 :
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2.1.2 Using the RPI model
As an alternative to the BIR model, the ith addend in equation (2.2) could also be
estimated using the retrieval-with-probabilistic-indexing (RPI) model [Fuh89] [Fuh92].
In order to properly integrate the RPI model into our existing theoretical framework,
we do not employ a three-dimensional event space as it has been proposed in the original
derivation of the RPI model, but remain in our two-dimensional event space employed
so far. This however requires that in the following, we not only assume queries and
retrievable items to be indexed by features (see section 2.1.1), but also the individual
uses of the retrievable items (the formula(s) for computing the RSVs that will be the
result of the forthcoming discussion will manage without descriptions of individual uses;
thus, the indexing of an individual use is of theoretical necessity only):
Let d be an individual use of a certain document d = D0 in a subcollection D1 and
U(d) the set of all individual uses corresponding to d, such that
E(d) =
[
d2U(d)
E(d)
and
E(dalt) \ E(d) = ; ; dalt 6= d :
If our use of d is equivalent to d (that is, we interpret document d in a certain manner
and our interpretation is represented by d), the possible description 1(d)  1 of d is
true for d, where 1 denotes the D1-specic indexing vocabulary.
As mentioned before, the individual use Di 1 of a certain subcollection Di 1 in a
superior subcollection Di with i > 1 results from selecting one Di 2 from each Di 2 in
Di 1, i.e.
Di 1 =
[
Di 22Di 1
Di 2
and
E(Di 1) =
[
Di 22Di 1
E(Di 2) :
In other words, for i > 1, the dierent E(Di 1) corresponding to Di 1 do not necessarily
have to be disjoint. As a condition,
E(Di 1) =
[
Di 12U(Di 1)
E(Di 1) :
A possible partial description i(d)  i of Di 1 is dened for each d that is part of an
individual use Di 1 of Di 1, i.e. E(d)  E(Di 1). At this, i denotes the Di-specic
indexing vocabulary. i(d) is true for Di 1, if our use of Di 1 corresponds to Di 1 and
E(d)  E(Di 1).
We interpret i(d) as the event
E(i(d)) :=
\
'2i(d)
E(') \ \
'2i i(d)
E(') ;
where
E(') :=
[
dj'2i(d)
E(d)
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Figure 2.3: The event space underlying the probabilistic model in combination with the
RPI model (illustrated for i = 1). Let 1 = f'a; 'bg. Then in this Figure, the individual
uses d1 and d2 of document d are indexed by 
1(d1) = f'a; 'bg and 1(d2) = f'bg,
respectively.
denotes the event corresponding to an indexing feature ' 2 i, i  1 (see Figure 2.3
for an illustration of these events for i = 1 within the event space of the probabilistic
model for distributed IR).
Let us consider the probability
P ('jDi 1) =
P
dj'2i(d)^E(d)E(Di 1)^Di 12U(Di 1) P (d)
P (Di 1)
; i  1 ;
that an arbitrary individual use Di 1 corresponding to a retrievable item Di 1 in a
subcollectionDi is indexed by a certain feature ' taken fromi, i.e. E(Di 1)\E(') 6= ;.
This probability can be used in order to dene for each ' 2 i an equivalence relation
' over the set of the Di 1 in Di [BS85]:
Di 1 ' Di 1alt () P ('jDi 1) = P ('jDi 1alt ) :
That means, each of the resulting equivalence classes [Di 1]' contains those retrievable
items Di 1alt in D
i that have \the same probability for '" as Di 1. Interpreting these
equivalence classes as the events
E([Di 1]') :=
[
D
i 1
alt
2[Di 1]'
E(Di 1alt ) ;
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we may expand the ith addend in equation (2.2) into
ln
 
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
!
=
X
'2i
ln
 
P ([Di 1]'jDi; R; q)
P ([Di 1]'jDi; R; q)
!
(2.6)
by using the linked dependence assumption
P (Di 1jDi; R; q) = bi
Y
'2i
P ([Di 1]'jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q) = bi Y
'2i
P ([Di 1]'jDi; R; q) ;
compare (A.3) as well as the linked assumption used in section 2.1.1. At this, bi 2 IR+
denotes a Di 1-dependent constant.
If we further assume that the event E([Di 1]') depends on E('), but not on E(R)
and E(q),
P ([Di 1]'j';Di; R; q) =
P ([Di 1]'j';Di; R; q) =
P ([Di 1]'j';Di) :
Hence, equation (2.6) can be transformed into
ln
 
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
!
=
X
'2i
ln
 
P ([Di 1]'j';Di)P ('jDi; R; q) + P ([Di 1]'j';Di)P ('jDi; R; q)
P ([Di 1]'j';Di)P ('jDi; R; q) + P ([Di 1]'j';Di)P ('jDi; R; q)
!
=
X
'2i
ln
0
BBB@
P ('j[Di 1]')
P ('jDi) P ('jD
i; R; q) +
P ('j[Di 1]')
P ('jDi) P ('jD
i; R; q)
P ('j[Di 1]')
P ('jDi) P ('jD
i; R; q) +
P ('j[Di 1]')
P ('jDi) P ('jD
i; R; q)
1
CCCA (2.7)
with the help of the theorem of total probabilities (A.4) as well as the multiplication
theorem (A.2). Due to the denition of ',
P ('j[Di 1]') =
X
D
i 1
alt
2[Di 1]'
P ('jDi 1alt )P (Di 1alt j[Di 1]')
= P ('jDi 1)
X
D
i 1
alt
2[Di 1]'
P (Di 1alt j[Di 1]')
= P ('jDi 1) :
Inserting this into equation (2.7) while assuming P ('jDi; R; q) = P ('jDi; R; q) for all
features ' 2 i that are not in the query description i(q)  i, we obtain
ln
 
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
!
=
X
'2i(q)
ln
0
BBB@
P ('jDi 1)
P ('jDi) P ('jD
i; R; q) +
P ('jDi 1)
P ('jDi) P ('jD
i; R; q)
P ('jDi 1)
P ('jDi) P ('jD
i; R; q) +
P ('jDi 1)
P ('jDi) P ('jD
i; R; q)
1
CCCA (2.8)
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for the ith addend in equation (2.2).
For estimating P ('jDi 1) in this equation (and thus P ('jDi 1), as P ('jDi 1) =
1 P ('jDi 1)), we need an appropriate weighting method. Such a method is for exam-
ple provided by the so called decision step of the Darmstadt indexing approach (DIA)
[Fuh89]. In the following, we consider a simpler, feature frequency based method: Let
the Di 1 in Di be described by sets i(Di 1) of indexing features taken from the Di-
specic indexing vocabulary i. If we assume the feature frequency (Di 1; ') of ' in
Di 1 to be proportional to the probability P ('jDi 1), we may approximate
P ('jDi 1) 
8<
: (1   u
i)
(Di 1;')
max
'2i(Di 1)
((Di 1;'))
+ ui if (Di 1; ') 6= 0
0 else.
(2.9)
The constant ui has to be selected from the interval [0; 1], for example ui = 0:5 [SB90].
Experiments with the AP '88 TREC test collection indicate a value for ui between 0
and 0:2.
The probability P ('jDi) in (2.8) (and with it P ('jDi)) can be estimated using the
approximation for P ('jDi 1), here (2.9), and (A.4):
P ('jDi)  1jDij
X
Di 12Di
P ('jDi 1) : (2.10)
Consider the special case that there is an agreement on a common indexing vocab-
ulary, and that i+1(Di) =
S
Di 12Di 
i(Di 1). Then P ('jDi 1) for i > 1 may be set
equivalent to P ('jDi0) estimated with the help of (2.10) at layer i0 := i 1 (Di0 = Di 1).
Approximation (2.9) would be used only for estimating the P ('jd). Although in our
experiments described in chapter 3, a common indexing vocabulary is used and the
subcollection descriptions result from the descriptions of their retrievable items, we do
not exploit these facts as shown here.
To go on, we assume a subset Di  Di of retrievable items as given, for which the user
has decided whether they are relevant or not with respect to his or her query (relevance
feedback). In other words, Di is the union of a set Direl of retrievable items being
relevant to the user and a set Dinon of non-relevant retrievable items. Then P ('jDi; R; q)
(and analogously P ('jDi; R; q)) in (2.8) can be estimated using the approximation for
P ('jDi 1), here (2.9), and (A.4):
P ('jDi; R; q) 
vi +
P
Di 12 Di
rel
P ('jDi 1)
vi + wi + j Direlj
(2.11)
(compare approximation (2.4)). The parameters vi > 0 and wi > 0 have to be chosen
heuristically, for example vi = wi = 0:5.
In order to determine P ('jDi; R; q) and P ('jDi; R; q) in (2.8), we simply replace
Direl by
Dinon in (2.11).
If no relevance feedback from the user is available, we set Direl = ;, Dinon = Di, and
obtain
P ('jDi; R; q)  v
i
vi + wi
(2.12)
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as well as
P ('jDi; R; q)  v
i +
P
Di 12Di P ('jDi 1)
vi + wi + jDij : (2.13)
The insertion of the above estimations into equation (2.8) leads to an approximation
of the ith addend in equation (2.2) that does not require relevance feedback infor-
mation. If we assume jDij to be suciently large, v to be selected rather small andP
Di 12Di P ('jDi 1) to be not too small 12, we may simplify approximation (2.13) fur-
ther into
P ('jDi; R; q)  1jDij
X
Di 12Di
P ('jDi 1) (2:10) P ('jDi) :
Inserting this into (2.8) gives us
ln
 
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
!
 X
'2i(q)
ln
 
viP ('jDi 1)
(vi + wi)P ('jDi) +
wiP ('jDi 1)
(vi + wi)P ('jDi)
!
(2.14)
{ an approximation of the ith addend in equation (2.2) that can be easily interpreted:
The higher P ('jDi 1) (i.e. the feature frequency) and the smaller P ('jDi) of a query
feature ' that is indexing a certain Di 1, the \more important" the query feature is
for Di 1 in particular and within the context of Di in general. As a consequence, the
documents in Di 1 (or document d = Di 1 itself, if i = 1) will occur on higher positions
in the nal ranked list. On the other hand, a query feature ' with a low P ('jDi 1), or
even not indexing Di 1 (P ('jDi 1) = 0), has the opposite eect on Di 1: Here, \less
importance" of ' within Di indicated by a high P ('jDi) leads to a higher ranking of
the documents in Di 1, the lower P ('jDi 1) is, or vice versa, to a lower ranking of other
documents not in Di 1 but in Di.
2.2 Selection of subcollections
The model described so far enables the complete ranking of a distributed document
collection. However, a user is usually only interested in the rst part of the ranked list,
namely in the l top-ranked documents. Therefore, the ranking process should be limited
to those subcollections, which contain the top-ranked documents. Besides, performing
the search over all subcollections generally leads to eciency problems, as explained in
the introduction.
Having decided to include a subcollectionDm+1, 1  m < n, into the ranking process,
in a next step, those subcollections Dm in Dm+1 have to be determined that are going
to be included into the ranking process. This selection of subcollections is performed at
layer m+ 1 and thus, should be based on information which can be eciently provided
at layer m+1. As a consequence, excluding subcollections or parts of the subcollections
from the ranking process might also lead to an exclusion of documents that should have
been considered. In other words, the resulting ranked list of length l will be suboptimal in
12Although these assumptions seem to be rather strong, RPI-based experiments with approximation
(2.14) and the AP88 TREC collection have shown only small losses in eectiveness in comparison to
RPI-based experiments with approximation (2.8). However, the losses were measurable. Hence, for all
RPI-based experiments described in this work, approximation (2.8) is used.
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the sense of the PRP. However, since our selection criterion described in the following is
properly derived from the PRP, we may say that the occurring corruption is minimized.
The decision whether (and if yes, how much) documents are to be taken from a
subcollection Dm is based on an estimate of the distribution of the documents' RSVs
that would occur, if the query was posted to Dm and a ranking of the documents in Dm
according to equation (2.2) was performed.
2.2.1 The selection criterion
In order to derive our selection criterion, we start with a random experiment: We ran-
domly pick documents from a certain subcollection Dm and consider their probabilities
of relevance. This experiment can be modelled through the random variable
rm : fdjE(d)  E(Dm)g  ! [0; 1]
d 7 ! P (Rjd; q)
(see (A.6) for a general denition of random variables). Note that rm depends on q.
Transforming rm with the functions f and g, we obtain with
Rm := f(rm) + g(q)
a second random variable modelling the RSVs of the documents in Dm. Usually, these
RSVs are not evenly distributed. Instead, in some intervals, more RSVs can be found
than in others. Approximating these discrete distributions Am of the random variables
Rm correlated to the subcollections Dm 2 Dm+1, the resulting estimated RSV distribu-
tions can be used in order to decide how many documents are taken from which of the
Dm ((A.7) denes the concept of discrete distributions).
The approximation of RSV distributions and the following decision on the consid-
eration of subcollections is performed at layer m + 1 and relies on certain metadata,
namely Dm-related query-dependent as well as query-independent information. Query-
dependent information on the one hand is derived during run time and related to the
query q and those subcollections Di that include Dm, i.e. E(Di)  E(Dm), i  m. In
our work, the query-dependent information employed is kept to the intermediate result
of the RSV computation available at layer m+1, namely the subcollection RSV of Dm,
and to the number of features in the query description m+1(q). On the other hand, the
also involved query-independent information does not have to be computed during run
time, it just has to be oered at layerm+1 and updated once in a while, if the content of
Dm is changing over the time. Most of the query-independent information is statistical
information that is gathered from the descriptions of those Di that are included by Dm
(i.e. E(Di)  E(Dm), i < m), in parts with the help of training queries.
Assuming a large number of documents to be accessible through Dm, we may ap-
proximate Rm's actual distribution Am by a continuous function
eAm(x) := Z x
 1
ePm(t)dt ; x 2 IR ; (2.15)
the estimated RSV distribution of Rm (the concept of continuous distributions is dened
with (A.13)). ePm in the above denition denotes eAm's probability density. As usual for
density functions, it is positive or zero for all t 2 IR and implies eAm(1) = 1.
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Figure 2.4: The densities of estimated distributions eAmj of three dierent subcollections
Dmj are shown. For x
m+1 = 1, the selection criterion selects the subcollections Dm1 and
Dm2 , while D
m
3 is not considered for retrieval (if z
m
3 is assumed to be suciently small).
The number of documents taken from Dm1 or D
m
2 , respectively, is proportional to the
corresponding gray-lled area. Note that the areas overlap in the Figure.
Note that the estimated RSV distribution eAm can be characterized by a distribution
family and a set of classication numbers, which uniquely determine a member of the
chosen distribution family. If we select these classication numbers to be approximations
of the classication numbers' corresponding equivalents of the distribution Am, then the
distribution determined by the classication numbers approximates Am, provided that
the chosen distribution family is suitable in general for modelling RSV distributions.
A possible example for the choice of a distribution family is the set of all normal dis-
tributions; shifted gamma distributions could be considered as well. We will investigate
the suitability of these two distribution families for our selection criterion later.
Suppose now that we have decided for distribution functions eAmj approximating the
actual distributions Amj of the RSVs occurring in the dierent subcollections D
m
j 2
Dm+1. In order to dene the selection criterion for selecting some Dmj from the superior
Dm+1 to be included into the ranking process, we assume the desired length lm+1 of the
ranked list of documents related to Dm+1 as given (ln := l has been chosen by the user).
Determining the variable xm+1 2 IR with
lm+1 =
X
Dm
j
2Dm+1
lmj
lmj := bzmj (1  eAmj (xm+1))c
numerically, we obtain for each Dmj the number of documents l
m
j to be taken from this
subcollection. Note that the required number zmj := jfdjE(d)  E(Dmj )gj of documents
accessible through Dm is query-independent information and can be easily provided at
layer m+ 1.
The lmj result from integrating the probability densities
ePmj scaled by zmj , beginning
at innity, ending at a common xm+1, such that the lmj add to the given l
m+1. If lmj = 0,
the corresponding Dmj is not taken into consideration by the retrieval process. The
complexity of applying the selection criterion to the elements in Dm+1 is O(jDm+1jlm+1).
The number of documents to be taken from those subcollections that contain doc-
uments are determined by the various l1. When selecting a document from a certain
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D1, no other document may exist in D1 that has not yet been selected but has been
assigned a RSV that is bigger than the RSV of the actually selected document.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the selection criterion.
Incremental retrieval poses no problems when working with the criterion: Having
computed a rst part of the ranked list correlated to Dm+1 with length lm+1, a second
part of length lm+1new can be obtained by shifting x
m+1 to a new position xm+1new such that
lm+1new =
X
Dm
j
2Dm+1
lmj;new
lmj;new := bzmj ( eAmj (xm+1)  eAmj (xm+1new ))c :
The lmj;new then give the number of documents to be additionally taken from the dierent
subcollections Dmj .
As a nal remark, the selection criterion would be optimal in the sense of the PRP,
if eAm reected the exact distribution Am of Rm. The xm+1 would then be equivalent
for all 1  m < n.
2.2.2 Approximating the RSV distribution of a subcollection
The question, how the distribution function eAm should be determined that is approxi-
mating the RSV distribution Am corresponding to a certain subcollection Dm 2 Dm+1,
has been factored out so far; it is handled in the following.
As mentioned in the previous section, eAm can be characterized by a distribution
family and a set of classication numbers determining a certain member of the chosen
distribution family. These classication numbers have to be selected such that they
approximate the corresponding equivalents of the distribution Am.
To guarantee a sucient exibility, distribution families should be chosen that re-
quire at least two classication numbers for a unique determination of a family'smember,
namely the member's expectation value and variance. In a rst step, we will therefore
derive approximations of the expectation value (Rm) and the variance 2(Rm) of Rm,
respectively ((A.8) and (A.14) dene the concept of an expectation value, (A.9) and
(A.15) dene the concept of variance).
Parts of the terminology and ideas introduced during this derivation are then em-
ployed in order to discuss the suitability of two particular distribution families within
the selection criterion, the set of normal as well as the set of shifted gamma distribu-
tions. The use of the latter requires an additional classication number, the smallest
possible value that can be taken by the random variable associated with a shifted gamma
distribution; the approximation of Am's corresponding equivalent, the minimum RSV,
is also presented.
Expectation value
In the following, an approximation of the expectation value (Rm) is developed: We will
rst give a rough approximation e(Rm) of (Rm) using query-dependent information,
and then further improve this approximation by taking additional query-dependent as
well as query-independent information in account.
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The RSV of the subcollection Dm given by
RSV (Dm; q) := f (P (RjDm; q)) + g(q) (2.16)
(2.2)
=
X
i=m+1:::n
ln
 
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
P (Di 1jDi; R; q)
!
determines the expectation value (rm) of rm transformed by f and g: We consider
denition (2.16) and replace P (RjDm; q) byX
E(Dm 1)E(Dm)
P (RjDm 1; q)P (Dm 1jDm; q)
making use of (A.4). Expanding this sum into
X
E(Dm 1)E(Dm)
0
BB@ X
E(Dm 2)E(Dm 1)
P (RjDm 2; q)P (Dm 2jDm 1; q)
1
CCAP (Dm 1jDm; q)
yields X
E(Dm 2)E(Dm)
P (RjDm 2; q)P (Dm 2jDm; q) ;
repeating this process nally leads to the expectation value
(rm) =
X
E(d)E(Dm)
P (Rjd; q)P (djDm; q) :
Thus, we obtain
RSV (Dm; q) = f((rm)) + g(q) :
In general, this transformed expectation value is not equivalent to the expectation value
(Rm) of the RSVs of the documents in Dm given by the random variable Rm. But
we can show with the help of a Taylor expansion that it is approximating (Rm) (see
appendix in [Mit98]): For a given value r0 2 [0; 1] and for each r 2 [0; 1], (r) exists
with r0  (r)  r or r0  (r)  r such that
f(r) = f(r0) + f
0(r0)(r   r0) + f
00((r))
2
(r   r0)2 ;
where  : [0; 1]! [0; 1] is a function. Replacing r by the random variable rm, and taking
the expectation value, we obtain
(f(rm)) = f(r0) + f
0(r0)((r
m)  r0) + 
 
f 00((rm))
2
(rm   r0)2
!
and
(f(rm)) = f((rm)) + 
 
f 00((rm))
2
(rm   (rm))2
!
;
if we set r0 to (r
m). If we assume

 
f 00((rm))
2
(rm   (rm))2
!
= 
 
  1
22(rm)
(rm   (rm))2
!
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to be reasonably small,
(Rm) = (f(rm)) + g(q)
 f((rm)) + g(q)
= RSV (Dm; q) =: e(Rm) : (2.17)
An alternative substantiation, why e(Rm) = RSV (Dm; q) is approximating (Rm), is
given in [Bau97b].
The approximation's precision is increasing with a decreasing variance 2(Rm) of
Rm [Bau97b]. If 2(Rm) is zero, e(Rm) = (Rm). This case, however, will hardly occur
in a real setting. Instead, the variance is usually increasing for an increasing number of
features involved in the query evaluation, as can be seen in the following. It is therefore
mandatory to further minimize the approximation error:
Considering the ith addend in equation (2.2), this addend is estimated with the help
of a certain existing probabilistic IR model to the non-distributed case. The models
exemplarily employed in this work (namely the BIR and RPI model; see section 2)
further transform the addend into a sum over all query features in i(q) and then
estimate values for the resulting feature-related addends; compare equation (2.3) and
(2.8). In fact, most of the known non-distributed probabilistic retrieval models propose
a RSV computation that is based on an accumulation over all query features. We will
therefore assume for the following, that each addend in equation (2.2) decomposes into
query-feature-related addends.
The random variable Rm can be rewritten as
Rm = RSV (Dm; q) +Rmlocal ;
where Rmlocal is a random variable, which represents the distribution of the local RSVs of
those documents that can be accessed through Dm, i.e. RSVs that are valid only within
the scope of Dm. That is, it models the inuence of the rst m addends in equation (2.2)
on the globally valid RSVs of the documents in Dm. RSV (Dm; q) has been recognized
to approximate (Rm). An improved approximation of (Rm) is obtained, if we nd a
way to approximate the expectation value (Rmlocal) of R
m
local, as
(Rm) = RSV (Dm; q) + (Rmlocal) (2.18)
due to the linearity of . Note in this context that the approximation error in (2.17) is
zero, if (Rmlocal) = 0.
Let Dik; 1  i  m, be a subcollection with E(Dik)  E(Dm), i.e., for i = m,
Dik = D
m. The inuence of the ith addend in equation (2.2) corresponding to Dik is
modelled by the random variable
Sik : fDikjE(Dik)  E(Dm)g  ! IR
Dik 7 ! ln
 
P (Di 1jDik; R; q)
P (Di 1jDik; R; q)
!
;
which again may be conceived as a sum of random variables
T ik;' : fDi 1jE(Di 1)  E(Dik)g  ! IR
Di 1 7 ! W (';Di 1;Dik;rel;Dik;non;Dik)
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describing the inuence of the query features ' 2 ik on a document's RSV:
Sik =
X
'2i
k
(q)
T ik;'
(remember our assumption made two paragraphs before). Here, the function W yields
the weight of a certain feature ' 2 ik with respect to the document or subcollection
Di 1 2 Dik and given relevance assessments that were made with respect to query q.
When using the BIR model from section 2.1.1 in this context, W ('; ) represents the
'-related addend in equation (2.3), when using the RPI model described in section 2.1.2,
W ('; ) represents the '-related addend in equation (2.8).
In order to avoid additional complications at the moment, we assume no relevance
feedback data to be available, i.e. Dik;rel = ;; Dik;non = Dik. The case that relevance
feedback is given is handled in a separate section. The weight of an indexing feature
then turns into W (';Di 1; ;;Dik;Dik), which is independent of any relevance feedback
and thus, of query q. We may therefore consider the corresponding T ik;' to be query-
independent as well.
As the expectation value of the sum of (not necessarily independent) random vari-
ables equals the sum of the random variables' expectation values (compare (A.17)), we
may compute the expectation value of Sik by
(Sik) =
X
'2i
k
(q)
(T ik;') :
Replacing
(T ik;') =
X
Di 12Di
k
P (Di 1jDik)W (';Di 1; ;;Dik;Dik)
by the expectation value
((T ik;)) =
P
'2i
k
P ('jDik)(T ik;')P
'2i
k
P ('jDik)
(2.19)
of the random variable (T ik;)
13 modelling the occurrence of dierent (T ik;'), we obtain
with e(Sik) := jik(q)j((T ik;))
an estimate for the expectation value of Sik. In particular, for i = m,
e(Sm) = jm(q)j ((Tm )) : (2.20)
The reasonability of this approximation is linked to the assumption underlying equation
(2.19) that the probability for feature ' being a query feature indexing the actual query
q is
P ('jDi
k
)P
'02i
k
P ('0jDi
k
)
.
13Please mention that we work with an overloaded notation here:  in combination with a set
of random variables indicated by a \" (as for example the set T ik; of all T
i
k;') does not denote
an expectation value, but a random variable modelling the expectation values corresponding to the
considered set of random variables. Analogously, j  j in combination with a set of query descriptions
indicated by a \" denotes a random variable modelling the dierent occurring query description sizes.
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We continue for i < m and dene the random variables ((T i;)) and ji(q)j, the
rst representing the occurring ((T ik;)), the second modelling the dierent query sizes
jik(q)j arising at layer i. Their corresponding expectation values are
(((T i;))) =
X
Di
k
2Di+1
P (DikjDi+1)((T ik;))
as well as
(ji(q)j) =
X
Di
k
2Di+1
P (DikjDi+1) jik(q)j :
Now we are able to approximate the expectation value of an arbitrary random vari-
able Si by e(Si) := (ji(q)j) (((T i;))) : (2.21)
The equations (2.20) and (2.21) together with (A.17) enable us to give a reasonable
approximation for the expectation value of Rmlocal:
e(Rmlocal) := e(Sm) + X
i=1;:::;m 1
e(Si) :
To sum up, an approximate for Rmlocal's expectation value results from accumulating the
expected inuences of those query features on the documents' RSVs that play a role in
the local RSV computation.
Replacing (Rmlocal) in (2.18) by the above dened e(Rmlocal) nally yields an improved
approximation
e(Rm) := RSV (Dm; q) + e(Rmlocal)
= RSV (Dm; q) + e(Sm) + X
i=1;:::;m 1
e(Si) (2.22)
of the expected RSV in subcollection Dm. For m = 1, this simplies into
e(R1) = RSV (D1; q) + e(S1) : (2.23)
The approximation e(Rm) of (Rm) results from combining Dm's RSV with certain
items that rely on the size of the query description m+1(q) as well as further query-
independent information, which can be determined before runtime and therefore easily
provided at layer m+ 1:
 The computation of ((Tm )) and (((T i;))) for 1  i < m is built on a
before-runtime-determination of the expected inuences of the features in m
and the various i on the RSV computation. At this, the involved probabili-
ties P (Di 1jDik), P (DikjDi+1) and P ('jDik) have to be replaced by appropriate
estimates. We suggest to approximate P (Di 1jDik) and P (DikjDi+1) through 1jDi
k
j
and 1
jDi+1j
, respectively. P ('jDik) can be estimated with the help of appropriate
local statistical information gathered from the descriptions of the Di 1 in Dik.
We suggest to use approximation (2.10) here, which has been discussed in section
2.1.2.
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 jm(q)j and (ji(q)j) apriori not only depend on query q, but also on the indexing
methods used \within" Dm. However, in order to avoid the necessity of keeping
all the indexing methods available at layer m+ 1, the heuristic functions
m(q) := m jm+1(q)j
and
 i(q) :=  i jm+1(q)j ; 1  i < m ;
should be provided instead for approximating jm(q)j and (ji(q)j), respectively,
where the constants m 2 IR and  i 2 IR have been derived through training before
runtime.
Variance
In order to derive an approximation e2(Rm) for Rm's variance 2(Rm), we use the same
fundamental idea that is underlying the approximation of Rmlocal's expectation value
shown above: Considering the variance of the inuence of those query features on Rmlocal
that play a role in the local RSV computation, we are able to draw conclusions about
the variance of Rm itself.
However, it is a known fact that the occurrence of an indexing feature in the de-
scription of a document (or a subcollection) usually depends on the occurrence of other
features in the description [Sch97a]. Hence, the random variables T ik;' may not be as-
sumed to be independent. While the expectation values of depending random variables
add to the expectation value of the sum of these random variables, the variance of a sum
of depending random variables also requires the adding of so called covariances between
the random variables to the sum of the random variables' variances. In other words, it
can be shown that
2(Sik) =
X
'2i
k
(q)
2(T ik;') +
X
';'02i
k
(q); '6='0
cov(T ik;'; T
i
k;'0) ;
where the number of addends in the second sum is (jik(q)j   1)jik(q)j (see (A.21)
for a proof; (A.20) denes the concept of covariance; the random variables Sik and
T ik;' corresponding to the various D
i
k have been introduced before). The function cov
measures the mentioned covariance between two random variables, see [Sta95] for a
detailed discussion. If we divide the covariance by the standard deviations (see denition
(A.10)) of both random variables, we obtain the random variables' correlation. Assume
no relevance feedback to be given at the moment (the case that relevance feedback is
available is handled later). Replacing
2(T ik;') = 
2(T ik;') +
X
Di 12Di
k
P (Di 1jDik)W 2(';Di 1; ;;Dik;Dik)
in the above equation by the expectation value
(2(T ik;)) =
P
'2i
k
P ('jDik)2(T ik;')P
'2i
k
P ('jDik)
(2.24)
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of the random variable 2(T ik;) modelling the occurrence of dierent 
2(T ik;'), and cov
by the expected covariance (cov(T ik;; T
i
k;)) of two arbitrarily selected T
i
k;'
14, we obtain
with
e2(Sik) := jik(q)j(2(T ik;)) + (jik(q)j   1)jik(q)j(cov(T ik;; T ik;))
an estimate for the variance of Sik. In particular, for i = m,
e2(Sm) = jm(q)j(2(Tm )) + (jm(q)j   1) jm(q)j (cov(Tm ; Tm )) : (2.25)
The reasonability of this approximation is again linked to the assumption concerning
the probability for a feature being a query feature that is underlying equation (2.19)
and thus, equation (2.24).
We continue for i < m and dene the random variables (2(T i;)) and
(cov(T i;; T
i
;)), the rst representing the occurring (
2(T ik;)), the second modelling
the dierent expected covariances (cov(T ik;; T
i
k;)) between query features arising at
layer i. Their expectation values are
((2(T i;))) =
X
Di
k
2Di+1
P (DikjDi+1)(2(T ik;))
as well as
((cov(T i;; T
i
;))) =
X
Di
k
2Di+1
P (DikjDi+1)(cov(T ik;; T ik;)) :
Now we are able to approximate the variance of an arbitrary random variable Si by
e2(Si) := (ji(q)j) ((2(T i;))) + ((ji(q)j)  1)(ji(q)j) ((cov(T i;; T i;))) :
(2.26)
The random variable ji(q)j has been introduced before.
The equations (2.25) and (2.26) together with the assumption that two random
variables Si and Si
0
with i 6= i0 are independent (i.e., the variance of the sum of ran-
dom variables equals the sum of the random variables' variances) enable us to give a
reasonable approximation for the variance of Rm:
e2(Rm) := e2(Sm) + X
i=1;:::;m 1
e2(Si) : (2.27)
For m = 1, this simplies into
e2(R1) = e2(S1) : (2.28)
The approximation e2(Rm) of 2(Rm) is based on the size of the query description
m+1(q) and certain query-independent information, which can be easily provided at
layer m+ 1:
14Again, we work with an overloaded notation: 2 in combination with a set of random variables indi-
cated by a \" does not denote a variance, but a random variable modelling the variances corresponding
to the considered set of random variables. cov is overloaded in an analogous manner.
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 The computation of the required (2(Tm )) and ((2(T i;))) for 1  i < m relies
on a before-runtime-determination of the expected variance of the inuences of the
features in m and the various i on the RSV computation. The involved proba-
bilities P (Di 1jDik), P (DikjDi+1) and P ('jDik) have to be replaced by appropriate
estimates. This together with the approximation of the also required jm(q)j and
(ji(q)j) has been discussed before in connection with the approximation of Rm's
expectation value and is therefore omitted here.
 In addition, e2(Rm) relies on (cov(Tm ; Tm )) and ((cov(T i;; T i;))) for 1  i <
m, where the latter are derived from the (cov(T ik;; T
i
k;)) corresponding to the
dierent Dik in D
i+1. These items also do not depend on the query. Considering a
certain (cov(T ik;; T
i
k;)), 1  i  m, its computation before runtime however has
to take each possible feature-feature pair in ik into account. In order to avoid
such a time intensive procedure, (cov(T ik;; T
i
k;)) should be estimated making
use of the results of training queries: Let us consider a training query q that is
ranked against the elements in the subcollection Dik. If the features indexing q
were completely uncorrelated, the random variables T ik;' would be independent
and
2uncorr(S
i
k) :=
X
'2i
k
(q)
2(T ik;')
according to (A.18) would give us Sik's variance { a value that can be computed
while ranking Dik's elements with respect to q.
(cov(T ik;2i
k
(q); T
i
k;2i
k
(q))) =
2(Sik)  2uncorr(Sik)
(jik(q)j   1)jik(q)j
then gives us the expected covariance corresponding to two arbitrarily selected
query features, where 2(Sik) is measured after having ranked D
i
k's elements. Con-
sidering the arithmetic mean of the (cov(T i
k;2i
k
(q)
; T i
k;2i
k
(q)
)) computed for a
number of training queries, we obtain an estimate for (cov(T ik;; T
i
k;)), and in
particular, for the required (cov(Tm ; T
m
 )), if i = m. In case that 1  i < m, the
various (cov(T ik;; T
i
k;)) still have to be combined, such that we nally obtain the
required ((cov(T i;; T
i
;))).
The employment of incoming user queries (i.e. queries sent to Dik during runtime)
as training queries is straightforward, since the described procedure for approx-
imating the expected covariances can be eciently implemented. Although the
estimate for (cov(T ik;; T
i
k;)) is updated after each incoming query, it should be
sucient to sent it to layerm+1 just once in a while, where it is used then for up-
dating the corresponding stored value for ((cov(T i;; T
i
;))) or (cov(T
m
 ; T
m
 )),
respectively.
Minimum RSV
So far, approximations for the expectation value and the variance of a given RSV distri-
bution Am have been derived that can be used as classication numbers for identifying
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a distribution approximating the RSV distribution. Depending on the selected distri-
bution family, further classication numbers might be required for uniquely identifying
a member of the family that also have to be approximated.
As it has been mentioned before, we will investigate two distribution families in this
work, namely the set of normal distributions and the set of shifted gamma distributions.
Considering the latter, its elements are shifted on the x-axis by a certain constant. This
constant is nothing but a classication number and determines the smallest possible
value that can be taken by the random variable corresponding to a shifted gamma dis-
tribution. It has to be estimated by an approximation of Am's corresponding equivalent,
the minimum RSV min(Rm) that can be taken by the random variable Rm.
In order to derive an approximation gmin(Rm) for min(Rm), we again use the same
fundamental idea that is underlying the approximation of Rmlocal's expectation value:
We consider the smallest possible inuences of those query features on Rmlocal that play
a role in the local RSV computation, and combine them into an estimate gmin(Rmlocal)
of Rmlocal's minimum RSV. The estimated minimum
gmin(Rm) then results from adding
RSV (Dm; q) to gmin(Rmlocal).
min(Sik) =
X
'2i
k
(q)
min(T ik;')
yields the minimum value that can be taken by the ith addend in our RSV computa-
tion. Here, no relevance feedback is assumed to be given at the moment (the case that
relevance feedback is available is handled later). Replacing
min(T ik;') = min
Di 12Di
k

P (Di 1jDik)W 2(';Di 1; ;;Dik;Dik)

in the above equation by the expectation value
(min(T ik;)) =
P
'2i
k
P ('jDik) min(T ik;')P
'2i
k
P ('jDik)
(2.29)
of the random variable min(T ik;) modelling the occurrence of dierent min(T
i
k;')
15, we
obtain with gmin(Sik) := jik(q)j(min(T ik;))
an estimate for the minimum value correlated to Sik. In particular, for i = m,
gmin(Sm) = jm(q)j(min(Tm )) : (2.30)
The reasonability of this approximation is once again linked to the assumption concern-
ing the probability for a feature being a query feature that is underlying equation (2.19)
and thus, equation (2.29).
We continue for i < m and dene the random variables (min(T i;)) representing
the occurring (min(T ik;)). Its corresponding expectation value is
((min(T i;))) =
X
Di
k
2Di+1
P (DikjDi+1)(min(T ik;))
15Again, the employed notation is overloaded: min in combination with a set of random variables
indicated by a \" does not denote a minimum, but a random variable modelling the minimum values
corresponding to the considered set of random variables.
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and can be used for approximating the minimumvalue correlated to an arbitrary random
variable Si: gmin(Si) := (ji(q)j) ((min(T i;))) ; (2.31)
where the random variable ji(q)j has been introduced before.
The equations (2.30) and (2.31) together with the assumption that two random
variables Si and Si
0
with i 6= i0 are independent.
gmin(Rmlocal) := gmin(Sm) + X
i=1;:::;m 1
gmin(Si) :
therefore approximates the minimum value of Rmlocal, which again leads to an estimate
for the minimum RSV that can be taken by Rm:
gmin(Rm) := RSV (Dm; q) + gmin(Rmlocal) : (2.32)
For m = 1, we may further simplify into
gmin(R1) = RSV (Dm; q) + gmin(S1) : (2.33)
The approximation e2(Rm) of 2(Rm) results from combining Dm's RSV with the
size of the query description m+1(q) and certain query-independent information, which
can be easily provided at layer m+ 1:
 The computation of the required (min(Tm )) and ((min(T i;))) for 1  i <
m is based on a before-runtime-determination of the expected minimum values
correlated to the features in m and the various i on the RSV computation. The
involved probabilities have to be replaced by appropriate estimates. This together
with the approximation of the also required expected query description sizes has
been discussed before in connection with the approximation of Rm's expectation
value and is therefore omitted here.
Relevance feedback
In case that relevance feedback data is available, this data has been generated by the user
with respect to his or her information need after having ranked the distributed document
collection. Some of the expectation values required for using the selection criterion in a
re-ranking correspond to those subcollections containing the retrievable items that have
been judged by the user and therefore have to be considered to depend on the actual
query. However, since we know the subcollections Di containing judged retrievable items
Di 1, 1  i  n, in advance, and since the number of these subcollection will most likely
be relatively small, a measurement during runtime of the required expectation values
correlated to these subcollections does not contradict our claim for eciency. This means
that for all subcollections Di with judged retrievable items as elements, a ranking of
their retrievable items is performed in advance with respect to the given query, such
that the expectation values required by upper layers can be measured before performing
the actual RSV computation.
Let Dik, 1  i < m, be a subcollection containing judged retrievable items as ele-
ments. In order to compute e(Si) required for approximating Rmlocal's expectation value,
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we assume (ji(q)j) as well as (((T i))) in equation (2.21) to remain unchanged
when being gathered from the non-judged retrievable items in Di+1 only, and expand
(2.21) into
e(Si) = (ji(q)j)(((T i))) P (DikjDi+1) + (Sik)P (DikjDi+1) : (2.34)
At this, (Sik) can be measured from the already computed ranked list of the D
i 1 in
Dik. This way, the given relevance feedback correlated to D
i
k is taken into into account.
We suggest to approximate P (DikjDi+1) by 1jDi+1j .
If more than one subcollection at layer i contains judged retrievable items, the ex-
pansion (2.34) has to be generalized accordingly.
In case that Dm itself contains judged retrievable items, e(Sm) can be replaced by
the actual measurement (Sm).
The approaches taken for approximatingRm's variance and minimumRSV given that
relevance feedback data is available is absolutely comparable to the one taken here for
approximating Rmlocal's expectation value. We therefore omit their detailed presentation.
Normal distribution
We have shown a way to approximate the expectation value, the variance and the mini-
mum RSV of a subcollection's RSV distribution. Using these estimates as classication
numbers, a member of a distribution family can be identied that is approximating the
considered RSV distribution. Thus, what still remains to do is to decide on a distri-
bution family. This family should provide distributions that reect the shapes of RSV
distributions in an appropriate manner.
At rst glance, the most straightforward choice for the distribution family is the
set N of normal distributions. A member of this family is uniquely determined by two
classication numbers, an expectation value and a variance. The RSV distribution Am
in a subcollection Dm with respect to a given query q is then approximated through the
normal distribution eAm := N (e(Rm); e2(Rm))
given by e(Rm) as the normal distribution's expectation value and e2(Rm) as the normal
distribution's variance:
eAm(x) = Z x
 1
e
  1
2

t e(Rm)e(Rm)
2
e(Rm)p2 dt :
In the following, we will investigate the question, under which circumstances Am
may be assumed to be normally distributed: As introduced before, the random variable
Rm can be written as the sum of RSV (Dm; q) and independent random variables Sik,
1  i  m (for i = m, Sik = Sm). The Sik again compose of random variables T ik;',
which describe the inuence of the dierent query features ' 2 i(q) on Rm:
Sik =
X
'2i(q)
T ik;' :
We consider a sequence of queries q, where for each layer i with 1  i  m, the number
of query features indexing the sequence members approaches innity, i.e. jik(q)j ! 1.
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From a certain sequence member on, the T ik;' corresponding to the query features may
be assumed to be independent: Features indexing a detailed specication of a certain
information need will most likely be less correlated than features indexing a short query.
If we further assume all T ik;' to have more or less the same small inuence on the S
i
k
corresponding to the sequence members, then the central limit theorem [Sta95] [Fel66]
[BS85] can be applied. This theorem is fundamental in probability theory; informally
speaking, it implies the following: Consider a sequence of random variables X that
result from adding an increasing number of independent random variables, which all
have more or less the same small inuence (Lindeberg's condition has to be fullled
[Gne91] [BS85]). Normalizing these random variables X, they approach the standard
normal distribution N (0; 1). Applying the theorem to our setting, the normalized sums
Sik;norm :=
Sik   (Sik)
(Sik)
corresponding to the members of the considered sequence of queries are approaching
N (0; 1). Hence, we may say that the Sik;norm are asymptotically N (0; 1)-distributed,
while the Sik are asymptotically N (
P
' (T
i
k;');
P
' 
2(T ik;'))-distributed. If we further
assume the expectation values and variances of the random variables Sik corresponding to
the layers i < m to converge uniformly for increasing numbers jik(q)j of query features,
i.e.
j(Sik)  (Sik0)j ! 0 ; k 6= k0 ;
and
j2(Sik)  2(Sik0)j ! 0 ; k 6= k0 ;
Rm may be conceived to be asymptotically N (RSV (Dm; q) + Pi=1:::m (Si);P
i=1:::m 
2(Si))-distributed, as the sum of independent normal distributions is again
normally distributed [Sta95]. At this, the Si for i < m represent arbitrarily selected Sik.
If m = 1, the last (rather strong) assumption can be omitted. Experiments (for m = 1)
conrm this theoretical result; compare Figure 2.5.
Unfortunately, the basic assumption made above, namely that the number of query
features is very large, usually does not hold in reality. Although the probability density
of a concrete RSV distribution16 for a query of \normal extent" shows some similarity
to the probability density of a normal distribution in the interval containing the large
RSVs, the density starts oscillating for smaller RSVs, usually forms a pike when the
smallest possible RSV has been reached and then becomes zero for all values that are
below this minimum RSV.
The minimum RSV correlated to a subcollection is assigned to those elements of the
subcollection, where the corresponding description does not contain any of the features
indexing the actual query (this explains the pike in the RSV distribution at the minimum
RSV: usually, most of the descriptions of the elements of a subcollection do not contain
any query feature, if we assume the subcollection to contain a larger number of elements).
The eort to be made for approximating it is reasonable, as it has been discussed
before. Hence, it is straighforeward to employ a distribution family that also requires a
16Note that strictly speaking, the concept of probability densities corresponding to discrete random
variables does not exist. Compare the remark in appendix A under item 2(a).
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Figure 2.5: The density of an actual RSV corresponding to a randomly generated query
description with 1000 query features is shown for a certain subcollection that is ap-
proximated by a normal and a shifted gamma distribution (distributed RPI-model,
subcollection D171 with 635 documents; see chapter 3). The measured deviation of the
shifted gamma distribution to the RSV distribution at a certain RSV is obtained from
subtracting the actual distribution's value for the RSV from the corresponding value of
the shifted gamma distribution.
smallest possible value as classication number, which is selected to be the estimate of
the minimum RSV of the RSV distribution to be approximated.
Thus, taking the entire above discussion into account, we can say that instead of the
set of normal distributions, a distribution family should be selected, where
 any sequence within this distribution family is approaching a normal distribution,
if the determination of the sequence members' classication numbers relies on the
number of query features, and this number is increasing. Furthermore,
 the probability density of a family member is zero for the interval below the
smallest possible value given by the approximation for the minimum RSV.
A possible choice for such a distribution family is the set of gamma distributions shifted
on the x-axis by the given smallest possible value. We will investigate the set of shifted
gamma distributions in the following.
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Shifted gamma distribution
One possible distribution family that fullls the requirements listed above is the set G
of shifted gamma distributions: A shifted gamma distribution
eAm := G(e(Rm); e2(Rm); gmin(Rm))
approximating the RSV distribution Am corresponding to a random variable Rm is
determined by its probability density
ePm(x) :=
8>><
>>:

x fmin(Rm)

 1
 ()
e
fmin(Rm) x
 if x  gmin(Rm)
0 else ;
where
 :=
e(Rm)  gmin(Rm)2
e2(Rm)  :=
e2(Rm)
e(Rm)  gmin(Rm)
and   denotes the Gamma function [BS85] [Sta95]. That means, ePm is uniquely deter-
mined by three classication numbers, namely e(Rm) = +gmin(Rm) as the expectation
value, e2(Rm) = 2 as the variance, and gmin(Rm) as the smallest possible value of the
shifted gamma distribution.
Let us assume the number of documents being indexed by at least one query feature
to increase with an increasing number of query features, such that the expectation value
(Rm) is monotonely removing from the minimum RSV min(Rm) and the variance
2(Rm) is monotonely increasing. If we further assume ((Rm)   min(Rm))2 to grow
faster than 2(Rm), shifted gamma distributions are approaching a normal distribution
([Rub98]; see also Figure 2.6 for an exemplary illustration). Note that the assumptions
made here could be experimentally conrmed.
2.2.3 Cost factors
The criterion for optimal selection of subcollections presented in [Fuh96b] and [Fuh98]
(compare section 1.3) is based on certain cost factors; the aim is to retrieve the maximum
number of documents at minimum cost. Dierent cost factors are identied, which play
an important role in the selection task:
 Subcollection dependent cost per document (for example, money that has to be
paid for inserting an arbitrary document from the considered subcollection into
the nal ranked list, etc.).
 Fixed cost for ranking the document accessible through a subcollection (for exam-
ple, money that has to be paid to trigger the ranking, or the time it takes until a
ranking is performed, etc.).
 Cost for viewing a relevant or non-relevant document, respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Dierent densities of gamma distributions (non-shifted, for sake of simplic-
ity) and corresponding normal distributions are shown. For an increasing expectation
value and variance, the gamma distributions are approaching a normal distribution.
In the following, we will investigate, how these cost factors can be built into our selection
criterion presented in section 2.2.1.
In order to take query independent cost per document into consideration, we assume
a cost limit cm+1 2 IR for computing the ranked list related to a subcollection Dm+1 as
given (cn has been chosen by the user, it is equivalent to the user's desired cost limit
c 2 IR). Determining the variable xm+1 2 IR with
0  cm+1   X
Dm
k
2Dm+1
cmj is minimum (2.35)
cmj := 
m
j l
m
j (2.36)
lmj := bzmj (1  eAmj (xm+1))c (2.37)
numerically, we obtain for each Dmj 2 Dm+1 a cost limit cmj , i.e. the cost which may arise
when taking lmj documents from D
m
j . At that, 
m
j 2 IR denotes the expected cost per
document E(d)  E(Dmj ), which can be provided at layer m+ 1 as query-independent
information without problems. The cmj result from integrating the probability densitiesePmj scaled by the expected cost zmj mj for all documents in Dmj , beginning at innity,
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ending at a common xm+1, such that when accumulating the cmj , they get as close as
possible to the given cm+1. If cmj = 0, the corresponding D
m
j is not taken into consider-
ation by the retrieval process. When selecting documents from a certain subcollection
D1 of layer 1, those l1 documents have to be considered that were assigned the highest
RSVs.
Since it is not known in advance, how many subcollections in Dmj will contribute to
the nal ranked list (m  2), it is not possible to determine the exact xed cost correlated
to Dmj using the information that is available when the query evaluation reaches layer
m+ 1.
However, in order to inuence the selection process by the xed cost, one might
decide for the following heuristic approach: We replace (2.36) by
cmj :=
(
mj l
m
j + 
m
j + e(mj ) if lmj > 0
0 else
;
where mj 2 IR denotes the xed cost for ranking the elements of Dmj itself, whilee(mj ) 2 IR stands for the estimated expectation of the xed cost within Dmj . We could
for example dene e(mj ) to be proportional to the number of documents taken from
Dmj , i.e.
e(mj ) := mmin;j + l
m
j
zmj
(mmax;j   mmin;j) ;
where
mmin := min
D
m 1
k
2Dm

m 1min;k + 
m 1
k

; 1min := 0 ;
denotes the minimum and
mmax :=
X
D
m 1
k
2Dm

m 1max;k + 
m 1
k

; 1max := 0 ;
the maximum possible xed cost, which may arise within Dmj . Since 
m
k and e(mj ) are
query independent, they can be easily provided at layer m + 1. The mean of the xed
cost, which arose from former queries, could also be taken as e(mj ).
Note that up to this point, incremental retrieval can be performed analogously to
the approach taken in section 2.2.1.
If we were able to replace all the estimates employed so far by corresponding exact
values, the presented selection criterion would be optimal in the sense of the PRP while
taking cost factors into account. The only shortcoming of the criterion is, that the length
of the nal ranking list does not play any role. It might happen that the resulting list
contains only a few, but very expensive documents, while many other cheap documents
remain unconsidered, because their RSVs lay slightly below the limit xm+1. In other
words, they have a probability of relevance slightly below the probabilities of those
documents in the ranked list. That means, we could have obtained much more relevant
documents for the same cost, if we were working with dierent subcollection-specic
xmj 2 IR instead of the common xm+1 and accepted a nal ranked list being suboptimal
in the sense of the PRP (that is a ranked list, where the number of top-ranked non-
relevant documents is possibly higher).
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This problem can be overcome by also taking the per-document-cost "R and "N ,
respectively, for viewing a relevant or non-relevant document into account, "R; "N 2 IR.
The xmj then have to be selected such that the length of the nal ranked list is maximum,
while the cost for viewing documents as well as the xed cost and the cost per document
add to the given cost limit cm+1. This requires that the relevance or non-relevance, or
at least the probabilities of relevance of the dierent documents, is considered as well.
Unfortunately, the expected cost for viewing a document from Dmj given by the random
variable
mj := "
Rrmj + "
N(1   rmj )
cannot be determined, as long as we assume g(q) not to be given. We might think of
employing the random variable
mj := f
 
mj   "N
"R   "N
!
+ g(q)
instead, denoting an order-preserving transformation of mj .R1
xm
j
t ePmj (t)dt
1  eAmj (xmj )
then gives an estimate for the expectation value of mj  xmj , compare (A.14). Multi-
plying this estimated expectation value with lmj redened by
lmj := bzmj (1   eAmj (xmj ))c (2.38)
yields an estimate for the expected transformed cost for viewing the lmj top-ranked
documents in Dmj . But transformed cost are not comparable to the non-transformed
xed cost and cost per document. Hence, this approach will not lead to a satisfying
solution. The only way out at this point seems to be the use of g(q). Approximating
this constant is a dicult task comparable to the approximation of the total number of
relevant documents in the entire collection and could be avoided so far.
With g(q), we can give an estimate for the expected non-transformed cost
exm
j
(mj ) := l
m
j
R1
xm
j
"N+"Ret g(q)
1+et g(q)
ePmj (t)dt
1  eAmj (xmj )
= zmj
Z 1
xm
j
"N + "Ret g(q)
1 + et g(q)
ePmj (t)dt
for viewing the lmj top-ranked documents in D
m
j . Note that
"N + "Re
m
j
 g(q)
1 + e
m
j
 g(q)
= mj :
This leads to a selection criterion comparable to the one presented in [Fuh96b]: We
replace (2.36) by
cmj :=
(
mj l
m
j + 
m
j + e(mj ) + exmj (mj ) if lmj > 0
0 else
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and (2.37) by (2.38) and claim { beside (2.35) { the xmj to be selected such that
X
Dm
j
2Dm+1
lmj
is maximum. Of course, the numerical determination of the xmj is of higher complexity
than the numerical determination of one common xm+1, compare [Fuh96b]. Moreover,
incremental retrieval becomes problematic: When deciding to extend the computed
ranked list, situations are possible where not all xmj are decreasing, i.e. retrieval might
become suboptimal from the cost point of view.
2.3 Structured documents
As an underlying assumption of the probabilistic model for distributed IR, each sub-
collection is assigned a certain method that is used for indexing all retrievable items
being element of the subcollection. In order to simplify the indexing of structured docu-
ments in such a setting, as for example multimedia documents, we extend the employed
concept of subcollections: Beside documents, a subcollection at layer 1 may now also
contain passages of structured documents, while subcollections of a higher layer contain
{ as before { subcollections of the corresponding subordinate layer.
This way, the used indexing methods can be better specialized. Methods that com-
pute comparable indexings for documents of complex data structure containing various
numbers of passages of completely dierent kind are not required.
If the passages d 1 of a structured document d = D0 occur in dierent subcollec-
tions D1, no single D1 exists with E(D0)  E(D1). That is why RSV (D0; q) cannot
be computed making use of (2.2). Hence, the question is: How can RSV (D0; q) be
determined?
For each d 1 exists a subcollection D1 with E(d 1)  E(D1). Thus, equation (2.2)
yields for each passage the corresponding RSV (d 1; q).
Since
RSV (D0; q) = f(P (RjD0; q)) + g(q)
(A.4)
= f
0
@ X
d 12D0
P (Rjd 1; q)P (d 1jD0; q)
1
A+ g(q)
gives the expectation value of the random variable
r0 : fd 1jd 1 2 D0g  ! [0; 1]
d 1 7 ! P (Rjd 1; q)
transformed by f and g, RSV (D0; q) approximates { analogously to RSV (Dm; q) in
(2.17) { the expectation value of the random variable
R0 := f(r0) + g(q) :
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In other words,
RSV (D0; q) 
X
d 12D0
RSV (d 1; q)P (d 1jD0; q) ;
or better,
RSV (D0; q) 
0
@ X
d 12D0
RSV (d 1; q)P (d 1jD0; q)
1
A  h0 ; (2.39)
where h0 is a correcting addend that is heuristically determined. It could for example
be derived with the help of training queries.
Approximating P (d 1jD0; q) by 1
z0
with z0 := jfd 1jd 1 2 D0gj, the RSV of a
structured document can be estimated by the arithmetic mean of the RSVs of the
document's passages, shifted by h0:
RSV (D0; q) 
0
@ 1
z0
X
d 12D0
RSV (d 1; q)
1
A  h0 :
Beside the number of passages z0, further information as the length or extend of d 1
could inuence the approximation of d 1's weight P (d 1jD0; q) within D0.
If a document passage d 1 is again subdivided into subpassages d 2, rst the RSV
of d 1 has to be determined in an analogous manner to (2.39):
RSV (d 1; q) 
0
@ X
d 22d 1
RSV (d 2; q)P (d 2jd 1; q)
1
A  h 1
with h 1 as the correcting addend. The result is inserted into (2.39). Generalizing this
approach leads to a procedure for approximating the RSVs of hierarchically structured
documents.
In this context, compare the discussion on the approximation of Rm's expectation
value in section 2.2.2: While RSV (Dm; q)+ e(Rmlocal) approximates the expected RSV of
an arbitrary document in Dm, the expectation value of the given RSVs of the document
passages in D0 are used vice versa in order to approximate RSV (D0; q) + h0 (note the
correlation between e(Rmlocal) and the correcting addend h0).
If the selection criterion described in section 2.2 is applied, it is possible that the
RSVs of certain passages d 1 of a document D0 are not computed. In this case, ap-
propriate estimates have to be inserted into (2.39), which are at least smaller than the
biggest of the employed integration limits xi. The problem of missing passage RSVs
can be avoided, if it is guaranteed that the passages correlated to a set of structured
documents are not distributed over (almost) all subcollections of layer 1. Instead, they
should be stored in specic subcollections D1 that form a set of subcollections. As an
example, the subcollections corresponding to a provider site could form a set of subcol-
lections. If one D1 of a set of subcollections is selected by the criterion, the ranking is
performed for all documents in the set of subcollections.
Note further that the items l, lmj , z
m
j and eventually 
m
j that play a role in the selec-
tion criterion are not longer only related to documents but also to document passages.
Hypermedia documents can be handled more or less as shown above; documents that
can be accessed via hyperlinks of a hypermedia document are modelled as passages of the
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hypermedia document, of course weighted dierently from passages containing media
objects. That means, a document being accessible through a hyperlink corresponds
with two dierent events, the event representing the document itself and the event
representing the passage modelling the link to the document.
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Chapter 3
Experimental evaluation of the
model
In the following, the probabilistic model for distributed IR presented in chapter 2 is
experimentally evaluated with respect to the retrieval eectiveness using the TREC test
environment. The evaluation is performed for a 3-layer hierarchy (n = 2): Documents
provided by the test environment are combined into subcollections that again form the
root (sub)collection (section 3.1).
As explained in section 2.1, our model determines subcollection-specic RSVs by
making use of probabilistic IR models designed for the non-distributed case. This has
been exemplarily presented for the BIR (section 2.1.1) and RPI model (section 2.1.2).
In the following, we consider three variants of the distributed retrieval model, a fully
BIR-based and a fully RPI-based variant as well as a variant, where the ranking at the
top layer is done using the RPI model, while ranking at the layer below is BIR{based.
We will refer to these variants as the distributed BIR approach, distributed RPI approach
and the distributed BIR/RPI approach.
First, the retrieval eectiveness that is achieved by these distributed variants is
experimentally determined (section 3.2.1). In a second step, the obtained results are
compared to the retrieval eectiveness measured for the corresponding non-distributed
BIR and RPI approaches, respectively (section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). As both, the distributed
as well as the non-distributed approaches are derived from the PRP, the uctuations in
retrieval eectiveness of the distributed approaches are expected not to be signicant
in comparison to the non-distributed approaches. In fact, since our probabilistic model
for distributed IR provides more degrees of freedom than corresponding non-distributed
models, a tuning of the distributed approaches should be possible that leads to a retrieval
eectiveness outranging the performance of non-distributed approaches. We investigate
experimentally the potential of this aspect of our probabilistic model. Finally, the eect
of the selection criterion on the retrieval eectiveness of the distributed approaches is
evaluated (section 3.2.4). At this, we restrict to the distributed RPI-approach.
A detailed discussion of the results of our experiments concludes this chapter (section
3.3).
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3.1 The experimental setting
We describe the TREC test environment we employed, the used measures for evalu-
ating the various approaches with respect to their retrieval eectiveness, and the way,
documents, queries and subcollections are indexed.
3.1.1 The test environment
In order to evaluate our probabilistic model for distributed IR, the TREC test environ-
ment is used. TREC17 stands for Text REtrieval Conference, which oers a platform
for IR research groups to compare their dierent retrieval approaches by providing an
appropriate test environment for evaluating retrieval eectiveness. TREC is a \spin-
o" of the DARPA TIPSTER program and co-sponsored by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) [Har93].
The TREC test environment includes (as usual for test environments in IR research)
a number of large document collections, various sets of topics and corresponding rele-
vance judgements given on documents with respect to a certain topic. New document
collections, topic sets and relevance judgements are frequently added to the test envi-
ronment.
For the evaluation task, two document (sub)collections from TREC are used:
1. AP88: This document collection contains 79923 news paper articles from the AP
Newswire Journal of the year 1988 as documents. Thus, from the content point of
view, we may say that AP88 tends to be a rather homogeneous collection.
In order to evaluate the distributed IR approaches for n = 2, AP88 (represented
by the root (sub)collection Dn = D2 in the distributed approaches, and denoted
by D in the corresponding non-distributed approaches) is partitioned into 81 sub-
collections D1j 2 D2; j = 0; : : : ; 80, of more or less equal extend: AP88 is available
on the TREC disk 2 as a set of 322 les, where documents from one le are all
from the same date, neighbouring les cover successive time periods. Each four
successive les are combined into one subcollection, such that documents are clus-
tered according to their date of appearance; subcollection D180 contains the last
two remaining les.
2. APFR88: This collection combines the above introduced collection AP88 with
the FR88 collection containing 19860 government communications from the US-
American Federal Register of the year 1988. While the documents in AP88 tend
to be relatively small, documents from FR88 are much longer and often handle
dierent topics at the same time. Hence, from the content point of view, APFR88
may be said to be a rather heterogeneous collection.
The FR part of APFR88 is partitioned into 38 subcollections D1j 2 D2; j =
81; : : : ; 118, of more or less equal extend: FR88 is available on the TREC disk
2 as a set of 152 les, where documents from one le are all from the same day,
neighbouring les cover successive days. Each four successive les are combined
into one subcollection, such that documents are clustered according to their date
17See the TREC web site at http://trec.nist.gov/ (September 10th, 1998).
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of appearance. Thus altogether, APFR88 (as Dn = D2 in the distributed ap-
proaches, and D in the corresponding non-distributed approaches) consists of 119
subcollections D1j 2 D2; j = 0; : : : ; 118.
Most of the experiments described in this chapter are performed on the basis of document
collection AP88. Only when investigating the eect of exploiting degrees of freedom that
are available with the distributed RPI approach, collection APFR88 is employed.
A topic in TREC describes (in text form) a certain user information need and consist
of several elds; for example a description eld, which gives a summary of the topic, or
a narrative eld, which contains a more detailed description of the information need. A
text query is derived from a topic by considering one or more elds of the topic.
Dierent query sets are used for evaluation that are generated from three sets of
topics, namely TREC topics 101-150, 151-200 and 201-250. Our experiments are per-
formed with short as well as long queries:
Query sets employed
topics 101-150 151-200 201-250
short   
long  
The only eld considered for short queries is the description eld. Long queries are
obtained from the description, narrative, summary, concept, factor and denition elds
(topics 101-150), or just the description and narrative elds (topics 151-200), respec-
tively. Since the topics 201-250 provide a description eld only, no long queries can be
derived from them.
For optimization tasks, the short queries 101-150 are employed. We will therefore
refer to these queries also as the training queries.
The gathering of relevance judgements for a certain topic has been (and still is) a
dicult task in TREC: Taking the entire set of documents into consideration is clearly
impossible due to the number of available documents (the TREC document collections
have grown to several gigabytes in the meantime). Instead, the so called pooling ap-
proach is applied [Har93] that makes use of the retrieval results of the research groups
participating TREC:
For each topic do:
1. Select the top 200 ranked documents from each contributed retrieval result for the
considered topic.
2. Merge the the selected documents into a list and remove duplicates from this list.
3. Ask a group of human specialists to give a relevance judgement on each document
in the list.
3.1.2 Measuring the retrieval eectiveness
As mentioned in the introduction, the retrieval eectiveness of an IR approach reects
the degree to which a user's information need is satised when making use of the IR
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approach. In order to quantify the retrieval eectiveness, two variables are considered,
the recall and the precision [SM83]; compare section 1.2.1: We consider the rst s > 0
top ranked documents in a ranked list that has been generated for a particular query
by the IR approach to be investigated. For sake of simplicity we assume that two
subsequent documents never have the same RSV. While the recall results from dividing
the number of relevant documents found in the list of considered documents by the total
number of relevant documents in the document collection, the precision is obtained from
dividing the number of considered relevant documents through s. In other words,
Recall =
Number of documents considered and relevant
Total relevant in collection
2 [0; 1]
Precision =
Number of documents considered and relevant
Total considered
2 [0; 1] ;
where the number of relevant documents in the collection is assumed to be not zero.
Given a certain recall level or a number s of considered top ranked documents, a corre-
sponding precision can be determined.
If we determine the maximum precision between a certain recall level and the maxi-
mumpossible recall of 1:0, we obtain the so called interpolated precision corresponding to
the considered recall level. Note that the interpolated precision is monotonely decreas-
ing for increasing recall. In the following, we concentrate on the interpolated precisions
corresponding to the recall levels 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0. Usually, interpolated precisions
are not considered for single queries. Instead, the interpolated precisions that arise for
a set of queries are combined over all queries into interpolated precision averages.
When plotting dierent interpolated precision averages against corresponding recall
levels, so called recall-precision graphs are obtained. These graphs are usually employed
to compare the retrieval eectiveness of a certain IR approach to the eectiveness of
other approaches.
We can say that the higher the interpolated precision average for a certain recall
level, the more eective the investigated IR approach performs for that recall level (at
least for the considered set of queries and the underlying document collection). When
comparing the eectiveness of two retrieval approaches on the basis of corresponding
recall-precision graphs, most of the attention is paid to the level of the graphs' pro-
gression. The approach with the higher progression is usually preferred. From the user
point of view, high interpolated precision averages for lower recall levels are of particu-
lar importance: Users are often more precision-oriented, they are interested in nding
many relevant documents at the beginning of a ranked list rather than nding as much
relevant documents as possible18. However, those IR approaches providing high inter-
polated precision averages not only for small, but for all recall-levels are of course the
most desirable ones.
Beside the investigation of the precision corresponding to a certain recall level, the
precision obtained after having considered a certain number of top ranked documents is
also of interest:
Let us investigate the documents being top ranked for a certain query in decreasing
order. Each time a relevant document is detected, we compute the precision correspond-
18Of course, user groups exist that are highly recall-oriented, as for example the employees of a patent
oce searching for specic patented inventions.
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ing to the number s of seen documents, averaging these precisions leads to the so called
query-specic average precision. If no relevant documents have been found, this number
is set to 0.0. When averaging the query-specic average precisions corresponding to a
set of queries, the average precision correlated to the query set is obtained.
If we simply average the precisions that are obtained after having considered the
rst s top ranked documents over a set of queries, we get the so called precision at s
documents corresponding to the set of queries.
In the framework of TREC, a software package can be used for the evaluation task.
The package's evaluation program provides various measurements, where the following
are of importance in our context:
 For each query in the considered set of queries, the evaluation program deter-
mines the interpolated precisions at the dierent recall levels and provides the
corresponding interpolated precision averages. At this, a recall level of 1:0 is as-
sumed, if 1000 documents have been considered.
 Average precisions are determined by the program, this with respect to the dier-
ent queries, but also averaged over the considered set of queries.
 The evaluation program measures the precision after having considered the rst
s top ranked documents (that is, s is varying), this with respect to the dierent
queries, but also averaged over the considered set of queries.
 Finally, the program determines the total number of relevant documents retrieved
for all queries in the considered query set (i.e., the number of relevant documents
found within the rst 1000 top ranked documents of the nal ranked lists computed
for the queries in a query set).
The experimental results listed in the following are all obtained with the help of this
software package.
3.1.3 Indexing
The retrieval approaches considered in this chapter operate over descriptions of docu-
ments, queries and subcollections. These descriptions are automatically generated:
 To index a text document, stop words are eliminated rst. A stop word is a
\meaningless" word like \or" and \the", which is assumed to carry almost no
information. Each of the remaining words is then stemmed using the Porter
algorithm [Por80]. The resulting word stem is used as a feature and inserted into
the description of the the document, if it is not yet part of the description (a
description has been dened to be a set of features). The feature is labelled by
1, i.e. the feature's current feature frequency  is 1. If the word stem is already
element of the description, its label and thus, its feature frequency is increased
by 1.
 In principle, text queries are indexed like text documents: stop words are elim-
inated, the remaining words are stemmed, the word stems are used as indexing
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features and form the query description. As a matter of fact, the retrieval ap-
proaches employed in this chapter do not explicitely consider query-related feature
frequencies. Hence, in order to take these frequencies at least implicitly into ac-
count, identical word stems in the query are inserted multiple times into the query
descriptions as dierent features. And indeed, experiments have shown improved
results when allowing the query description to contain identical features.
 In order to build a subcollection description, we follow the suggestion in [CZC95]
and employ the union of the descriptions of the elements in the subcollection.
The subcollection's 's result from adding the corresponding feature frequencies
correlated to the subcollection's elements. Thus, for indexing documents and
subcollections, the same indexing vocabulary  := 1 = 2 is used. However,
we do not exploit this fact in our experiments. We may therefore anticipate
that the results would have been more or less the same, if we employed various
indexing vocabularies in combination with indexing approaches that work with an
eectiveness comparable to the one of our described indexing approach.
The size of a query description (that is, the number of features indexing a query)
plays a key role in the selection criterion of our probabilistic model. The following table
lists the average sizes of the query descriptions corresponding to the dierent query sets;
the Table C.1 in appendix C gives the description sizes of single short and long queries
101-150.
Average sizes of query descriptions
topics 101-150 151-200 201-250
short 8.86 14.9 8.46
long 95.3 50.7
3.2 The experiments and their results
We rst consider the dierent distributed and non-distributed retrieval approaches sep-
arately, then compare the distributed to the corresponding non-distributed approaches
and nally run the distributed RPI approach with and without the selection criterion.
3.2.1 Distributed retrieval
As mentioned in section 3.1, a recall of 1.0 is presumed after having retrieved 1000 doc-
uments in total. In the distributed case, it is therefore sucient to retrieve { if available
{ 1000 top rated documents from each subcollection and to merge them according to
their RSVs. The top 1000 documents of the resulting ranked list are used as the nal
result.
1. BIR:
Following the distributed BIR approach (see section 2.1 and 2.1.1), the RSV of a
document d with d 2 D1j and D1j 2 D2 can be determined with
RSV (d; q) :=
X
'2(q)\(d)
ln
 
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
!
+
X
'2(q) (d)
ln
 
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
!
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+
X
'2(q)\(D1
j
)
ln
 
P ('jD2; R; q)
P ('jD2; R; q)
!
+
X
'2(q) (D1
j
)
ln
 
P ('jD2; R; q)
P ('jD2; R; q)
!
;
where the occurring probabilities are approximated as explained in 2.1.1. At this,
no relevance feedback is employed. The parameters v1j ; w
1
j ; v
2 and w2 involved in
the approximation of the probabilities are set to 0:5 [RSJ76]. For the dierent
query sets, we then obtain with AP88:
Results distributed BIR approach (AP88)
query set average precision relevant total number
precision at 30 documents retrieved of relevant
short, 101-150 0.1452 0.1827 1498 2396
short, 151-200 0.1812 0.1940 1318 2099
short, 201-250 0.1943 0.1460 881 1520
long, 101-150 0.2991 0.3120 2157 2396
long, 151-200 0.2157 0.2433 1574 2099
2. RPI:
Using the RPI model in combination with our probabilistic model for distributed
IR (see section 2.1 and 2.1.2), RSVs of documents d with d 2 D1j and D1j 2 D2
can be determined with
RSV (d; q) :=
X
'2(q)
ln
0
BBB@
P ('jd)
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD1j ; R; q) + P ('jd)P ('jD1j )
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
P ('jd)
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD1j ; R; q) + P ('jd)P ('jD1j )
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
1
CCCA
+
X
'2(q)
ln
0
BBBB@
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD2)P ('jD
2; R; q) +
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD2)P ('jD
2; R; q)
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD2)P ('jD
2; R; q) +
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD2)P ('jD
2; R; q)
1
CCCCA ;
where the occurring probabilities are approximated as explained in 2.1.2. At this,
no relevance feedback is employed. The parameters u1j ; v
1
j and w
1
j as well as u
2; v2
and w2 involved in the estimation of the probabilities are not determined by the
RPI model and have to be manually selected: All u1j and u
2 are set to zero, since
experiments have shown best results if these parameters are chosen close or equal
to zero. If we further select w1j := 1   v1j and w2 := 1   v2, only parameters v1j
and v2 are remaining.
(a) AP88:
For the experiments on the basis of document collection AP88, we abandon
the possibility of selecting dierent values for dierent v1j , i.e. v
1
j := v
1 and
evaluate our training queries for dierent vi:
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Training results distributed RPI approach (AP88)
v1 v2 average precision precision relevant retrieved
at 30 documents (of total 2396 relev.)
0.1 0.3 0.2063 0.2240 1660
0.1 0.4 0.2094 0.2247 1657
0.1 0.5 0.2081 0.2227 1649
0.2 0.3 0.2123 0.2240 1679
0.2 0.4 0.2147 0.2273 1676
0.2 0.5 0.2118 0.2227 1682
0.3 0.3 0.2064 0.2213 1667
0.3 0.4 0.2088 0.2273 1672
0.3 0.5 0.2103 0.2260 1665
Although the number of relevant documents retrieved is slightly bigger for
v1 = 0:2 and v2 = 0:3; 0:5, the best average precision and precision at 30
documents is achieved for v1 = 0:2 and v2 = 0:4. We therefore select the
latter vi-combination for the distributed RPI approach (thus, v1 := 0:2 and
v2 := 0:4) and obtain for the dierent query sets the following results:
Results distributed RPI approach (AP88)
query set average precision relevant total number
precision at 30 documents retrieved of relevant
short, 101-150 0.2147 0.2273 1676 2396
short, 151-200 0.2403 0.2760 1430 2099
short, 201-250 0.2468 0.1853 938 1520
long, 101-150 0.3688 0.3640 2269 2396
long, 151-200 0.3073 0.3260 1732 2099
(b) APFR88:
Turning towards document collection APFR88, we select two dierent values
for the v1j , namely v
1
AP for j = 0; : : : ; 81, and v
1
FR for j = 81; : : : ; 118, as
well as a third value for v2. To nd the \optimum" combination, we pro-
ceed as follows: Anticipating the corresponding non-distributed experiments
described in section 3.2.2, we adopt the value found for v and start the eval-
uation of the training queries with v1AP , v
1
FR and v
2 set to the value 0.1.
Varying v2 in a rst step, no improvement can be achieved (disregarding the
precision at 30 documents, which is slightly better for v2 = 0:05). Then v1AP
is altered, which gives best results for v1AP = 0:2. Using this for rening v
2
leads to v2 = 0:2, if we disregard the fact that for v2 = 0:1, a slightly bigger
number of relevant documents can be retrieved. Considering v1FR, a shift to
v1FR = 0:05 shows further improvement, at least in the average precision and
the number of relevant documents retrieved. Finally, trying to rene v1AP
does not lead to clearly better results, such that the combination v2 := 0:2,
v1AP := 0:2, v
1
FR := 0:05 is used for evaluating other query sets. The following
table illustrates this discussion:
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Training results distributed RPI approach (APFR88)
v1AP v
1
FR v
2 average precision at relevant retrieved
precision 30 documents (of total 2578 relev.)
0.1 0.1 0.05 0.1677 0.2040 1664
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1693 0.2020 1689
0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1597 0.1887 1618
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1693 0.2020 1689
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1845 0.2173 1724
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1825 0.2107 1712
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1845 0.2173 1724
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1888 0.2213 1707
0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1860 0.2180 1624
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1888 0.2213 1707
0.2 0.05 0.2 0.1898 0.2200 1724
0.2 0.025 0.2 0.1824 0.2213 1713
0.25 0.05 0.2 0.1886 0.2187 1723
0.2 0.05 0.2 0.1898 0.2200 1724
0.15 0.05 0.2 0.1887 0.2220 1716
With v2 = 0:2, v1AP = 0:2, v
1
FR = 0:05, we obtain the following results for the
dierent query sets:
Results distributed RPI approach (APFR88)
query set average precision relevant total number
precision at 30 documents retrieved of relevant
short, 101-150 0.1898 0.2200 1724 2578
short, 151-200 0.2132 0.2600 1413 2214
short, 201-250 0.2238 0.1873 1077 1933
long, 101-150 0.3195 0.3473 2313 2578
long, 151-200 0.2403 0.2827 1568 2214
3. BIR/RPI:
While the document ranking within the subcollections is performed using the BIR
approach (see 1.), the subcollection-RSVs are obtained with the help of the RPI
approach (see 2.), when following the distributed BIR/RPI approach:
RSV (d; q) :=
X
'2(q)\(d)
ln
 
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
!
+
X
'2(q) (d)
ln
 
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
P ('jD1j ; R; q)
!
+
X
'2(q)
ln
0
BBBB@
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD2)P ('jD
2; R; q) +
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD2)P ('jD
2; R; q)
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD2)P ('jD
2; R; q) +
P ('jD1j )
P ('jD2)P ('jD
2; R; q)
1
CCCCA :
If we adopt the corresponding values for parameters ui, vi and wi from the exper-
iments described above for AP88 (i.e. v1j = 0:5, w
1
j = 0:5, u
2 = 0:0, v2 := 0:4 and
w2 := 1  v2), we obtain for the dierent query sets:
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Results distributed BIR/RPI approach (AP88)
query set average precision relevant total number
precision at 30 documents retrieved of relevant
short, 101-150 0.1688 0.1947 1516 2396
short, 151-200 0.1906 0.2013 1341 2099
short, 201-250 0.2075 0.1527 903 1520
long, 101-150 0.3183 0.3207 2166 2396
long, 151-200 0.2386 0.2613 1610 2099
3.2.2 Non-distributed retrieval
1. BIR:
Following the BIR approach for the non-distributed case (compare section 2.1.1),
the RSV of a document d w.r.t. a given query q can be determined by
RSV (d; q) :=
X
'2(q)\(d)
ln
 
P ('jR; q)
P ('jR; q)
!
+
X
'2(q) (d)
ln
 
P ('jR; q)
P ('jR; q)
!
:
The addends in the rst and second sum can be estimated without relevance
feedback information through
jDj + 1
2df(D;') + 1
and
jDj + 1
2(jDj   df(D;')) + 1 ;
respectively, where the document frequency df(D;') counts the number of docu-
ments in D being indexed by ' (compare the item frequency if() introduced in
2.1.1). As with the BIR approach for the distributed case, parameters have been
set to 0:5. We then obtain on the basis of AP88 the following results for the
dierent query sets:
Results non-distributed BIR approach (AP88)
query set average precision relevant total number
precision at 30 documents retrieved of relevant
short, 101-150 0.1561 0.1887 1524 2396
short, 151-200 0.1883 0.2033 1348 2099
short, 201-250 0.2044 0.1507 906 1520
long, 101-150 0.3089 0.3147 2179 2396
long, 151-200 0.2371 0.2553 1637 2099
2. RPI:
Considering the non-distributed RPI approach, the RSV of a document d w.r.t. a
given query q is calculated analogously to section 2.1.2:
RSV (d; q) :=
X
'2(q)
ln
0
BBB@
P ('jd)
P (')
P ('jR; q) + P ('jd)
P (')
P ('jR; q)
P ('jd)
P (')
P ('jR; q) + P ('jd)
P (')
P ('jR; q)
1
CCCA ;
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where the probabilities P ('jd); P ('); P ('jR; q) and P ('jR; q) can be estimated
without relevance feedback information by
P ('jd) 
8<
: (1   u)
(d;')
max'2(d)((d;'))
+ u if (d; ') 6= 0
0 else
P (')  1jDj
X
d2D
P ('jd)
P ('jR; q)  v
v + w
P ('jR; q)  v +
P
d2D P ('jd)
v + w + jDj :
The parameters u; v and w are not determined by the RPI model and have to be
manually selected: Experiments with various parameter values u have shown best
results for u close or equal to zero. Hence, for sake of simplicity we set u := 0. If
we further select w := 1  v, only one free parameter remains, namely v.
(a) AP88:
Evaluating the training queries for dierent v on the basis of document col-
lection AP88, we obtain the following:
Training results non-distributed RPI approach (AP88)
v average precision precision relevant retrieved
at 30 documents (of total 2396 relev.)
0.01 0.1311 0.1120 836
0.1 0.2269 0.2347 1701
0.2 0.2221 0.2373 1714
0.3 0.2170 0.2307 1691
0.4 0.2120 0.2313 1666
0.6 0.2034 0.2253 1637
0.8 0.1957 0.2160 1608
While for v = 0:1, the average precision is sightly better than for v = 0:2,
the precision at 30 documents as well as the number of relevant documents
retrieved for v = 0:2 exceed the corresponding values for v = 0:1. In the
following, v := 0:2 is selected for the non-distributed RPI approach. We then
get the following results for the dierent query sets:
Results non-distributed RPI approach (AP88)
query set average precision relevant total number
precision at 30 documents retrieved of relevant
short, 101-150 0.2221 0.2373 1714 2396
short, 151-200 0.2578 0.2867 1461 2099
short, 201-250 0.2501 0.1920 970 1520
long, 101-150 0.3751 0.3667 2287 2396
long, 151-200 0.3162 0.3327 1768 2099
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(b) APFR88:
Turning towards the document collection APFR88, best results are obtained
for the training queries in average with v = 0:1 (v = 0:05 shows a slightly
better average precision, while v = 0:15 gives a slightly bigger number of
relevant documents retrieved):
Training results non-distributed RPI approach (APFR88)
v average precision precision relevant retrieved
at 30 documents (of total 2578 relev.)
0.01 0.1245 0.1180 990
0.05 0.2053 0.2240 1751
0.1 0.2029 0.2260 1813
0.15 0.1975 0.2193 1822
0.2 0.1910 0.2147 1810
0.3 0.1821 0.2140 1771
0.4 0.1759 0.2100 1729
0.6 0.1649 0.2033 1676
0.8 0.1531 0.1893 1615
With v = 0:1, we get the following results for the dierent query sets:
Results non-distributed RPI approach (APFR88)
query set average precision relevant total number
precision at 30 documents retrieved of relevant
short, 101-150 0.2029 0.2260 1813 2578
short, 151-200 0.2074 0.2560 1530 2214
short, 201-250 0.2009 0.1740 1194 1933
long, 101-150 0.3063 0.3200 2420 2578
long, 151-200 0.1971 0.2280 1772 2214
3.2.3 Comparing distributed to non-distributed retrieval
In the following, the retrieval results obtained from the dierent non-distributed and
distributed retrieval approaches presented in the previous section are compared. The
Figures 3.1 to 3.8 show the recall-precision graphs of the various approaches for dierent
query sets.
 BIR-based approaches:
When comparing the distributed and the non-distributed BIR approach on the
basis of the AP88 document collection, it can be seen that in general, the recall-
precision graphs for the distributed case remain clearly below those for the non-
distributed case 19.
However, things get dierent when computing the subcollection-RSVs on layer
2 not according to the BIR approach, but according to the RPI approach. The
19In this context, we have performed the same statistical T-test that will be described for the com-
parison of the distributed and non-distributed RPI approach in combination with document collection
AP88: Except for short queries 151 - 200, the 0-hypothesis had to be rejected for all query sets.
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resulting distributed BIR/RPI approach yields recall-precision graphs which are
on the same or even on a slightly higher level than those produced by the non-
distributed BIR approach.
If we take a look at the average precision, the precision at 30 documents and
the total number of relevant documents retrieved, the above observations are con-
rmed: Again, only the values corresponding to the distributed BIR approach
remain behind those for the non-distributed BIR approach, while the distributed
BIR/RPI approach is denitely able to close up.
Comparison average precision (AP88)
query set non-distributed distributed distributed
BIR approach BIR approach BIR/RPI approach
short, 101-150 0.1561 0.1452 0.1688
short, 151-200 0.1883 0.1812 0.1906
short, 201-250 0.2044 0.1943 0.2075
long, 101-150 0.3089 0.2991 0.3183
long, 151-200 0.2371 0.2157 0.2386
Comparison precision at 30 documents (AP88)
query set non-distributed distributed distributed
BIR approach BIR approach BIR/RPI approach
short, 101-150 0.1887 0.1827 0.1947
short, 151-200 0.2033 0.1940 0.2013
short, 201-250 0.1507 0.1460 0.1527
long, 101-150 0.3147 0.3120 0.3207
long, 151-200 0.2553 0.2433 0.2613
Comparison number of relevant documents retrieved (AP88)
query set non-distr. distr. distr. total number
BIR appr. BIR appr. BIR/RPI appr. of relevant
short, 101-150 1524 1498 1516 2396
short, 151-200 1348 1318 1341 2099
short, 201-250 906 881 903 1520
long, 101-150 2179 2157 2166 2396
long, 151-200 1637 1574 1610 2099
 RPI-based approaches:
(a) AP88:
Comparing the recall-precision graphs resulting from the distributed and non-
distributed RPI approach for AP88, the dierences are less obvious than for
the distributed and non-distributed BIR approach. We therefore analyse the
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results for single queries: The Figures C.3 and C.13 illustrate the dierence
in average precision between the distributed and the non-distributed case for
each query exemplarily for short and long queries 101-150 (the Figures C.2
and C.12 give the corresponding absolute average precisions for the non-
distributed case). Although for the majority of queries, the average precision
for the distributed case is slightly worse than for the non-distributed case,
there are a number of queries, where things are vice versa. Hence, it seems
that the non-distributed RPI approach does not yield signicantly better
results than the distributed RPI approach.
This observation is conrmed by a statistical test, namely the T-test
[Sta95][Hul93]: In the following it is investigated, for which query sets the
non-distributed RPI approach has to be considered to be signicantly better
than the distributed RPI approach with respect to the query-specic aver-
age precisions. At this, the error probability for coming to a wrong decision
(i.e. to the decision that the non-distributed RPI approach performs sig-
nicantly better although it does not) has to remain below 0.05; compare
[Hul93]. We therefore select \The distributed RPI approach performs equiv-
alent or even better for AP88 than the non-distributed RPI approach with
respect to the query-specic average precision" as our 0-hypothesis, which
may not be rejected, if the probability of a wrong rejection cannot be kept
below 0.05.
The model associated with the 0-hypothesis
Xj  N (0; 2unknown) ; Xj independent,
says that the random variables Xj representing our samples, i.e. the dier-
ences in average precision between the distributed and the non-distributed
RPI case for queries qj, are normally distributed with the expectation value
0 and an unknown variance 2unknown as a nuisance parameter. As a conse-
quence,
X :=
1
t
X
j=1;:::;s
Xj  N (0; 
2
unknown
t
) ;
where t is the number of samples in the considered sample set. We will employ
dierent sample sets, namely those that correspond with our dierent query
sets. Thus, in the following, t = 50. A standardization yields
Z :=
X
unknown=
p
t
 N (0; 1) :
Estimating the nuisance parameter by the empirical variance of the employed
sample set leads to
T :=
Xq
1
t(t 1)
P
j=1;:::;t(Xj  X)2
;
which is expected to be T-distributed with t  1 degrees of freedom (similar
to a N (0; 1) distribution, but with \longer tails", see [Sta95]). The critical
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region correlated to the selected error probability is limited by the critical
value -1.68 [Bos86], i.e. as long as T >  1:68, the 0-Hypothesis cannot be
rejected.
Performing the T-test for all ve query sets, only for small queries 150{201,
the 0-hypothesis has to be rejected. For the rest of the query sets, no signi-
cant loss in eectiveness can be observed when comparing the distributed to
the non-distributed RPI approach with respect to the query-specic average
precision:
T-test results (AP88)
query set T rejected ?
short, 101-150  1:65558 >  1:68 no
short, 151-200  2:68264 <  1:68 yes
short, 201-250  0:55546 >  1:68 no
long, 101-150  1:28576 >  1:68 no
long, 151-200  1:40160 >  1:68 no
Having nished the investigation of the results for single queries, we
again consider entire query sets and compare the distributed and the non-
distributed RPI approach with respect to the average precision, the precision
at 30 documents and the total number of relevant documents retrieved. The
corresponding values lie rather close, which is a further conrmation of the
above observation:
Comparison average precision (AP88)
query set non-distributed distributed
RPI approach RPI approach
short, 101-150 0.2221 0.2147
short, 151-200 0.2578 0.2403
short, 201-250 0.2501 0.2468
long, 101-150 0.3751 0.3688
long, 151-200 0.3162 0.3073
Comparison precision at 30 documents (AP88)
query set non-distributed distributed
RPI approach RPI approach
short, 101-150 0.2373 0.2273
short, 151-200 0.2867 0.2760
short, 201-250 0.1920 0.1853
long, 101-150 0.3667 0.3640
long, 151-200 0.3327 0.3260
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Comparison number of relevant documents retrieved (AP88)
query set non-distr. distr. total number
RPI appr. RPI appr. of relevant
short, 101-150 1714 1676 2396
short, 151-200 1461 1430 2099
short, 201-250 970 938 1520
long, 101-150 2287 2269 2396
long, 151-200 1768 1732 2099
(b) APFR88:
Turning towards the document collection APFR88, a comparison of the recall-
precision graphs resulting from the distributed and non-distributed RPI ap-
proach show clear dierences for most of the considered query sets: For
smaller recall values, the various graph progressions corresponding to the dis-
tributed case clearly surpass their non-distributed counterparts; see Figures
3.6 to 3.8. This is conspicuous in particular for long queries 151-200, where
the dierence in early precision is 0.256. (the early precision denotes the
interpolated precision average at recall level 0). Considering the dierences
in average precision and the precision at 30 documents, the upper hand of
the distributed RPI approach continues, if we disregard the results for short
queries 101-150. On the other hand, considering the total number of relevant
documents retrieved, the non-distributed approach seems to be superior to
the distributed approach.
Comparison average precision (APFR88)
query set non-distributed distributed
RPI approach RPI approach
short, 101-150 0.2029 0.1898
short, 151-200 0.2074 0.2132
short, 201-250 0.2009 0.2238
long, 101-150 0.3063 0.3195
long, 151-200 0.1971 0.2403
Comparison precision at 30 documents (APFR88)
query set non-distributed distributed
RPI approach RPI approach
short, 101-150 0.2260 0.2200
short, 151-200 0.2560 0.2600
short, 201-250 0.1740 0.1873
long, 101-150 0.3200 0.3473
long, 151-200 0.2280 0.2827
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Comparison number of relevant documents retrieved (APFR88)
query set non-distr. distr. total number
RPI appr. RPI appr. of relevant
short, 101-150 1813 1724 2578
short, 151-200 1530 1413 2214
short, 201-250 1194 1077 1933
long, 101-150 2420 2313 2578
long, 151-200 1772 1568 2214
When considering the query-specic average precisions, can we say that for
APFR88 and the considered query sets, the distributed RPI approach per-
forms signicantly better than the non-distributed counterpart? To investi-
gate this question, we perform again a T-test as described under (a). As 0-
hypothesis we select \The distributed RPI approach performs worse or equiv-
alent for APFR88 than the corresponding non-distributed RPI approach with
respect to the query-specic average precision". When claiming the proba-
bility of a wrong rejection of the 0-hypothesis to remain below 0.05 [Hul93],
the computed T values have to remain above the critical value 1.68 [Bos86].
This is the case only for long queries 151-200. However, the T values corre-
sponding to most of the other query sets lie close to the critical value, such
that when selecting the less restrictive error probability 0.1 and the corre-
sponding critical value 1.3 [Bos86], the 0-hypothesis can be rejected for all
sets containing long queries and for the query set 201-250:
T-test results (APFR88)
query set T rejected ?
short, 101-150  1:81803 < 1:68 = < 1:3 no / no
short, 151-200 0:576902 < 1:68 = < 1:3 no / no
short, 201-250 1:41109 < 1:68 = > 1:3 no / yes
long, 101-150 1:42137 < 1:68 = > 1:3 no / yes
long, 151-200 3:27325 > 1:68 = > 1:3 yes / yes
To summarize, we may say that with respect to the query-specic average
precision, the distributed RPI approach is close to perform signicantly better
for the document collection APFR88 in comparison to the corresponding non-
distributed RPI approach.
3.2.4 Distributed retrieval with and without selection of sub-
collections
This section investigates the loss in retrieval eectiveness that occurs when using the
distributed RPI approach in combination with the selection criterion described in section
2.2; the underlying document collection is AP88. Various runs are performed for dierent
desired lengths l = l2 of the nal ranked lists, namely for l = 1000, 130, 80 and 30.
When applying the selection criterion while ranking documents with respect to a
certain query q, the number of documents l1j to be taken from each subcollection D
1
j
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results from determining x2 with
l2 =
X
D1
j
2D2
l1j
l1j = bz1j (1  eA1j (x2))c :
At this, the number of documents z1j in D
1
j is given.
According to the discussion in section 2.2.2, we dene the eA1j approximating the D1j -
specic RSV distributions to be shifted gamma distributions and estimate the required
classication numbers (the expectation values e(R1j ), variances e2(R1j ) and shifts with
respect to the minimum possible values gmin(R1j )) as explained. The corresponding
estimation procedures rely on the actual number of query features j(q)j, which is
assumed to be exactly known at layer 2.
The estimation of the variance e2(R1j ) of the RSVs in a certain subcollectionD1j relies
on the estimation of the expected covariance (cov(T 1j;; T
1
j;)) between two arbitrarily
selected features indexing documents in D1j , which in turn can be determined by using
the results of the local evaluation of those queries that have been posted to D1j in the
past (these queries play the role of training queries). Hence, the order, in which our test
queries are evaluated, aects the estimation of the variance. For each l considered, we
have performed two separate runs, the rst starting with the short queries 101 - 150,
followed by the short queries 151 - 200 and 201 - 250, the second starting with the long
queries 101 - 150, followed by the long queries 151 - 200. Each time a query is evaluated
in D1j , the resulting update in the estimation of (cov(T
1
j;; T
1
j;)) is made available at
layer 2.
Of course, the smaller l is chosen, the less often a query is posted to D1j and the
more queries are required in total, until the estimation of (cov(T 1j;; T
1
j;)) and thus,
of the RSV variance in D1j becomes suciently stable. As long as no query has been
posted to a certain D1j , the corresponding (cov(T
1
j;; T
1
j;)) has to be assumed to be
zero, which can lead to a disadvantage of D1j during the selection process. For l  130,
this problem is serious due to the relatively small number of considered queries. We
avoid this problem for l  130 by assuming a \virtual" query already been sent to the
variousD1j before starting a run. This \virtual" query has lead to a rst estimation of the
(cov(T 1j;; T
1
j;)), which is equivalent to the nal values obtained for the (cov(T
1
j;; T
1
j;))
from the corresponding run with l = 1000.
When performing the distributed retrieval approach without the selection criterion,
a maximum of 1000 top rated documents are retrieved from each subcollection and
merged according to their RSVs. The rst 1000 top ranked documents of the resulting
ranked list are used as the nal result. On the other hand, when making use of the
selection criterion, only the rst l1j top ranked documents are taken from a subcollection
D1j . Thus, even if we select l = 1000, much less documents are involved in the building
of the nal ranked list than without using the selection criterion.
In order to be able to investigate the retrieval eectiveness of the distributed retrieval
approach with and without selecting subcollections, we concentrate on the precision
reached after having checked the rst s top ranked documents rather than on recall-
precision graphs and the number of relevant documents found. The reason for that is
clear:
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When computing a ranked list of limited length l, the recall level that is reached after
having considered all l documents usually is smaller than 1.0 (if we assume l < 1000).
Those documents that would have been retrieved, if l was chosen to be larger, are all
assumed to be non-relevant. The recall level corresponding to l retrieved documents
depends on the actual query. Now, recall-precision graphs are build from interpolated
precision values averaged over a set of queries. Hence, they only show the average recall
level, wherefrom the associated interpolated precision averages are decreasing due to
the application of the selection criterion. Hence in our context, recall-precision graphs
are useful only for comparing interpolated precision averages belonging to small recall
levels. The Figures C.1 and C.11 in appendix C show exemplarily the recall-precision
graphs obtained for short and long queries 101-150, given that the selection criterion
is used (with l = 1000; 130; 80; 30) and not used. It can be seen that the interpolated
precision averages belonging to small recall levels almost do not decrease, if the selection
criterion is used.
Let us now consider the precisions reached for the dierent query sets after having
considered a certain number of top ranked documents:
Precision with/without selection criterion (short queries 101 - 150, AP88)
precision measured no selection l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30
at s documents
5 0.3800 0.3800 0.3680 0.3560 0.3160
10 0.3120 0.3120 0.3020 0.2920 0.2720
15 0.2827 0.2827 0.2800 0.2693 0.2307
20 0.2570 0.2570 0.2560 0.2470 0.1970
30 0.2273 0.2273 0.2220 0.2120 0.1527
50 0.1892 0.1892 0.1788 0.1672
80 0.1528 0.1528 0.1452 0.1260
100 0.1394 0.1394 0.1276
130 0.1243 0.1243 0.1065
200 0.0979 0.0979
500 0.0545 0.0546
1000 0.0335 0.0330
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Precision with/without selection criterion (short queries 151 - 200, AP88)
precision measured no selection l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30
at s documents
5 0.3520 0.3520 0.3480 0.3440 0.3360
10 0.3320 0.3320 0.3240 0.3320 0.2960
15 0.3093 0.3093 0.3027 0.3080 0.2840
20 0.2950 0.2950 0.2970 0.2950 0.2520
30 0.2760 0.2760 0.2700 0.2607 0.1920
50 0.2232 0.2236 0.2144 0.1956
80 0.1737 0.1737 0.1575 0.1373
100 0.1488 0.1488 0.1342
130 0.1252 0.1251 0.1089
200 0.0926 0.0925
500 0.0479 0.0478
1000 0.0286 0.0284
Precision with/without selection criterion (short queries 201 - 250, AP88)
precision measured no selection l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30
at s documents
5 0.3240 0.3240 0.3240 0.3200 0.2880
10 0.2680 0.2680 0.2700 0.2620 0.2200
15 0.2413 0.2413 0.2387 0.2347 0.1800
20 0.2120 0.2120 0.2140 0.2030 0.1530
30 0.1853 0.1853 0.1793 0.1647 0.1147
50 0.1424 0.1424 0.1360 0.1248
80 0.1107 0.1107 0.1028 0.0893
100 0.0992 0.0992 0.0896
130 0.0846 0.0846 0.0720
200 0.0652 0.0653
500 0.0329 0.0328
1000 0.0188 0.0187
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Precision with/without selection criterion (long queries 101 - 150, AP88)
precision measured no selection l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30
at s documents
5 0.4600 0.4600 0.4600 0.4600 0.4400
10 0.4260 0.4260 0.4260 0.4140 0.4100
15 0.4147 0.4147 0.4133 0.4040 0.3720
20 0.3980 0.3980 0.3970 0.3830 0.3360
30 0.3640 0.3640 0.3553 0.3393 0.2700
50 0.3144 0.3144 0.3012 0.2864
80 0.2667 0.2667 0.2480 0.2118
100 0.2394 0.2394 0.2186
130 0.2122 0.2120 0.1800
200 0.1667 0.1666
500 0.0836 0.0835
1000 0.0454 0.0447
Precision with/without selection criterion (long queries 151 - 200, AP88)
precision measured no selection l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30
at s documents
5 0.4960 0.4960 0.4920 0.4880 0.4520
10 0.4200 0.4200 0.4200 0.4220 0.3880
15 0.3827 0.3827 0.3813 0.3720 0.3440
20 0.3530 0.3530 0.3500 0.3490 0.3020
30 0.3260 0.3260 0.3187 0.3033 0.2173
50 0.2632 0.2632 0.2500 0.2332
80 0.2075 0.2075 0.1900 0.1657
100 0.1810 0.1812 0.1612
130 0.1548 0.1548 0.1325
200 0.1171 0.1172
500 0.0599 0.0600
1000 0.0346 0.0342
When performing the distributed retrieval approach with selection criterion while having
set l = 1000, the decrease in precision at s documents in comparison to distributed
retrieval without selection criterion is negligible. Also for l = 130 and l = 80, the
decrease in precision is small; it becomes signicant only for s close to l. If l = 30, the
losses in precision are obvious for all considered s. In general, the precision's decrease
for long queries is less noticeable than for short queries.
The Figures C.7 and C.17 in appendix C show the precisions at s documents ex-
emplarily for single short and long queries 101-150, where the selection criterion has
not been used. Figures C.8 to C.10 (for short queries 101 - 150) and C.18 to C.20 (for
long queries 101 - 150) illustrate the corresponding deviations in the precisions, if the
selection criterion is applied (for l = 130, 80, 30). It is obvious that for a number of
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queries, the distributed retrieval approach with selection criterion performs even bet-
ter than without using the selection criterion (although this number is decreasing for
smaller l).
On the other hand, the smaller l has been selected, the bigger is the average number
of subcollections skipped by the selection criterion from a total of 81 subcollections:
Average number of skipped subcollections (AP88)
query set l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30
short, 101 - 150 0 3.9 14.6 52.6
short, 151 - 200 0.32 7.2 17.86 52.98
short, 201 - 250 0 3.86 14.28 52.46
long, 101 - 150 0.04 15.96 30.86 58.86
long, 151 - 200 0.02 9.42 23.02 54.28
Obviously, for l = 1000, the selection criterion was more or less not able to eliminate
subcollections from the retrieval process. The average number of skipped documents is
increasing for l = 130 and l = 80 and reaches high values for l = 30. For long queries,
the average number of skipped documents is clearly higher than for short queries (except
l = 1000). This holds in particular for long queries 101 - 151, where the average query
description is again signicantly longer than in queries 151 - 200.
Although for l = 130 and l = 80, the average number of skipped documents has to
be considered to be relatively small, there are some queries, where the section criterion
skips much more more documents than implied by the average. The Figures C.4 to C.6
(for short queries 101 - 150) and C.14 to C.16 (for long queries 101 - 150) in appendix
C show the number of skipped documents exemplarily for single short and long queries
101-150 (for l = 130, 80, 30).
Let us now turn towards various approximation errors that occur when estimating
the various D1j -specic RSV-distributions for a certain query. We consider
 the deviation e(R1j )   (R1j ) of the estimated expected RSV to the actual expec-
tation value of the RSVs in D1j ,
 the deviation e2(R1j )  2(R1j ) of the estimated RSV variance to the actual RSV
variance in D1j ,
 the deviation gmin(R1j )   min(R1j ) of the estimated minimum RSV to the actual
minimum RSV in D1j , and nally,
 the deviation eA1j(x2) A1j (x2) of the shifted gamma distribution to the RSV dis-
tribution in D1j at the integration limit x
2 determined for the given l,
all being averaged over the considered set of queries as well as the dierent D1j . While
the estimations of the expected RSV and the minimum RSV do not depend on the
desired length l of the nal ranked list, the estimation of the RSV variance and hence,
of the RSV distribution itself does, as it relies on previous query results, which again
are inuenced by l.
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Average error with selection criterion (short queries 101 - 150, AP88)
average deviation l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30e(R1)  (R1) -0.050198e2(R1)  2(R1) -0.036616 -0.020512 -0.023895 -0.059897gmin(R1) min(R1) 0.109507eA1(x2) A1(x2) - 0.109507 -0.003398 -0.003184 -0.002813
Average error with selection criterion (short queries 151 - 200, AP88)
average deviation l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30e(R1)  (R1) 0.031267e2(R1)  2(R1) -0.171176 0.055145 0.063602 0.028706gmin(R1) min(R1) 0.229133eA1(x2) A1(x2) -0.006601 -0.003506 -0.003226 -0.002866
Average error with selection criterion (short queries 201 - 250, AP88)
average deviation l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30e(R1)  (R1) -0.026651e2(R1)  2(R1) 0.107488 0.083601 0.049545 0.162697gmin(R1) min(R1) 0.100570eA1(x2) A1(x2) -0.007516 -0.003841 -0.003726 -0.003662
Average error with selection criterion (long queries 101 - 150, AP88)
average deviation l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30e(R1)  (R1) 0.122035e2(R1)  2(R1) 3.257212 2.343113 2.682815 1.805374gmin(R1) min(R1) 0.844247eA1(x2) A1(x2) -0.002836 -0.000109 -0.000080 0.000098
Average error with selection criterion (long queries 151 - 200, AP88)
average deviation l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30e(R1)   (R1) 0.095146e2(R1)   2(R1) 1.611806 1.875902 2.060766 2.261164gmin(R1)  min(R1) 0.733692eA1(x2)  A1(x2) 0.004833 0.002093 0.001942 0.001781
Obviously, the averages of the measured approximation errors are close to zero, when
being related to the order of magnitude of the corresponding items to be approximated.
When talking about expectation values, variances and minimum RSVs in this context,
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their order of magnitude is inuenced mainly by the average query description size of
the considered query set.
It seems that in general, no regularity in the sign and order of magnitude of compa-
rable error averages can be established. An exception is the minimum RSV; here, the
average approximation error is always positive. The average deviation of the estimated
RSV distribution at x2 tends to be negative for small queries. The average errors in
estimating expectation values, variances and minimum RSV in combination with long
queries are all positive.
It is obvious that for long queries (in particular, for long queries 101 - 151), the
average deviation of the estimated RSV distribution at x2 is smaller than for short
queries.
The quality of the estimation of the RSV distribution corresponding to a certain
subcollection is also illustrated by the Figures 3.9 to 3.13. These Figures show some
randomly picked sample situations that occurred during the application of the selection
criterion, where a RSV distribution A1 in a specic subcollection implied by a particular
query has been approximated by a shifted gamma distribution eA1. Shown are also error
plots illustrating the deviation eA1(x2) A1(x2) for all possible x2.
3.3 Discussion of results
The probabilistic model for distributed IR presented in chapter 2 is built on the PRP.
Hence, unless the selection criterion is used, the retrieval eectiveness of a distributed
retrieval approach based on the model should be more or less the same that is achieved
with a corresponding non-distributed approach (otherwise, the employed assumptions
and estimations would simplify reality in an unacceptable manner).
And indeed, when considering the distributed RPI approach in combination with
the document collection AP88, its achieved eectiveness in general is not signicantly
surpassed by the eectiveness of the non-distributed counterpart, as conrmed by statis-
tical T-tests: Comparable average precisions, precisions at 30 documents and totals of
retrieved documents are all more or less on the same level, corresponding recall-precision
graphs lie close together.
Even better, when turning towards document collection APFR88, the distributed
RPI approach clearly outranges the non-distributed RPI approach with respect to the
early precisions. Moreover, for most of the query sets, it provides a higher average
precision and precision at 30 documents. The superiority with respect to average pre-
cision may be rated to be close to become signicant, as shown through appropriate
T-testing. These observations are caused by the utilization of degrees of freedom that
are available with the distributed RPI approach { various free parameters vi occur that
may be dierently chosen {, but not with its non-distributed counterpart, where just
the one free parameter v is available. Note that the additional optimization potential of
the distributed RPI approach has been exploited only in parts by our experiments. For
example, the free parameters could have been selected in a subcollection-specic man-
ner, and not just with respect to their aliation to the AP or FR part of the considered
document collection.
On the other hand, the results for the distributed BIR approach with AP88 have been
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clearly worse than for the non-distributed BIR approach. This however is not surprising:
The BIR model does not take feature frequencies into consideration, although they play
an important role, in particular at layer 2, where just a few but very extensive retrievable
items, namely subcollections, are ranked. We may therefore assume the distributed BIR
to perform signicantly better for an increased number of smaller subcollections.
Improved results for the distributed case are also obtained when turning from the dis-
tributed BIR towards the distributed BIR/RPI approach. The measured recall-precision
graphs as well as the average precisions, precisions at 30 documents and numbers of rele-
vant documents retrieved reach or even outrange the default given by the non-distributed
BIR approach { another example for a successful utilization of the optimization potential
provided by our probabilistic model for distributed IR.
All in all, the experimental results from distributed and non-distributed ranking may
be considered to be a clear conrmation of the practical applicability of the retrieval
approach proposed by the probabilistic model for distributed IR; they do not seem to
contradict the model's basic prediction, namely that a retrieval eectiveness comparable
to the corresponding non-distributed case can be achieved in principle. In fact, the
degrees of freedom available with the model obviously can be utilized to even outrange
the non-distributed case with respect to retrieval eectiveness.
Note in this context that the aim of our distributed retrieval experiments was not to
demonstrate a retrieval eectiveness that is comparable to the one achieved by current
non-distributed cutting edge approaches (for that, more sophisticated non-distributed
probabilistic retrieval models than the BIR or RPI model would have to be plugged into
our distributed retrieval model).
When making use of the selection criterion while ranking the documents with the
help of the distributed RPI approach, a loss in retrieval eectiveness cannot be avoided,
as explained in section 2.2.2. However, since the derivation of the selection criterion is
conforming to the PRP, this loss should be relatively small.
If we take a look at the results of the corresponding experiments, this prediction of the
model is again conrmed. Of course, a decrease in the precision measured after having
considered the rst s documents in a nal ranked list of length l can be measured for
increasing s  l and decreasing l. But this loss in retrieval eectiveness ranges between
negligible and acceptable, at least for l > 30.
The estimations involved in the selection process show small errors, where in general,
regularities cannot be detected at rst glance that could have been exploited for a further
improvement of the estimation procedures.
The number of subcollections skipped due to the application of the selection criterion
is increasing for a decreasing desired length l of the nal ranked list. One might ask
in this context, why for l > 30, the average number of subcollections eliminated by the
selection criterion is not higher. The reason for that seems to be the fact that the top
ranked documents for our test queries are often distributed over many subcollections. In
other words, even a \perfect" selection criterion will not be able to restrict the retrieval
process to a small number of subcollections, if the relevant documents are spread over all
subcollections. Note in this context that our chosen approach for clustering documents
into subcollections has been a quite simple one (we have clustered according to the dates
that have been assigned to the documents).
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Now, the more heterogenous (from the content point of view) the dierent sub-
collections are, the better our considered distributed retrieval approaches will be able
to distinguish between the subcollections (the range of the subcollection RSVs will be
much broader). As a consequence, this will enable the selection criterion to better limit
the number of considered subcollections, which in turn will allow us to select larger
values for l. And for a larger l, the selection criterion obviously preserves the retrieval
eectiveness in a better way.
If we distinguish between short and long queries, it can be seen that the selection
criterion performs the better, the higher the average query description size is: Not only
that the decrease in retrieval eectiveness is less signicant, the selection criterion is also
able to exclude muchmore subcollections from the retrieval process for longer queries. It
is therefore recommendable to perform an automatic expansion of the query description
before applying the selection criterion, compare [CX98].
Certain aspects of the probabilistic model for distributed IR have not been experi-
mentally evaluated: For example, we omitted the investigation of the change that the
use of relevance feedback data will have on the retrieval eectiveness. Experiments
with relevance feedback in combination with non-distributed probabilistic retrieval ap-
proaches showed positive results, see e.g [RWHB95] or [FB91]. We therefore assume
similar improvements for the distributed case. Note that in this context, improving a
local ranking with respect to precision vs. recall does not necessarily lead to a corre-
sponding improvement of the the nal ranked lists, since the merging of local ranked
lists is based on RSVs, and not done simply by interleaving the ranks (take all rst
ranked documents, then all second ranked, and so on).
What has also not been evaluated explicitely is the consideration of cost factors when
limiting the retrieval process with the help of the selection criterion (section 2.2.3). Tak-
ing only the cost per document and the xed cost per subcollection into account, the
applicability of the extended selection criterion follows immediately from the experi-
ments on the non-extended selection criterion (if we disregard the heuristics involved
in the determination of the xed cost). The consideration of the cost for viewing rele-
vant and non-relevant documents complicates the selection criterion signicantly and is
therefore more of academic interest.
Another aspect not evaluated through experiments is the consideration of struc-
tured documents, see section 2.3. However, the determination of their RSVs within the
framework of our probabilistic model is based on the same fundamental ideas as the
approximation of the expected RSV in a subcollection as part of the selection criterion,
compare section 2.2.2. The applicability of the selection criterion has been demonstrated
through appropriate experiments. The dierence to structured documents lays in the
approach taken to rene the estimation of the expected RSV. With respect to structured
documents, this renement is achieved by using correcting addends hi, i  0. It has to
be veried, how well the heuristically determined hi perform in a real setting.
Most of the experiments have been performed with document collection AP88. Re-
stricting to this rather homogeneous collection (from a content point of view) helped
us reducing the number of possible interfering factors arising because of heterogeneities
among subcollections, which could have lead to misinterpretations of results. Only when
our intention was the explicit investigation of the eect of heterogeneous subcollections
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on the retrieval eectiveness, we used collection APFR88. We did not use larger doc-
ument collections divided into a larger number of subcollections due to limited storage
capacities, since the employed evaluation software was built on an old version of the
SPIDER retrieval system [Sch93] that maintains rather extensive index structures (new
SPIDER versions are much more ecient in this regard).
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Figure 3.1: Recall-precision graphs for short queries 101{150 (document collection
AP88).
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Figure 3.2: Recall-precision graphs for short queries 151{200 (document collection
AP88).
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Figure 3.3: Recall-precision graphs for short queries 201{250 (document collection
AP88).
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Figure 3.4: Recall-precision graphs for long queries 101{150 (document collection AP88).
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Figure 3.5: Recall-precision graphs for long queries 151{200 (document collection AP88).
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Figure 3.6: Recall-precision graphs for short and long queries 101{150 (document col-
lection APFR88).
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Figure 3.7: Recall-precision graphs for short and long queries 151{200 (document col-
lection APFR88).
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Chapter 4
The architecture of a distributed
information retrieval system
In this chapter, we answer the question, how a system architecture could look like that
realizes the probabilistic model for distributed IR from chapter 2 in such way that the
model's potential is fully exploited. Our proposal for an architecture of a distributed
information retrieval system comprises the following features:
 the possibility to include arbitrary multimedia databases that may behave in a
highly dynamic fashion;
 a procedure for ranking the documents stored in the multimedia databases with
respect to the PRP;
 the possibility to use arbitrary indexing methods and vocabularies as well as meth-
ods for local ranking, whereby the latter have to be taken from a certain pool of
methods;
 a mechanism for limiting the ranking process to a subset of included multimedia
databases;
 scalability with respect to the volume of the data stored in the multimedia
databases.
In order not to unnecessarily complicate the presentation of the proposal, those features
of the probabilistic model are not considered that can be added to the proposal without
much ado, namely
 the consideration of relevance feedback;
 the consideration of cost factors when limiting the ranking process; and
 particular support for structured documents.
Two aspects raised our particular attention when formulating the proposal:
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1. The probabilistic model includes an indexing of subcollections, which in turn re-
quires the provider sites to oer appropriate content representations of their sub-
collections. A simple way of generating a subcollection's content representation
is to combine the descriptions of the retrievable items in the subcollection; com-
pare [CZC95]. Unfortunately, such a representation depends on the subcollection-
specic indexing vocabulary and might not be conform to the data structure an-
ticipated by the indexing method to be used in order to index the subcollection
itself.
In order to obtain a content representation for a certain subcollection that is
independent of the respective indexing vocabulary, we propose to index and to
summarize the retrievable items in the subcollection. A summary of a retrievable
item abstracts the item's content. The summaries of the retrievable items can
be chosen to follow a certain data structure such that it becomes possible to
accumulate them into a content representation, which can be processed by the
method for indexing the subcollection itself.
2. An aspect that has been handled in a rather supercial manner during the dis-
cussion of the model concerns the updating of metadata comprising descriptions
of retrievable items and query-independent information required by the selection
criterion discussed in section 2.2.
Frequently updating the metadata can bind large capacities, at least when consid-
ering the descriptions of subcollections: Apriori, their updating requires the supply
of the complete underlying content representations, which can become extremely
large.
The proposed mechanism for updating subcollection descriptions helps avoiding
the up-to-dateness problem, while not raising a capacity problem; compare chapter
1. The key idea is to incrementally update the descriptions. For that, we use {
instead of subcollection-indexing methods { corresponding updating methods that
take { instead of complete content representations of the respective subcollections
{ the alteration of the content representations since the last update as well as
the current subcollection descriptions as input. The latter might be empty, for
example if nothing has been inserted into the subcollections so far. The methods'
output are the updated subcollection descriptions.
Because only the alterations of the content representations have to be provided
for updating the subcollection descriptions, capacity requirements can be kept rea-
sonable without abandoning a sucient up-to-dateness of the descriptions: The
alteration since the last update in a subcollection's content representation results
from accumulating the corresponding alterations of the summaries of the retriev-
able items in the subcollection. As a consequence, instead of entire summaries,
only their alterations have to be provided and can be removed, as soon as the
updating of the subcollection's content representation is nished.
Now, where do the summary alterations come from? If the considered retrievable
items are documents, we assume that they can only be inserted into or removed
from a subcollection. Hence, there are two summary alterations possible for a
document: In case that the document has just been created, its summary alteration
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corresponds to an adding of a summary of the entire document; in case that the
document is going to be deleted, the alteration corresponds to a removal of a
summary of the entire document. The summary alteration of a subcollection as a
retrievable item can be obtained from the alteration in the subcollection's content
representation.
In the following, we give the architecture proposal for Dsmily, a distributed and scalable
multimedia information retrieval system. Former versions of Dsmily have been described
in [BMW97a], [BMW97b], [BMR96], [BMRMW96a] and [BMRMW96b].
4.1 Dsmily { concepts and components
Dsmily is a networked IR system that provides access to an arbitrary number of widely
distributed multimedia databases. The system is object-oriented and thus, can be
counted among IR systems like ECLAIR [HW92], FIRE [SF95] and BIRE [FGR98]
(for logic-based IR), although these systems are non-distributed.
The databases Dsmily provides access to contain documents as retrievable items
that may be of arbitrary content and data structure; they are autonomously managed
and may behave highly dynamic in the sense that documents are frequently added to
and removed from the databases. By using the notion multimedia database, we do not
only refer to modern multimedia database systems managing all kinds of media and
multimedia documents, but also to standard database systems, web servers or even
simple le systems. An example for a modern multimedia database system is the media
object storage server KANGAROO (formerly MOSS) that is under development at
Dresden University of Technology [MR97] [KMM94].
Dsmily's architecture composes of so called Dsmily nodes. A node is a set of certain
objects that are under the administration of a single node provider. An object carries a
state that can be requested and inuenced bymaking use of the attributes and operations
accessible through the object's interface (operations are implemented through methods).
An object is said to be of object type T, if the interface to the object is denoted by T.
Nodes are hierarchically organised. While nodes at layer 1 of the hierarchy of nodes
manage the inclusion of existing databases (which are said to be associated with layer
0), nodes at higher layers give access to subordinate nodes. Note that a node oers at
the same time the functionality of what we have called a broker and a provider site;
compare the discussion in section 1.4. Considering the single root node at layer n in the
hierarchy, its provider-related functionality is not used. Its broker-related functionality
can be accessed by a user client. Considering on the other hand nodes from layer 1,
their broker-related functionality remains unused.
The fundamental structure of a node is always the same, no matter to which hierarchy
layer it is correlated. In general, four dierent object types occur within a node at layer i:
 retrievable object:
An object that can be accessed through the retrievable object interface is a
surrogate for a retrievable item, namely a document or a subcollection that is
provided by a subordinate entity. Subordinate entities are either databases or
nodes from layer i  1.
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The attributes and operations oered by this retrievable object include
{ an attribute containing the unique identier of the retrievable item20 that is
represented by the retrievable object (for a document, the identier could be
a combination of the database identier and the database-specic document
identier; for a subcollection, the identier of the object representing the
subcollection could be used, see subcollection type below);
{ attributes providing a description, a summary alteration and further meta-
data related to the object's retrievable item, namely the query-independent
information required by the selection criterion;
{ operations to generate or update these metadata attributes;
{ a set back operation that allows to empty the summary alteration attribute;
{ operations for marking the retrievable object as just created, modied, or as
to be deleted; an operation for un-marking the object;
{ an attribute providing the object identier of the subcollection (see
subcollection type below) the retrievable object is assigned to;
{ an operation to remove the object; and nally
{ an operation that presents the content of the object's retrievable item. This
operation is employed by the user client; it takes client-specic quality-of-
service-requirements into consideration. (In case that the retrievable item is
a subcollection, an operation for presenting the subcollection's content does
not necessarily have to be implemented. If it is implemented, it will rather be
an operation oering an overview of the subcollection's content to the user
client).
 retrievable objects:
An object that can be accessed through the retrievable objects interface rep-
resents the set of all objects in the scope of the considered node, which are of type
retrievable object.
The operations oered with this set of retrievable objects include
{ an operation that yields for a given identier of a retrievable item the corre-
sponding object in the set; and
{ an operation that gives back all marked objects in the set.
 retrievable object factory:
An object that can be accessed through the retrievable object factory inter-
face is responsible for generating new objects of type retrievable object.
The operations oered by this retrievable object factory include
{ an operation for generating a retrievable object from a given identier of a
retrievable item, for marking it as just created, for inserting it into the corre-
sponding set of retrievable items and for assigning it to a certain subcollection;
as well as
20It is assumed that the identier of a removed retrievable item is not reused.
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{ an operation for generating a query object from a given query.
 subcollection:
An object that can be accessed through the subcollection interface represents
a set of retrievable objects that can be found in the scope of the considered node,
where the corresponding retrievable items are all indexed by descriptions taken
from the subcollection-specic indexing vocabulary.
The attributes and operations oered with this subcollection include
{ an attribute providing the identier of the set of retrievable objects at layer
i + 1, to which the retrievable object representing the subcollection belongs
(empty, if i = n);
{ an operation that provides the alteration of the content representation of
the subcollection by accumulating the summary alteration attributes of the
retrievable objects in the subcollection;
{ an operation that computes the query-independent information corresponding
to the subcollection according to section 2.2; and
{ an operation, which performs a ranking of documents (or to be more precise,
of the retrievable objects representing documents) that are in or can be ac-
cessed through the subcollection. It operates on the description attributes
of the retrievable objects that are in or can be accessed through the subcol-
lection. The operation's input parameter comprise a query, the number of
desired documents and query-dependent information (see section 2.2).
Not all of the listed functionality provided by the objects of a node has to be oered
to the objects of other nodes; many attributes and operations are just node-internally
used. Each interface is therefore partitioned into an external and an internal interface:
The external interface of an object of the considered node provides those attributes
and operations that are used by other nodes. A corresponding internal interface oers
additional attributes or operations, which manage the information interchange between
the objects within the node, and is assumed to be not visible to the objects of other
nodes.
In the following, the set of external interfaces of an arbitrary node at layer i is given
in terms of CORBA's interface denition language (IDL). We have used CORBA's IDL
in order to demonstrate the feasibility of a communication between nodes on the basis
of CORBA, the Common Object Request Broker Architecture [Obj91], though other
languages could have been employed here for specication as well. The advantages of
the CORBA middleware are numerous, the most important points are
 the provided concept of dynamic object { object invocation on a very abstract and
transparent level instead of static client { server communication;
 the availability of a standardised object oriented interface description language;
 the easy portability of objects (portable object adapter, POA); and
 the availability of standardised CORBAservices and CORBAfacilities that could
be used in order to decrease the implementation eort.
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typedef any client id type;
typedef any query type;
typedef any passage type;
typedef struct alteration structf
passage type added passage;
passage type removed passage;
g alteration type;
typedef struct ranking entry structf
retrievable object ranked object;
double rsv;
g ranking entry type;
typedef sequence<ranking entry type> ranking type;
typedef any query indep info type;21
typedef any id type;
interface retrievable objectf
// Interface to a retrievable object representing a retrievable item.
void modified();
// Marks object as modified.
void to be deleted(alteration type alteration of content representation);
// Marks object as to be deleted and invokes the generation of the object's summary alteration with
// alteration of content representation.
void transfer(in client id type client id);
// Operation for transferring the content of an object to the user client with the identifier client id.
// Usually not implemented for subcollection-representing objects.
g;
interface retrievable objectsf
// Interface to the set of all retrievable objects. An interface derived from retrievable objects has exactly
// one corresponding interface derived from retrievable object.
retrievable object find object(in id type id);
// Yields retrievable object with identifier id.
g;
interface retrievable object factoryf
// Factory for creating retrievable objects. An interface derived from retrievable object factory has
// exactly one corresponding interface derived from retrievable object.
retrievable object create(in id type id);
// Creates a retrievable object from a given object identifier. The object is marked as just created.
// Decides on the subcollection where the object is assigned to.
g;
interface subcollectionf
// Interface to a set of retrievable objects, which form a subcollection. An interface derived from
// subcollection may correspond to more than one interface derived from retrievable object.
alteration type alteration of content representation();
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// Yields the alteration of the subcollection's content representation. It is derived from the summary
// alterations of the retrievable objects in the subcollection.
query indep info type query independent information();
// Provides the subcollection-specific query-independent information.
ranking type query evaluation(in query type query,
in double subcollection rsv,
inout long desired nof documents);
// Produces a ranked document list with respect to the query. nof desired documents provides
// the desired number of documents contained by the ranked list. Query-dependent information for
// biasing is given by the subcollection's RSV.
g;
The external interfaces of a specic node (the specic external interfaces) are to be
derived from this set of general external interfaces by the node's provider. An interface
T1 being derived from another interface T2 oers the same functionality than T2 plus
additional functionality. Of course, it is possible to derive more than one interface from
one of the listed general external interfaces. Examples will be given in section 4.4.
In order not to unnecessarily complicate the architecture proposal, we omit the for-
mal specication of the (general and specic) internal interfaces corresponding to the
(general and specic) external interfaces. An internal interface could be realized either
through additional methods in the respective class implementing the corresponding ex-
ternal interface, or through a second CORBA interface that the external interface is
derived from. The advantage of the rst variant in comparison to the second is that the
internal interface is really hidden from other nodes. The second variant on the other
hand simplies the physical distribution of a node's components to dierent processing
sites { a useful feature, since a node can become rather extensive.
We have introduced two kinds of alterations, the alterations of content representa-
tions and summary alterations. In general, an alteration of an information item consists
of two passages, the rst containing information that has been added to the item since
a certain point of time, the second containing information that has been removed from
the item since that point of time; compare the denition of type alteration type.
As mentioned, alterations can be accumulated. We assume that from the mathemati-
cal point of view, alterations form a commutative group with respect to the accumulation
 of two alterations [BS85]:
8A;B;C : A  (B  C) = (A B)  C (associativity)
9E 8A : A  E = E A = A (E: empty alteration)
8A 9B : A B = B A = E (inverse alteration)
8A;B : A B = B A (commutativity)
where A, B and C are alterations. This way, we can guarantee that the accumulation
of alterations can be done in arbitrary order. Note that accumulated alterations can be
more eciently processed than non-accumulated ones, because the accumulation might
21A more detailed specication of query indep info type is possible here, but omitted in order
not to unnecessarily complicate the discussion. It follows immediately from the discussion on query-
independent information in section 2.2.
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partially invert the involved alterations.
It has been mentioned that each retrievable object is assigned appropriate operations
to generate or update the object's metadata attributes:
The summarizing operation associated with a retrievable object computes the alter-
ation of the summary of the retrievable item represented by the object; input to the
operation is the alteration of the item's content representation.
The operation for updating a retrievable object's description takes the alteration in
the content representation of the item represented by the object as input, as well as
the object's current description. The output of the operation is an updated description
taken from the indexing vocabulary of the subcollection the object is assigned to. If the
object's current description is empty, the description is derived from the alteration only.
The alteration is then assumed to contain just a passage to be added. The description-
updating operation is assumed to full
description(alteration1  alteration2; current description)
= description(alteration2;description(alteration1; current description))
= description(alteration1;description(alteration2; current description)) :
This way, we can guarantee that it does not matter whether a description attribute is
updated in one or in several steps, the result will be the same.
The operation for updating a retrievable object's query-independent information is
implemented only if the object corresponds to a subcollection. It simply yields the re-
sult from invoking the subcollection's query independent information operation.
As a dedicated component, each node is assigned a Synchronizer. The Synchro-
nizer frequently checks the retrievable objects in a layer-i-node whether they have been
marked as just created, as modied, or as to be deleted. As soon as a subcollection
contains one of the marked objects, its content has changed and the retrievable object
from layer i+ 1 representing the subcollection is marked as modied.
For those retrievable objects in the considered node being marked as created or
modied, the corresponding metadata attributes are updated or computed and the
object is unmarked. Retrievable objects being marked as deleted are removed, if their
summary alteration attribute is empty: An empty summary alteration attribute of
a retrievable object indicates that the attribute's value has been already taken into
account by the operation providing the alteration of the content representation of the
subcollection the retrievable object is assigned to.
The retrievable objects' description attributes should be kept in a specialised ac-
cess structure maintained by an IR Server, such that a fast modication and ranking
functionality can be provided. The presented Synchronizer concept further supports
fast ranking: Obviously, the generation, updating or deletion of the descriptions corre-
sponding to the retrievable items is decoupled from the items' generation, modication
or deletion and thus, delayed. This way, the query evaluation can be given preference,
such that a satisfying ranking eciency is achieved.
The outlined Synchronizer/IR server concept has been adopted from the SPIDER IR
system [Sch97a], a research prototype developed at ETH Zurich that provides ecient
IR functionality for searching a database storing frequently changing data: Instead of
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integrating the IR functionality into the database system, it is realized by an IR server
that is independently operating from the database with respect to read operations. With
respect to modifying operations, a week consistency is established between the IR Server
and the database by loosely coupling them with the help of a Synchronizer. This way,
the IR functionality can be implemented through the IR Server on the basis of spe-
cialised data access structures that are indispensable for achieving the desired retrieval
eciency, but not well supported by general-purpose database systems. Moreover, the
read operations can always be given preference by delaying modifying operations.
The transaction model underlying this concept relaxes the isolation (serialisability)
requirement of the ACID principle [GR97]: The evaluation of a query is immediately
performed, no matter whether there are incompleted update transactions (for example,
a document has been inserted into the database, but its description is not yet taken
into account by the query evaluation). The occurring inconsistencies may be assumed
to be intercepted by the ability of the IR model underlying the IR server to cope with
uncertainty; compare section 1.1.
If during runtime a node provider wishes to include a new node into Dsmily, or to
add subcollection to an existing node, for each new subcollection, a retrievable object
representing the subcollection in a superior node has to be created making use of the
appropriate retrievable object factory. And vice versa, if subcollections or even nodes
are going to be deleted, the corresponding subcollection-representing retrievable objects
from superior nodes have to be marked as to be deleted.
4.2 Updating metadata
We have presented the basic functionality of the components of Dsmily. In the following,
we describe, how this functionality intertwines to update the metadata that is required
for ranking retrievable objects (and of course to generate the metadata, if not yet being
available for a certain retrievable object).
Having added a retrievable item to a subordinate entity at layer i  1, the creation
of a new retrievable object is triggered by the subordinate entity calling the appropriate
create operation oered by a retrievable object factory of a layer-i-node. This
operation is also responsible for marking the object as just inserted, for inserting the
created object into the set of existing retrievable objects of the same type and for
assigning it to a subcollection.
Having modied a retrievable item, or before deleting a retrievable item,
the subordinate entity uses the find object operation from the corresponding
retrievable objects interface of a layer-i-node in order to locate the item's retriev-
able object. Then, the modified or to be deleted operation from the corresponding
retrievable object interface is applied to the retrievable object to mark it as modied
or as to be deleted. If an object has already been marked, the marker is overwritten (if
an object is intended to be marked as to be deleted that has been marked before as just
created, then the object of course can be removed at once).
Part of the to be deleted operation is the invocation of the operation gen-
erating the object's summary alteration attribute. This invocation forwards the
value of to be deleted's input parameter alteration of content representation
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that provides the content alteration of the item represented by the object.
The generated summary alteration attribute will be considered when reading the
alteration of content representation attribute from the subcollection that is con-
taining the object.
In case that the subordinate entity is a database, calling the mentioned operations
could be realized via stored procedures, replication mechanisms, or active database
components (extended triggers) [Vos94], if available. Otherwise, the calling has to be
realized by added suitable components. In order to call the to be deleted operation,
the operation's input parameter alteration of content representation has to be
generated from the document to be deleted: The document content is transformed
into a content representation of the document, which is copied into a variable of type
alteration type as a content passage to be removed. The variable is taken as the
input parameter then.
As mentioned, each node is assigned a Synchronizer that frequently checks the re-
trievable objects whether they have been marked as just created, modied, or to be
deleted. For each marked retrievable object in a layer-i-node, corresponding operations
are performed:
 If the considered retrievable object has been marked as created or modied, then
the following happens:
1. { Suppose that the retrievable item represented by the considered re-
trievable object is a subcollection at layer i. Then the subcollection's
alteration of content representation operation is called, which im-
plies the accumulation of the summary alteration attributes of all re-
trievable objects in the subcollection. The result of this accumulation is
stored in a variable v of type alteration type. After having taken the
summary alteration attribute of a certain retrievable object in the sub-
collection into account, the attribute is emptied by applying the object's
set back operation.
The retrievable object's query-independent information attribute results
from invoking the subcollection's query independent information op-
eration 22.
{ In case that the retrievable item represented by the considered retrievable
object is a document, we may assume that the object is marked as just
created (remember that a modication of documents is not supported).
The document content is transformed into a content representation of the
document, which is copied into a variable v of type alteration type as
a content passage to be added.
The retrievable object's query-independent information attribute re-
mains empty.
2. The retrievable object's description attribute is updated by applying the ob-
ject's description-updating operation to the variable v and the current de-
scription of the object.
22The operation's functioning follows immediately from section 2.2.
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3. If i < n, the retrievable object's summary alteration attribute is computed
by applying the object's summarizing operation attached to the object to the
variable v.
4. The processed retrievable object is unmarked.
 If the considered retrievable object has been marked as to be deleted, and its
summary alteration attribute is empty, the object is removed.
 If i < n, the retrievable object from layer i+1 that represents a subcollection con-
taining the considered retrievable object from layer i is marked as being modied
as explained at the beginning of this section.
Given i < n, each summary alteration can be said to imply a certain description-
updating action at the next upper layer i + 1. As a consequence, the accumulation of
summary alterations may be interpreted to imply a clustering of description-updating
actions in a way, such that the eort for performing them is decreased. In other words,
even if much has changed in a subcollection, the alteration of the subcollection's content
representation and thus, the eort for updating the subcollections description might still
remain small.
Note that the building of the alteration of content representation attribute
of a subcollection at layer i   1 has to be adjusted to the type requirements of the
description-updating and summarizing operations that are responsible for updating and
generating the description and summary alteration attribute of the retrievable object
representing the subcollection at layer i. Correspondingly, the building of the alteration
in a document's content representation at layer i  1 = 0 has to be adjusted to the type
requirements of the description-creating and summarizing operations that are responsi-
ble for generating the description and summary alteration attribute of the retrievable
object representing the document at layer i = 1.
In the following, the algorithm frequently performed by the Synchronizer of a layer-
i-node is given in pseudo code:
retr objs = [set of objects correlated to the interface retrievable objects]
marked retr objs = [set of marked objects in retr objs]
forall obj 2 marked retr objs f
if [obj is marked as just created or modied] f
id = [identier attribute of obj]
description = [description attribute of obj]
if [layer 1 is current layer]
v = [content representation of document id interpreted as a passage to be added]
else f
v = id -> alteration of content representation()
[obj's query-indep. info. attribute] = id -> query independent information()]
g
[update obj's description attribute from v and description]
if [current layer < n]
[generate obj's summary alteration attribute from v]
[unmark obj]
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g else if [obj is marked as to be deleted] and
[obj's summary alteration attribute is empty]
[remove obj]
if [current layer < n]f
subcollection = [identier of the subcoll. obj has been assigned to]
subcoll objs = [id. of the set of retr. obj.s the obj. representing subcollection belongs to]
(subcoll objs -> find object(subcollection)) -> modified()
g
g
4.3 Query evaluation
In this section, we describe, how a query is processed by Dsmily.
Each subcollection at layer i is attached a query evaluation operation that can
be used in order to rank the documents within the subcollection. Beside a query, this
operation requires the subcollection's RSV and the desired length of the ranked list of
documents as input parameters. The operation proceeds in several steps:
1. If possible, a query object is generated from the given query; the object's descrip-
tion attribute gives a query description that can be compared to the descriptions
of the retrievable objects in the subcollection.
2. A local ranking of the retrievable objects in the subcollection is performed in
accordance with the underlying probabilistic model, i.e. the ith addend in equation
(2.2) is computed for the various retrievable objects by making use of a suitable
probabilistic IR model for the non-distributed case; compare chapter 2.
3. In accordance with the underlying probabilistic model, the resulting ranked list
of retrievable objects is biased: The given subcollection RSV is added to the
retrievable objects' scores that were computed in step 2.
4. The biased ranked list of retrievable objects is shortened with the help of the
selection criterion of the underlying probabilistic model according to the given
desired number of documents. At this, the ranked objects' RSVs determined
under step 3 and query-independent information attributes are used, if the ranked
objects correspond to subcollections.
5. If the ranked objects correspond to documents, the ranked list is given back to
the operation's caller.
If the ranked objects correspond to subcollections provided by nodes from layer
i   1, the query evaluation operations associated with these subcollections are
called with the query, the RSVs determined under step 3 and the desired number
of documents determined under step 4.
6. The ranked lists given back by these operation calls are merged, the result is given
back to the operation's caller.
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The query evaluation operation of the (single) subcollection in the root node is
called by the user client (the subcollection RSV may be set to zero). A nal ranked list
of retrievable objects representing documents is given back and can be investigated by
the user; a document can be viewed by making use of the transfer operation attached
to the document's retrievable object.
In general, the query may be of arbitrary type. However, query evaluation has to
check in a rst step, whether a query object can be generated from the query that is
of the same type than (some of) the retrievable objects in the considered subcollection.
If this is possible, the description attribute attached to the query object is guaranteed
to be taken from the subcollection's indexing vocabulary and thus, comparable to the
descriptions of the retrievable objects in the subcollection. Its computation proceeds
as follows: The query content is transformed into a variable of type alteration type
containing a passage to be added. Having created the corresponding query object, the
object's description-updating operation can be applied to the variable in order to ll
the object's description attribute.
In the following, the method implementing the query evaluation operation is shown
in pseudo code:
ranking type query evaluation(in query type query,
in double subcollection rsv,
inout long desired nof documents)f
[nd a factory operation that is able to create an appropriate query object from query]
if [creation of query object is not possible]f
nof desired documents = 0
return ;
gelsef
[Create query object]
[generate query object's description attribute]
local ranking = [rank retr. objects of the subcoll. w.r.t. query object's description attr.]
[decrease desired nof documents if necessary]
[bias local ranking with subcollection rsv according to the probabilistic model]
[shorten local ranking w.r.t. desired nof documents according to the selection criterion]
if [layer 1 is current layer]
return local ranking
elsef
forall [entryj 2 local ranking] do in parallelf
subcollectionj = [identier attribute of entryj :ranked object]
[set desired nof documentsj ; value has been determined while shortening local ranking]
rankingj = subcollectionj ! query evaluation(query,
entryj :rsv,
desired nof objectsj)
g
return [merge all rankingj according to the computed RSVs]
g
g
g
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The shown basic version of the method implementing the query evaluation op-
eration waits until each subsequent query evaluation call has given back an an-
swer before giving back a merged ranked list. Because the response time of dierent
query evaluation calls on dierent nodes might vary signicantly, the time the user
client has to wait for the nal ranking list can become unacceptable. In order to bridge
this problem, the query evaluation should be modied as follows: If the current layer is
layer 1, the computed ranked list of retrievable objects representing documents are di-
rectly sent back to the user client. There, incoming ranked lists are stepwise merged into
a nal ranked list. The merging process is shown to the user, who may always decide to
nish it in advance by stopping the distributed ranking process. During the distributed
ranking process, the user should be informed how much documents with RSVs in which
range can still be expected. Here, the information produced by the selection criterion
could be appropriately exploited at the user client site.
4.4 An exemplary node hierarchy
Figure 4.1 shows parts of a possible Dsmily node hierarchy. In the following, the content
and functionality of the illustrated nodes is outlined.
At layer 1, two nodes are shown including two multimedia databases. The left hand
node contains retrievable objects representing English-language text as well as image
documents. The following specic external interfaces derived from general external
interfaces listed in section 4.1 correspond to the node:
interface english object:retrievable objectf...g;
interface english objects:retrievable objectsf...g;
interface english object factory:retrievable object factoryf...g;
interface image object:retrievable objectf...g;
interface image objects:retrievable objectsf...g;
interface image object factory:retrievable object factoryf...g;
interface subcollection english:subcollectionf...g;
interface subcollection image:subcollectionf...g;
The subcollection subcollection english includes all retrievable objects of type
english object. The descriptions of these text objects contain English-languange word
stems. Each word stem in an object's description is labeled by the number of times it
can be derived from the text document represented by the object, i.e. by its feature fre-
quency. The summary alterations of the objects consist of English-languange N -grams,
labeled by corresponding within-alteration-frequencies, where N is given. Accumulating
the summary alterations leads to the alteration of the content representation of subcol-
lection subcollection english that consists of labeled English-languange N -grams.
The subcollection subcollection image corresponds with image object. This sub-
collection simply demonstrates that a node can have more than one subcollection and
is not further considered in the following.
The right hand layer-1-node contains retievable objects representing English-
language audio documents. The following specic external interfaces derived from the
corresponding general external interfaces relate to the node:
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interface audio english object:retrievable objectf...g;
interface audio english objects:retrievable objectsf...g;
interface audio english object factory:retrievable object factoryf...g;
interface subcollection audio english:subcollectionf...g;
The subcollection subcollection audio english includes the retrievable objects of
type audio english object. The descriptions of these audio objects contain phoneme
N -grams labeled by corresponding feature frequencies; compare the N -gram-based ap-
proach to speech retrieval decribed in [Sch97a]. At this, the same N as above is used
(however, one phoneme may correspond with several letters). The summary alterations
of the audio objects are generated from the object descriptions by transforming la-
beled phoneme N -grams into labeled English-language N -grams. The transformation
is performed with the help of a similarity thesaurus [Sch97a] [SB96] specifying rela-
tionships between phoneme and English-language N -grams. Accumulating the sum-
mary alterations leads to the alteration of the content representation of subcollection
subcollection audio english that consists of labeled English-languange N -grams.
In other words, the alterations of the content representations of the two subollec-
tions subcollection english and subcollection audio english are of the same data
structure and thus, can be processed by description-updating and summarizing operta-
tions that belong to the same object type associated with layer 2.
The advantage of using labeled N -grams for representing the content of a subcol-
lection is obvious [CN96]: Labeled N -grams give a content representation that is the
more compact and the more stable with respect to changes within the subcollection, the
smaller N is chosen. However, the smaller N , the less information about the subcollec-
tion is provided by the subcollection's content representation.
At layer 2, again two nodes can be found in Figure 4.1. The left hand node con-
tains retrievable objects representing subcollections with English-language documents,
as for example the subcollections subcollection english and subcollection audio -
english. The following specic external interfaces derived from the corresponding gen-
eral external interfaces relate to the node:
interface subcoll english object:retrievable objectf...g;
interface subcoll english objects:retrievable objectsf...g;
interface subcoll english object factory:retrievable object factoryf...g;
interface subcollection subcoll english:subcollectionf...g;
The subcollection subcollection subcoll english includes all retrievable objects of
type subcoll english object. The descriptions and summary alterations of these
subcollection-representing objects are directly derived from the alterations of the sub-
collections' respective content representations, i.e. the indexing vocabulary associated
with subcollection subcoll english provides all possible English-language N -grams.
Accumulating the summary alterations leads to the alteration of the content representa-
tion of subcollection subcollection subcoll english that consists of labeled English-
languange N -grams.
The right hand layer-2-node contains retievable objects representing subcollections
with German-language documents. The following specic external interfaces derived
from the corresponding general external interfaces relate to the node:
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interface subcoll german object:retrievable objectf...g;
interface subcoll german objects:retrievable objectsf...g;
interface subcoll german object factory:retrievable object factoryf...g;
interface subcollection subcoll german:subcollectionf...g;
The subcollection subcollection subcoll german includes the retrievable objects of
type subcoll german object.
The descriptions these subcollection-representing objects are directly derived from
the alterations of the subcollections' respective content representations that contain
labeled German-languange N -grams. In order to obtain corresponding summary alter-
ations, a similarity thesaurus is applied that transfers the alterations of the content
representations into alterations containing labeled English-languange N -grams. Accu-
mulating the summary alterations leads to the alteration of the content representation of
subcollection subcollection subcoll german that consists of labeled English-language
N -grams. Thus, the alterations of the content representations of subcollection -
subcoll english and of subcollection subcoll german are of the same data struc-
ture and can be processed by description-updating and summarizing opertations that
belong to the same object type associated with layer 3.
At layer 3, one node can be found in Figure 4.1, which contains retrievable ob-
jects representing subcollections again containing subcollections with documents of dif-
ferent languages, as for example the subcollections subcollection subcoll english
and subcollection subcoll german. The following specic external interfaces derived
from the corresponding general external interfaces relate to the node:
interface subcoll language object:retrievable objectf...g;
interface subcoll language objects:retrievable objectsf...g;
interface subcoll language object factory:retrievable object factoryf...g;
interface subcollection subcoll language:subcollectionf...g;
The subcollection subcollection subcoll language includes all retrievable objects of
type subcoll language object. The descriptions and summary alterations of these
subcollection-representing objects are directly derived from the alterations of the sub-
collections' respective content representations, i.e. the indexing vocabulary associated
with subcollection subcoll languageprovide all possible English-language N -grams.
Note: What has not been exemplarily illustrated are subcollections that contain re-
trievable objects of dierent types (with dierent specic interfaces).
An English-language fulltext query posted to one of the presented subcollections is
indexed by features of the following kind:
 Subcollections subcollection subcoll language or subcollection subcoll -
english: The query is indexed by labeled English-language N -grams.
 Subcollection subcollection subcoll german: The query is indexed by labeled
German-language N -grams. They are obtained from the query with the help of
an approriate similarity thesaurus.
 Subcollection subcollection english: The query is indexed by labeled English-
language word stems.
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 Subcollection subcollection audio english: The query is indexed by labeled
phonetic N -grams. They are obtained from the query by transcribing it into
a phonemic transcription using a pronunciation dictionary and decomposing the
transcription into N -grams [Sch97a].
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and outlook
Although there exist a number of approaches to distributed IR, none of them oer a the-
oretically well founded framework to overcome the numerous problems that arise when
facing a distributed heterogeneous environment. The probabilistic model for distributed
IR presented in this work may be considered to be a step towards such a framework. It
provides a number of desirable properties:
1. The model stems from the Probability Ranking Principle: Documents oered by
the distributed environment are stepwise sorted into a nal ranked list such that
the documents are ordered according to their probabilities of being relevant with
respect to a user's query.
As a consequence, the achievable retrieval eectiveness is not inferior to the re-
trieval eectiveness of a corresponding non-distributed model.
2. Dierent subcollection-specic indexing vocabularies and probabilistic ranking
methods may be employed within the framework of the model such that the envi-
ronment's heterogeneity can be appropriately taken into account.
3. The model considers relevance feedback provided by the user, not only given on
documents, but also on subcollections.
4. Part of the model is a criterion for limiting the distributed ranking process to a
subset of available subcollections. Because this selection criterion is derived from
the probability ranking principle, the (inevitable) losses in retrieval eectiveness
caused by the application of the criterion remain acceptable.
An extension of the criterion allows to take given cost factors into account.
5. The model scales with the underlying data volume.
6. An extension of the model supports the handling of structured documents.
The basic predictions of the model concerning the achievable retrieval eectiveness
(item 1 and 4) could be conrmed by experiments. Moreover, experiments gave evidence
that when exploiting the provided degrees of freedom (item 2 and 3), the model is able to
even outperform a corresponding non-distributed IR model with respect to the retrieval
eectiveness.
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The architecture of a distributed IR system has been outlined that realizes the prob-
abilistic model. The system provides access to an arbitrary number of dynamic multi-
media databases. Two important aspects were addressed by the architecture proposal:
1. The probabilistic model requires subcollections to be indexed. The proposal gives
a framework for indexing subcollections.
2. The reliability of the IR system depends on the up-to-dateness of the employed
metadata. The proposal includes a framework for a fast updating of metadata.
Some interesting points remain that have not been addressed in this work:
 In order to achieve an absolute retrieval eectiveness that competes with latest IR
approaches for the non-distributed case, powerful probabilistic IR models should
be investigated, how far they can be plugged into the presented model.
 Many degrees of freedom provided by the presented model are not available with
non-distributed models, as for example relevance feedback on subcollections. Only
a few of them have been subject to experimental evaluation; further experiments
are required in order to form an impression of the model's entire potential.
 The model allows for dierent indexing vocabularies and thus, could be used in
order to merge ranked lists containing text and audio documents of dierent lan-
guages, as outlined in section 4.4. Corresponding experiments should be performed
in order to investigate the usefulness of the model for the research eld of cross-
language IR [BC97] [SWS97].
 The hierarchies of retrievable items considered throughout this work have been
assumed to be balanced (documents are always located at layer 0). However, a
corresponding generalization of the model can be done without much ado.
 Hierarchically structured documents such as text books or videos may be consid-
ered to be subcollections of document passages (e.g. chapters, pages, video se-
quences etc.). Thus, the model can be also employed for passage retrieval [SAB93]
over a distributed collection of hierarchically structured documents.
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Appendix A
Some basics in probability theory
In order to be able to follow the discussions in chapter 2, a basic knowledge about
probability theory is indispensable. Compact introductions to probability theory are for
example given in [Sta95] and [BS85], more theoretic and detailed introductions can be
found in [Gne91] and [Fel66]. In the following, we give a brief summary on concepts,
formulas and theorems that are used within this work.
1. Consider a random experiment that can end up in a number of various results.
A result corresponds to a so called elementary event. Each subset E of the set

 containing all possible elementary events is an event. Let E(M) and E(N) be
two events taken from the event space 2
, where M and N are events identiers.
E(M) denotes the event E(
)  E(M).
The function P denes a probability measure according to Colmogorof's axioms
P (E(M))  0
P (E(M) [ E(N)) = P (E(M)) + P (E(N)); if E(M) \ E(N) = ;
P (E(
)) = 1 :
Thus, P (E(M)) is the probability for the occurrence of the event E(M), i.e. the
probability that at least one elementary event in E(M) occurs.
P (E(M)jE(N)) := P (E(M) \ E(N))
P (E(N))
(A.1)
is said to be the conditional probability for event E(M), given that E(N) has
already occurred. This denition can be immediately tranformed into the multi-
plication theorem
P (E(M) \ E(N)) = P (E(M)jE(N))P (E(N))
= P (E(N)jE(M))P (E(M)) ; (A.2)
which simplies into
P (E(M) \ E(N)) = P (E(M))P (E(N)) ; (A.3)
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if E(M) and E(N) are (stochastically) independent events. Furthermore, the
theorem of total probabilities
P (E(M)) =
X
Nj
P (E(M)jE(Nj))P (E(Nj)) (A.4)
as well as Bayes' theorem
P (E(Nk)jE(M)) := P (E(M)jE(Nk))P (E(Nk))P
Nj
P (E(M)jE(Nj))P (E(Nj)) (A.5)
can be derived from denition (A.1), where the E(Nj) give a disjunctive subdivision
of 
.
Throughout this work, we have used the following abbreviations [Sch97a] in accor-
dance with the literature on probabilistic IR:
E(M;N) := E(M) \ E(N)
P (M) := P (E(M))
P (M jN) := P (E(M)jE(N)) :
2. A random variable X is a function
X : 
  ! I  IR (A.6)
that maps the elementary events of the actually considered 
 to values taken from
an interval I  IR. These values occur in I with a certain distribution:
(a) If 
 contains a nite number of elements, random variable X is said to be
discrete. The discrete distribution of X is then given by the function
a(x) :=
8><
>:
0 if x < min(X)P
xjx
P (X = xj) if min(X)  x < max(X)
1 if x  max(X) ;
(A.7)
where P (X = xj) is the probability of the event fE(M)jE(M) 2 
,
X(E(M)) = xjg. The expectation value of X is dened by
(X) :=
X
xj
xj P (X = xj) (A.8)
while
2(X) :=
X
xj
(xj   (X))2P (X = xj) (A.9)
= (X2)  2(X)
gives the variance of X. Finally,
 =
p
2 (A.10)
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yields the standard deviation of random variable X.
Remark: Under (b), the concept of a probability density corresponding to a
continuous random variable will be introduced. Strictly speaking, this con-
cept does not exist for a discrete random variable. The probability densities of
discrete random variables that we talk about in this work are a sort of \quasi-
densities" and are dened as follows: Given a (nite or innite) number of
values yk in I that subdivide I into intervals of equal length  = jyk   yk 1j.
We dene the probability density p(x) of the discrete random variable X by
p(x) :=
8<
:
P
yk 

2
xj<yk+

2
P (X=xj)

if yk   2  x < yk + 2
0 else :
(A.11)
Thus,
a(x) 
Z x
min(I)
p(t)dt ; x 2 I : (A.12)
(b) If the elements in 
 are dense (that is, 
 contains an innite number of
elements), the random variable X is considered to be continuous. The con-
tinuous distribution of X is then determined by the function
a(x) :=
Z x
min(I)
p(t)dt ; x 2 I ; (A.13)
where p denotes the probability density correlated to X, i.e.
0  p(x) ; x 2 I ;
1 =
Z max(I)
min (I)
p(t)dt
P (x1 < X  x2) =
Z x2
x1
p(t)dt :
In case of a dense 
, the expectation value of the continuous random variable
X is dened by
(X) :=
Z max(I)
min (I)
t p(t)dt ; (A.14)
the variance of X results from
2(X) :=
Z max(I)
min(I)
(t  (X))2p(t)dt : (A.15)
3. Since the expectation value is linear,
(u+ vX) = u+ v(X) ; u; v 2 IR ; (A.16)
(
X
j=1:::n
Xj) =
X
j=1:::n
(Xj) ; (A.17)
where the Xj are random variables. If the Xj are (stochastically) independent, we
have
2(
X
j=1:::n
Xj) =
X
j=1:::n
2(Xj) (A.18)
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for the variance of the sum of random variables. On the other hand, if the random
variables are (stochastically) dependent, for n = 2,
2(X1 +X2) = 
2(X1) + 
2(X2) + 2 cov(X1;X2) ; (A.19)
where the last addend denotes the covariance between X1 and X2:
cov(X1;X2) :=  ((X1   (X1))(X2   (X2))) : (A.20)
Considering n > 2 (stochastically) dependent random variables Xj ,
2(
X
j=1:::n
Xj) = 
2(X1) + 
2(
X
j=2:::n
Xj) + 2 cov(X1;
X
j=2:::n
Xj)
as a consequence of equation (A.19). Making use of denition (A.20) as well as
equation (A.17), we obtain
2(
X
j=1:::n
Xj) = 
2(X1) + 
2(
X
j=2:::n
Xj) + 2
X
j=2:::n
cov(X1;Xj) ;
which can be expanded into
2(
X
j=1:::n
Xj) = 
2(X1)
+ 2(X2) + 
2(
X
j=3:::n
Xj) + 2
X
j=3:::n
cov(X2;Xj)
+ 2
X
j=2:::n
cov(X1;Xj)
again using (A.20). Repeating this process nally yields
2(
X
j=1:::n
Xj) =
X
j=1:::n
2(Xj) +
X
j;k2f1:::ng;j 6=k
cov(Xj ;Xk) (A.21)
for (stochastically) dependent random variables Xj.
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Appendix B
Notations
In the following, the most important notations are listed that are used throughout the
discussion of the probabilistic model for distributed IR.
Symbol Meaning Topic
d = D0 document
D the (non-partitioned) collection of documents
n + 1 number of layers in the subcollection hierarchy
Di subcollection at layer i documents
d i document passage nested with depth i document passages
Dn root (sub)collection; single subcollection at layer n subcollections
Di individual use of Di queries
U(Di) set of all Di corresponding to Di
q query
Q set of all possible queries
IR set of real numbers sets
E event
M , N event identiers
P probability
RSV (Di; q) retrieval status value of Di w.r.t. q RSV
ln natural logarithm computation
f; g order-preserving transformations
bi constant (linked dependence assumption)
hi correcting addend (multimedia documents)
' indexing feature
i indexing vocabulary correlated to Di
i(Di 1) description of Di 1, subset of i
i(Di k) possible (partial) description of Di k, subset of i indexing
i(q) query description
[Di]' equivalence class containing D
i with same prob. for '
' equivalence relation corresponding to [D
i]'.
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Symbol Meaning Topic
Di subset of Di investigated by the user
Direl subset of relevant retrievable items
Dinon subset of non-relevant retrievable items
vi; wi Di-specic parameters (Bayesian estimates) estimation
ui Di-specic parameter (feature frequency) of
if(Di; ') item frequency in Di corresp. to ' probabilities
df(D;') document frequency in Di corresp. to '
(non-distributed corresponding to item frequency)
(Di 1; ') feature frequency of ' in Di 1
l desired length of the nal ranked list
lm length of the ranked list computed from Dm
xm variable in the selection criterion selection
zm number of documents directly or indirectly contained criterion
by Dm
X , Xj random variables
rm random variable modelling the probabilities of relevance
of the documents in Dmw.r.t. a certain query
Rm random variable modelling the RSVs of the documents
in Dm w.r.t. a certain query
Sik random variable modelling the inuence of the ith addend random
correlated to Dik on R
m variables
T ik;' random variable modelling the inuence of feature ' on S
i
k
Xj , X, Z, T random variables (T-test)
t number of samples (T-test)
: : : : : : . . . is . . . -distributed (T-test)
Am distribution of RmeAm estimated distribution of RmePm probability density corresponding to eAm
N set of normal distributions distributions
G set of shifted gamma distributions
,  variables (shifted gamma distribution)
 expectation value of a random variablee estimated expectation value of a random variable
2 variance of a random variablee2 estimated variance of a random variable
cov covariance between two random variables classication
min minimum value that can be taken by a random variable numbersgmin estimated minimum value that can be taken by a
random variable
m estimate for jm(q)j
 m estimate for (jm(q)j)
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Symbol Meaning Topic
c cost limit for nal ranked list Dm
cm cost limit for the subcollection Dm
m expected cost for taking a document from Dm
m xed cost for ranking the retrievable items in Dm
m estimated xed cost within Dm
mmin; 
m
max interval limits for 
m cost
m expected cost for viewing a document from Dm (random
variable)
m order preserving transformation of m
"R cost for viewing a relevant document
"N cost for viewing a non-relevant document
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Appendix C
Additional tables and gures
illustrating the experimental setting
and results
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oset short, long,
100 + oset 100 + oset
1 11 114
2 8 94
3 11 187
4 10 96
5 12 132
6 9 98
7 4 66
8 10 90
9 17 77
10 10 87
11 17 131
12 10 62
13 6 114
14 7 100
15 6 99
16 9 82
17 9 97
18 10 92
19 6 87
20 8 98
21 7 48
22 5 47
23 16 80
24 5 46
25 7 101
26 7 113
27 11 98
28 14 83
29 5 76
30 8 69
31 8 82
32 7 109
33 5 72
34 6 93
35 12 109
36 10 112
37 11 85
38 9 126
39 10 106
40 6 97
41 9 109
42 14 114
43 8 119
44 11 106
45 8 117
46 7 100
47 3 78
48 13 90
49 2 103
50 9 92
Table C.1: The sizes of the query descriptions for short and long queries 101-150.
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Figure C.1: The eect of the selection criterion to the recall-precision graph for short
queries 101{150 (distributed RPI method; document collection AP88). The dierence
between using and not using the selection criterion is almost not visible when selecting
the top 1000 ranked documents from the subcollections, respectively.
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Figure C.2: The average precision obtained for short queries 101{150 (non-distributed
RPI method; document collection AP88).
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Figure C.3: Dierence in average precision between the distributed and non-distributed
RPI method, shown for each query from short queries 101{150 (document collection
AP88).
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Figure C.11: The eect of the selection criterion to the recall-precision graph for long
queries 101{150 (distributed RPI method; document collection AP88). The dierence
between using and not using the selection criterion is almost not visible when selecting
the top 1000 ranked documents from the subcollections, respectively.
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Figure C.12: The average precision obtained for long queries 101{150 (non-distributed
RPI method; document collection AP88).
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Figure C.13: Dierence in average precision between the distributed and non-distributed
RPI method, shown for each query from long queries 101{150 (document collection
AP88).
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Appendix D
Glossary
IR strategy: In our context, a strategy for retrieving information in a distributed
heterogeneous environment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
RSV distribution: See \distribution". The actual RSV distribution illustrates the
distribution of the documents' RSVs within a certain subcollection. The estimated
RSV distribution corresponding to a certain subcollection approximates the actual RSV
distribution within the subcollection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
TREC: An acronym for the Text REtrieval Conference; oers a test environment for
evaluating retrieval eectiveness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .58
asymptotically . . . -distributed: The considered sequence of distributions is ap-
proaching a . . . -distribution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
average precision: The average precision correlated to a query set measures the re-
trieval eectiveness of an IR approach with respect to the considered set of queries.
It is obtained from averaging the query-specic average precisions corresponding to a
set of queries. A query-specic average precision results from averaging the precisions
corresponding to the positions of the relevant documents in the ranking list answering
the query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
binary independence retrieval (BIR) model: A (rather basic) probabilistic model
for non-distributed IR that uses document frequencies of query features . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
broker: Provides a ranked list of documents upon request. The performed tasks con-
cerning the indexing and ranking depend on the selected IR strategy for a distributed
heterogeneous environment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
central limit theorem: A fundamental theorem in probability theory [Sta95] [Fel66]
[BS85] [Gne91] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
classication number: A value that is used for identifying members of a distribution
family . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
conditional probability: The probability for an event given that another event has
occurred, compare (A.1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
content representation: Represents the content of a retrievable item .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
147
correlation: Gives the covariance between two random variables normalized by their
standard deviations; compare \covariance" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
cost: Various factors that may inuence the selection criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
covariance: Measures the coherence of two random variables, see (A.20). . . . . . . . . . .42
data structure: The data structure of a document or content representation identies
passages in the document or content representation and denes their semantics. The
more detailed the partitioning into passages, the more structure the document or content
representation is considered to have . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
description: A set of features indexing a retrievable item or query. A feature might
be labelled by the number of times it can be derived from the item or query . . . . . . . . . 4
distributed BIR approach: Retrieval approach based on the probabilistic model for
distributed IR in combination with the non-distributed BIR model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
distributed BIR/RPI approach: Retrieval approach based on the probabilistic
model for distributed IR in combination with the non-distributed BIR (subcollection-
specic ranking of documents) as well as RPI model (ranking of subcollections). . . . .57
distributed RPI approach: Retrieval approach based on the probabilistic model for
distributed IR in combination with the non-distributed RPI model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
distributed heterogenous environment: An environment is distributed, if the data
oered by the environment is partitioned into separately maintained units that are
stored at (physically) distributed, networked sites; it is heterogeneous, if at least one of
the following conditions holds: (a) The content, and thus the information provided by
the various documents in the environment covers a broad range of topics. The extend
of the documents may vary extremely; documents providing detailed information on a
particular subject occur as well as documents tackling a bunch of topics at the same
time in less detail. (b) Each document is of a certain data structure (see below). A
number of dierent data structures occur in the environment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
distribution family: A set of distribution functions. An example is the set of normal
distributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
distribution: The distribution (or distribution function) of a random variable give the
probability that the value taken by the random variable does not exceed a given limit;
compare appendix A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
document collection: A set of documents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
document frequency: The number of documents in a collection that have a descrip-
tion containing a certain feature; compare \item frequency" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
document: A retrievable item .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
early precision: The interpolated precision average at recall level 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
elementary event: A possible result of a random experiment modelled by a random
variable, compare appendix A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
event space: The set of possible events, compare appendix A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
event: A set of elementary events, compare appendix A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
148
expectation value: The value that is expected to be taken by a certain random
variable, compare (A.8) and (A.14). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .37
feature frequency: Counts how often a certain feature can be derived from a specic
query or document . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
feature: A feature is indexing a retrievable item or a query; it represents an equivalence
class of patterns (words or word stems, for example) that carry semantics associated
with the feature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
nal ranked (document) list: The ranked list of documents that results from a
distributed ranking process; compare \ranked list" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
global RSV: Document-related RSVs that are used to order the documents into the
nal ranked list; has been computed on the basis of global statistical information . . . 39
global statistical information: Statistical information is global, if its range of validity
covers the entire distributed document collection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
heterogeneous collection: A collection, which contains documents of completely dif-
ferent content, of dierent data structure or of strongly varying length or extend . . . 58
hierarchy of retrievable items: A structure containing hierarchically arranged re-
trievable items.At the bottom layer 0, the documents can be found, subcollections are
assigned to the layers 1 to n above. At the top layer, exactly one subcollection can be
found, the root (sub)collection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
homogeneous collection: A collection, which contains documents of the same data
structure, related content and similar length or extend . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
incremental retrieval: Computing a rst part of the nal ranked list, then a second,
and so on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
indexing vocabulary: Each indexing method is associated an indexing vocabulary
that provides all features that can be used by the method . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
indexing: The process of generating a description for a retrievable item or a query by
making use of an indexing method . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
individual use: The way a user employs (or interprets) a certain retrievable item or
query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
information retrieval (IR): A technology that supports the search for information
satisfying a user's information need. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
interface: Set of attributes and operations of an object . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
interpolated precision average: Interpolated precisions corresponding to a certain
recall level averaged over a set of queries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
interpolated precision: The maximum precision from a certain recall level on . . . . 60
interpretation: See \individual use" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
item frequency: The number of retrievable items in a set of retrievable items that
have a description containing a certain feature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
149
linked dependence assumption: Basic assumption of many probabilistic IR mod-
els; the dependency of the events corresponding to features indexing relevant and non-
relevant are linked in a certain manner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
local RSV: A document's RSV that is valid only within the scope of a certain subcol-
lection; has been computed on the basis of local statistical information . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
local ranked (document) list: A list of documents in a certain subcollection ordered
according to the document's estimated probabilities of relevance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
local ranking: The process of ordering the retrievable items within a certain subcol-
lections according to their estimated probabilities of relevance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
local statistical information: Statistical information is local, if its range of validity
covers a particular subcollection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
metadata: Metadata describe other data or provide information that is indispensable
or useful for interpreting the data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
minimum RSV: minimum value that can be taken by a random variable modelling
the occurrence of document-related RSVs in a subcollection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
multimedia document: A structured document that subdivides into passages con-
taining media objects like image, audio or video . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
node: A node is a set of certain objects that are under the administration of a single
node provider . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
non-distributed BIR approach: Retrieval approach based on the non-distributed
probabilistic BIR model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
non-distributed RPI approach: Retrieval approach based on the non-distributed
probabilistic RPI model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
object: An object carries a state that can be requested and inuenced by making use
of the attributes and operations accessible through the object's interface. . . . . . . . . . . .99
passage retrieval: The process of retrieving document passages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .116
passage: A retrievable item; a part of a document determined by the document's data
structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .54
possible description: Set of features that are assigned to a retrievable item by an
indexer as one possible description of the retrievable item . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
possible partial description: Set of features that are assigned to a subcollection by
an indexer as a part of a possible description of the subcollection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
precision at s documents: The average of the precisions reached after having con-
sidered the rst s top ranked documents in the nal ranked list. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .61
precision: The ratio of relevant documents in a given set of documents against all
document in the given set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
probability density: Function correlated to a certain random variable. Integrating
this function over a certain interval yields the probability that the value taken by the
random variable can be found within the interval. A random variable's probability
density determines the distribution of the random variable, compare appendix A . . . 35
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probability of relevance: The probability of a retrievable item of being relevant with
respect to the user's information need . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
probability ranking principle (PRP): Ranking methods based on this principle
rank retrievable items according to the items' probabilities of relevance. . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
probability: The probability denes a measure according to Colmogorof's axioms; see
appendix A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
provider: Provides one or more subcollections. The performed tasks concerning the
indexing and ranking depend on the selected IR strategy for a distributed heterogeneous
environment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
query feature: Feature indexing a query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
query-dependent information: Metadata derived during run time from the query
descriptions and descriptions corresponding to those subcollections including the re-
trievable item that is currently considered by the distributed ranking process. This
query-dependent information is required by the selection criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
query-independent information: Metadata derived before run time from the de-
scriptions of the retrievable items included by a certain subcollection. This query-
independent information is provided at the layer above the considered subcollection.
The information is required by the selection criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
query: A query expresses a user's information need . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
random experiment: An experiment where the result as an elementary event occurs
with a certain probability; see appendix A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35
random variable: Models a random experiment. Each value that can be taken by a
random variable corresponds to an elementary event of the considered random experi-
ment; compare appendix A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35
ranked list: A list of retrievable items ordered according to the items' estimated prob-
abilities of relevance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
ranking: The process of ordering retrievable items according to their estimated prob-
abilities of relevance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
recall-precision graph: A graph showing the interpolated precision averages for var-
ious recall levels; employed for comparing dierent IR approaches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
recall: The ratio of relevant documents in a given set of documents against all relevant
documents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
relevance feedback: The user investigates some documents and decides on their rel-
evance with respect to the actual query. This implies additional statistical information
which can be used by a ranking method such that the retrieval eectiveness is im-
proved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
relevance judgement: The decision whether a retrievable item is relevant or non-
relevant with respect to a certain information need . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
relevance: A binary predicate of retrievable items and queries that reects whether
the document contains information fullling the user's information need expressed by
the query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
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relevant retrievable item: A retrievable item that fulls the binary predicate of
relevance for a given query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
retrievable item: An information item that can be retrieved by an IR system. Dis-
tributed case: either a document, a passage of a document or a subcollection; element of
a superior subcollection. Non-distributed case: a document being element of a document
collection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
retrievable object: Object representing a retrievable item on the next upper layer of
the node hierarchy .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
retrieval eectiveness: The ability of an IR system to satisfy a user's information
need . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
retrieval status value (RSV): Retrieval status value; a value assigned to a document
that determines the document's position in the ranked list presented to the user as the
answer to his or her query; compare \subcollection RSV". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
retrieval-with-probabilistic-indexing (RPI) model: A probabilistic model for
non-distributed IR that uses document and document-related feature frequencies of
query features. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
root (sub)collection: The single subcollection at the top layer of the hierarchy of
subcollections, which represents the entire distributed document collection. . . . . . . . . .26
selection criterion: A criterion for deciding during the distributed ranking process
whether or not to take the content of a certain subcollection into consideration . . . . . 36
standard deviations: The squared standard deviation of a random variable gives the
random variable's variance; compare \variance" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
statistical information: Statistical information quanties certain query and document
features. Examples are \document" and \feature frequencies". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
statistical test: Test for verifying a certain hypothesis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
stop word: A word that is assumed to carry almost no information. Common text
indexing methods do not take these words into account. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .61
subcollection RSV: A value assigned to a subcollection that determines the position
of the subcollection in a ranked list of subcollections; compare \RSV" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
subcollection: A retrievable item; a set containing subordinate retrievable items, i.e. ei-
ther documents or subcollections from the hierarchy layer below . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
subordinate entity: Either database or node from the next lower layer of the node
hierarchy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
summary alteration: The alteration in the summarized content of a retrievable item
since a certain point of time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .100
test environment: Comprises a set of documents, a set of topics (or queries) and
corresponding relevance judgements given on documents with respect to a certain
topic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
topic: A detailed description of an information need . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
variance: Reects the dispersion of a certain random variable, compare (A.9) and
(A.15) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
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